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I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Application Summary
Jeremy Keepers (Applicant), representing property owner Weyerhaeuser Timber
Holdings, Inc., submitted combined Comprehensive Plan (Plan) Map and Zoning
Map amendment applications to rezone a 49.34-acre property from Primary Forest
(PF-80) to Resource Industrial Planned Development (RIPD). The proposed zone
change requires a concurrent Plan Map amendment, from Forest Land to Rural
Industrial Land. The complete application, including maps, is attached as Exhibit 2.
Applicant’s supplemental evidence and argument are attached as Exhibit 3.
The application is submitted pursuant to Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 197.719.
ORS 197.719 permits land that meets the statutory definition of an “abandoned or
diminished mill site” to be rezoned for industrial use, notwithstanding other land use
regulations that protect farm or forest land. This means that if the subject property
meets the requirements in ORS 197.719 for an abandoned or diminished mill site, an
“exception” to Statewide Land Use Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural Land), Goal 4
(Forest Land), or Goal 14 (Urbanization) is not required to amend the Plan Map
designation of the property to Rural Industrial and the zoning designation to
Resource Industrial—Planned Development (RIPD).
The application states the property will be used to manufacture a range of wood
products for retail and private label end users, in addition to wholesale lumber
production. The application, narrative, and Applicant’s responses to applicable
decision criteria are contained in Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3.

B.

Background
According to Applicant submittals and other Columbia County land records,
including building permits and Assessor records, the subject 49.34-acre property
was previously developed with a log sorting yard and “chip mill.”
Applicant Statements:
“The site was developed in the late 1970's for log storage, sorting and chipping
industrial uses and was operated up until 2017. The rezone is requested to put
the fully developed idled mill site (paved log yard, power, roads and
stormwater retention pond system) back into productive industrial use.
Since the chip mill was decommissioned, the approximate 24-acre paved log
yard, road system and stormwater retention ponds have sat idle. Since 2017,
this improved area has been used several times for storage during local
construction projects. Otherwise, the developed site has not been fully utilized
since closure in 2017.
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It will provide 20 to 25 full time jobs when full operation is achieved which is a
benefit to the community residents and the local economy in Columbia
County. There is a nearby operation that is similar in use to what is being
proposed but is primarily a wholesale lumber producer. The proposed use on
the subject property will manufacture a range of wood products for retail, and
private label end users in addition to wholesale lumber production similar to
what is made at the nearby existing facility.
The property was being used for a log yard and chip facility at the time it was
zoned to Primary Forest PF80. It remained in that use up to the year 2017 when
it was closed and the chipping portion of the facility was demolished. Normal
upgrades to the existing facility infrastructure were made after the site was
zoned PF-80.
The property currently has adequate road, power, water and stormwater
services available on site that are necessary for the new mill's operations. It will
not put a burden on any public facilities to restart this new mill operation on
the idled property. No new public services are being proposed at this time
other than a power capacity increase. The Clatskanie PUD has indicated that
the proposed power upgrades will not put an undue burden on the PUD.”
The property is developed as described in the application. All but two of the
buildings that were on the property when the facility was in operation are no
longer present. The area that is proposed to be zoned for industrial use has been
surveyed and is shown on the application site plans in Exhibit 2. Supplemental
evidence and argument in support of the application is attached as Exhibit 3.

C.

Land Use Process
The Planning Commission (Commission) conducted a duly noticed public hearing
on the applications on April 18, 2022, at 6:30 p.m. After reviewing and discussing
the written and oral evidence and argument presented at the hearing, the
Commission approved a motion by a vote of 5-0 to recommend the Columbia
County Board of Commissioners (Board) approve the Plan map amendment and
zoning map amendment applications as proposed. The Planning Commission Final
Order No. PA 22-01 and ZC 22-01 are attached in Exhibit 1.
A public hearing to consider the applications is scheduled before the Board on
Wednesday, May 25, 2022, at 10:00 a.m., in the Board hearing room, on the third
floor of the Columbia County Courthouse, in St. Helens, Oregon. The hearing is to
afford interested parties an opportunity to be heard on applications PA 22-01 and
ZC 22-01 for a Comprehensive Plan (Plan) map amendment from Forest Resource
to Rural Industrial and a Zoning Map Amendment from Primary Forest (PF-80) to
Resource Industrial—Planned Development (RIPD) under provisions for the
redevelopment of an abandoned or diminished mill site in ORS 197.719.
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The applications will be reviewed and a decision will be made subject to the
criteria identified in Section III of this staff report; and any other criteria deemed by
the Board to be applicable. Oregon law requires that all testimony and evidence
must be directed toward the applicable decision criteria. Parties may present
written and oral testimony at the public hearing or provide written comments to
the Board prior to the hearing. The Board decision is a final land use decision unless
appealed to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA).

II.

SITE CHARACTERISTICS
A.

Access: Access is via a private roadway, north of Highway 47, beginning
approximately two miles west of Clatskanie. As identified in the application, aerial
photos and maps, the property contains a 24-acre paved area, internal roads and
vehicle circulation system, an accessory building, power, and a stormwater
retention pond system. The County Road Department submitted written comments
stating that:

B.

1.

Applicant must use Highway 47 as main access for heavy truck and
equipment traffic. Palm Hill Road and Elliott Road are not suitable for heavy
truck traffic due to the steep grades and hairpin turns on Palm Hill Road.

2.

If the applicant would like to use Elliott Road as a secondary or emergency
access for passenger vehicles only, they will need to obtain an access permit
from the Public Works department.

Topography: The property contains some steep forested areas around the
perimeter; the industrial development site is generally flat.

C.

Natural Features: The property does not contain any creeks, wetlands or
significant natural drainage. There is a pond on the property.

D.

Natural Hazards: The property does not contain any identified flood hazard or
landslide hazard areas.

E.

Well/Septic: The property contains a well and a septic system.

F.

Surrounding Land Use: The property is in an area that is generally forested and
that does not include any high-density residential or commercial use. There are
two home sites on adjacent properties. The following aerials show the property
location, the subject property, and the area zoning.

G.

Wildlife Habitat: The property does not contain any significant fish, riparian,
bird, or big game habitat areas.
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Property Location
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Subject Property
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Highway 47 Access

Debarking and Chipping Facility
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III. REVIEW CRITERIA
The applicable review criteria are addressed on the following pages.
A.

Oregon Revised Statute (ORS)
ORS 197.719 Industrial use of abandoned or diminished mill sites

B.

Primary Agriculture Use Zone
Resource Industrial – Planned Development Zone
Transportation Impact Analysis
Zone Changes (Map Amendments)
Quasi-judicial Public Hearings
Zone Change - Major Map Amendment
Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan
Contents of Notice

14
15
17
18
20
21
22
23

Columbia County Comprehensive Plan
Part II – Citizen Involvement
Part III – Planning Coordination
Part IV – Forest Lands
Part V – Agriculture
Part X – Economy
Part XII – Industrial Siting
Part XIII – Transportation
Part XIV – Public Facilities
Part XV – Energy Conservation
Part XVI – Goal 5 Resources
Part XVIII – Air, Land and Water Quality
Part XIX – Natural Disasters and Hazards

D.

9

Columbia County Zoning Ordinance
Section 300
Section 680
Section 1450
Section 1502
Section 1603
Section 1605
Section 1607
Section 1608

C.

Page

24
24
25
29
32
38
44
46
47
47
51
53

Oregon Statewide Planning Goals
Goal 1 – Citizen Involvement
Goal 2 – Land Use Planning
Goal 4 – Forest Land
Goal 5 – Open Spaces, Scenic/Historic Areas and Natural Resources
Goal 6 – Air, Water and Land Resources
Goal 7 – Natural Disasters and Hazards
Goal 9 – Economy of the State
Goal 11 – Public Facilities and Services
Goal 12 – Transportation
Goal 13 – Energy Conservation
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54
54
55
56
56
57
57
58
58
58
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IV. STAFF ANALYSIS
The decision criteria applicable to the proposed Plan and zoning map amendments are
identified in Section III of this report. This section presents Staff analysis of Applicant’s
evidence and argument in support of the proposed zone change and of relevant
information submitted by public agencies and interested parties at the time this report
was prepared.

A.

Oregon Revised Statute (ORS)
Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 197.719 Industrial use of abandoned or diminished mill
sites; amendment of comprehensive plans and land use regulations; sewer facilities.
1.

ORS 197.719 (1) As used in this section, “abandoned or diminished mill site” means
a mill, plant or other facility engaged in the processing or manufacturing of wood
products, including sawmills and facilities for the production of plywood, veneer,
hardboard, panel products, pulp and paper, (that):

FINDING 1:

The information and photographs submitted with this application,
along with the supplemental evidence and argument included in
Staff Report Exhibit 3, support a finding that the subject property was
previously developed with a facility that was engaged in the
processing of wood products. The applicant states that the site was
used as a log yard and chip facility until 2017. The photographs
indicate the operation of a de-barking and chipping facility
conducted within buildings on the property that have since been
removed.
These uses meet the definition of “abandoned or diminished mill site”
because they involve the processing of wood products. Here, the
processing involved transforming raw material in the form of logs into
chipped wood products, such as hog fuel. Site development,
including electrical power to the site, the paved roadway into the
site, the 24-acre paved log sorting yard, existing wells and stormwater
retention ponds, also supports this conclusion. Land Development
Services (LDS) staff concludes that the application satisfies the
criterion in ORS 197.719 (1).

2.

ORS 197.719 (1)(a) Is located outside of urban growth boundaries;

FINDING 2:
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The site is located approximately two miles from the nearest Urban
Growth Boundary (Clatskanie). Staff finds that the application satisfies
the criterion in ORS 197.719(1)(a).
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3.

ORS 197.719 (1)(b) Was closed after January 1, 1980, or has been operating at less
than 25 percent of capacity since January 1, 2003; and

FINDING 3:

4.

ORS 197.719 (1)(c) Contains or contained permanent buildings used in the
production or manufacturing of wood products.

FINDING 4:

5.

According to the information provided by Applicant, the log sorting
and chipping operation began in 1978 and ended in 2017. The
application satisfies the criterion in ORS 197.719(1)(b).

The information and photographs submitted with this application,
Applicant’s supplemental evidence and argument contained in Staff
Report Exhibit 3, and the facts and conclusions in Finding 1, above,
support a finding that the subject property was used as a log yard
and chip facility until 2017, and that the facility was engaged in the
processing of wood products. The photographs indicate the
operation of a de-barking and chipping facility conducted within
permanent buildings on the property that have since been removed.
Applicant states that “there are two remaining permanent buildings
used in production.” Staff finds the application satisfies the criterion in
ORS 197.719(1)(c).

ORS 197.719 (2) Notwithstanding statewide land use planning goals protecting
agricultural lands or forestlands or administrative rules implementing those goals, the
governing body of a county may amend the county’s comprehensive plan and land use
regulations to allow an abandoned or diminished mill site to be zoned for industrial
use.

FINDING 5:

Statewide Land Use Planning Goal 3 (Agricultural Land) and Goal 4
(Forest Land), and their implementing statutes, administrative rules,
and local land use regulations, are intended to protect farm and
forest lands for farm and forest uses. Typically a “Goal Exception” is
required to develop land identified in the County’s acknowledged
Comprehensive Plan as agricultural or forest land with
nonconforming industrial development.
ORS 197.719 (2) provides that the land use regulations in support of
Goal 3 and Goal 4 do not apply to an abandoned or diminished mill
site meeting the standards of ORS 197.719 (1). Therefore, industrial
development of a qualifying site does not require a determination of
compliance with or an “exception” to Statewide Land Use Planning
Goal 3, Goal 4 or Goal 14. Because the site satisfies the criteria in ORS
197.719 (1), the application satisfies the criterion in ORS 197.719 (2).

PA 22-01 & ZC 22-02
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The portion of the property to be rezoned is limited to the area that
was previously developed with the industrial use. Other forest land will
not be developed, therefore, the application is found to comply with
Goal 3 and Goal 4 with respect to those other lands. The application
therefore satisfies the criterion in ORS 197.719(2), in that those other
forest lands are not proposed to be rezoned to industrial use.

6.

ORS 197.719 (3) Notwithstanding a statewide land use planning goal relating to
urbanization or administrative rules implementing that goal, the governing body of a
county may amend the county’s comprehensive plan and land use regulations to allow
an abandoned or diminished mill site to be zoned for any level of industrial use.

FINDING 6:

7.

Similar to ORS 197.719 (2), if land is determined to comply with ORS
197.719(1), Statewide Planning Goal 14 (Urbanization) does not apply
and if the applicant were to seek an urban industrial use, a Goal
Exception would not be required to rezone the land for an urban
industrial use. Here, a Goal 14 Exception would not be required in
any event because the applicant is requesting a change to another
rural zone, the Resource Industrial Planned Development zone. The
application therefore satisfies the criterion in ORS 197.719 (3).

ORS 197.719 (4) Notwithstanding a statewide land use planning goal relating to
public facilities and services or administrative rules implementing that goal, the
governing body of a county or its designee may approve:
(a) The extension of sewer facilities to lands that on June 10, 2003, are zoned for
industrial use and that contain an abandoned or diminished mill site. The sewer
facilities may serve only industrial uses authorized for the mill site and contiguous
lands zoned for industrial use.
(b) The extension of sewer facilities to an abandoned or diminished mill site that is
rezoned for industrial use under this section only as necessary to serve industrial uses
authorized for the mill site.
(c) The establishment of on-site sewer facilities to serve an area that on June 10, 2003,
is zoned for industrial use and that contains an abandoned or diminished mill site or to
serve an abandoned or diminished mill site that is rezoned for industrial use under this
section. The sewer facilities may serve only industrial uses authorized for the mill site
and contiguous lands zoned for industrial use.

FINDING 7:
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The application does not propose, and statute does not permit, the
extension of sewer facilities to the site. The site contains existing onsite
sewer and stormwater facilities. The sewer facilities will serve only
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authorized industrial uses. All site development will require an
approved site development plan, which will ensure all development
complies with ORS 197.719 (4) and other Columbia County land
development requirements. The requirements of ORS 197.719 (4)
either do not apply to the proposed and permitted development of
the property, or are satisfied by the application of existing land use
regulations.

8.

ORS 197.719 (5)(a) A local government, as defined in ORS 174.116, may not
authorize a connection to any portion of a sewer facility located between an urban
growth boundary or the boundary of an unincorporated community and the boundary
of the mill site or the industrial zone containing the mill site, except as provided under
a statewide land use planning goal relating to public facilities and services or under
ORS 197.732.

FINDING 8:

9.

There is no sewer facility available between an urban growth
boundary or unincorporated community and the boundary of the
proposed industrial-zoned land. All site development will require an
approved site development plan, which will ensure all development
complies with ORS 197.719 (5)(a) and other Columbia County land
development requirements. The application therefore satisfies the
requirements of ORS 197.719 (5)(a).

ORS 197.719 (5)(b) Sewer facilities approved under subsection (4) of this section
shall be limited in size to meet the needs of authorized industrial uses and may not
provide service to retail, commercial or residential development, except as provided
under a statewide land use planning goal relating to public facilities and services or
under ORS 197.732. The presence of the sewer facilities may not be used to justify an
exception to statewide land use planning goals protecting agricultural lands or
forestlands or relating to urbanization.

FINDING 9:
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The site development plan, included in Exhibit 2, identifies the onsite
sanitary system and the proposed industrial use of the property.
Pursuant to statute and county regulations, site development is
limited to an approved onsite sanitary system properly sized to
accommodate the industrial uses approved for the site. ORS 197.719
(5)(b) and other Columbia County land use regulations prohibit the
use of the property for retail, commercial or residential development.
The application satisfies the requirements of ORS 197.719 (5)(b).
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10.

ORS 197.719 (6)(a) The governing body of a county or its designee shall determine
the boundary of an abandoned or diminished mill site. For an abandoned or
diminished mill site that is rezoned for industrial use under this section, land within
the boundary of the mill site may include only those areas that were improved for the
processing or manufacturing of wood products.

FINDING 10: The application (Exhibit 2) includes an aerial photograph, a survey
and a site development plan that show the boundary of the
proposed industrial zone, along with an explanation of how and why
the boundary was determined. Considering the identified developed
area of the properties and the location of the required access, and
in consideration of applicable property development standards, LDS
Staff finds that the proposed boundary meets the criterion in ORS
197.719 (6)(a).

11.

ORS 197.719 (6)(b) For an abandoned or diminished mill site subject to subsection
(2), (3) or (4) of this section, the governing body of a city or county or its designee
may approve a permit, as defined in ORS 215.402 or 227.160, only for industrial
development and accessory uses subordinate to such development on the mill site.
The governing body or its designee may not approve a permit for retail, commercial
or residential development on the mill site.

FINDING 11: The application does not propose any commercial or residential
development on the property. All proposed development will require
an approved site development plan. The site development permit
will not authorize any use other than those permitted by ORS 197.719
and other applicable land development regulations. The application
therefore complies with the requirements of ORS 197.719 (6)(b).

12.

ORS 197.719 (7) For land that on June 10, 2003, is zoned under statewide land use
planning goals protecting agricultural lands or forestlands and that is rezoned for
industrial use under subsections (2) and (3) of this section, the governing body of the
county or its designee may not later rezone the land for retail, commercial or other
non-resource use, except as provided under the statewide land use planning goals or
under ORS 197.732.

FINDING 12: The requirements of ORS 197.719 (7) apply only to future proposed
land use actions. In accordance with ORS 197.719(7), the site shall not
be rezoned for retail, commercial or other non-resource use, except
as provided under the statewide land use planning goals or under
ORS 197.732.
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B.

Columbia County Zoning Ordinance (CCZO)
1.

CCZO Section 300 PRIMARY AGRICULTURE USE ZONE – 80

PA-80

(A) CCZO 301 Purpose: The Primary Agriculture Zone or Exclusive Farm
Use (EFU) This district is intended to preserve, enhance, and stabilize
those prime agricultural lands and farm use areas within the County
which are being used, and offer the greatest potential, for food and fiber
production. This district also provides for open space, watershed
protection, maintenance of clean air and water, and fish and wildlife
habitat, including the creation, restoration and enhancement of
wetlands.
Staff Analysis: The subject property is not located within the PA-80 or other
EFU zoning district. The property is located within the Primary Forest (PF-80)
zone, which is regulated under CCZO Section 500; and is proposed to be
rezoned to Resource Industrial – Planned Development (RIPD), which is
regulated under CCZO Section 680.
CCZO Section 306 regulates conditional uses within the PA-80 zoning
district. CCZO Section 306.20 provides decision criteria for designating
land as an abandoned or diminished mill site. Even though the subject
property is not located within a PA-80 zoning district, Applicant has
addressed the criteria and standards in CCZO 306.20. Staff does so here to
ensure a potential claim of applicable decision criteria is addressed,
especially because CCZO 306.20.E includes a reference to land zoned
Primary Forest.
Notwithstanding that provisions for an abandoned or diminished mill site
are not contained in CCZO Section 500 or in CCZO Section 680, the
County is required to administer the provisions in ORS 197.719 for the zoning
and development of an abandoned or diminished mill site directly from
statute until corresponding provisions are adopted in local land
development ordinances.
APPLICANT STATEMENT: The comprehensive plan pertaining to idled mill sites is
implemented by Columbia County Zoning Ordinance Under Code Section
306 CUP Industrial Uses (code is attached). The idled and partially
demolished wood chip facility meets the requirements of code section
306.20(A): It is outside of the UGB, was closed after January 1, 1980 and still
contains permanent buildings that were used in wood products production.
Code section 306.20(B) allows for a comprehensive Plan Amendment to allow
an abandoned or diminished mill site to be rezoned to Resource Industrial
Planned Development 680.
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FINDING 13: The criteria and standards in CCZO 306.20, as they may be
determined to apply, are consistent with, and are determined to be
met, when the provisions of ORS 197.719 are satisfied, as presented in
Findings 1-12 of this report.
2.

CCZO Section 680 Resource Industrial-Planned Development (RIPD) Zone
(A) CCZO 681 Purpose: The purpose of this district is to implement the
policies of the Comprehensive Plan for Rural Industrial Areas. These
provisions are intended to accommodate rural and natural resource
related industries which:
.1 Are not generally labor intensive;
.2 Are land extensive;
.3 Require a rural location in order to take advantage of adequate rail
and/or vehicle and/or deep water port and/or airstrip access;
.4 Complement the character and development of the surrounding rural area;
.5 Are consistent with the rural facilities and services existing and/or
planned for the area; and,
.6 Will not require facility and/or service improvements at significant
public expense.
The uses contemplated for this district are not appropriate for location
within Urban Growth Boundaries due to their relationship with the site
specific resources noted in the Plan and/or due to their hazardous
nature.

FINDING 14: The application is to rezone a 49.34-acre property from the PF-80 to
the RIPD zoning district. The application states the proposed use of
the property is to “manufacture a range of wood products for retail
and private label end users in addition to wholesale lumber
production.”
The application states the use would employ 20-25 workers on the 49acre property. The property is located two miles from the nearest
urban growth boundary, within a generally forested area, and is
served by Highway 47.
The application demonstrates that the 49-acre property was
developed and used for log storage, sorting and chipping of forest
products until 2017, at which time the facility was closed and the
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chipping portion of the facility was demolished. The site is developed
with a 24-acre paved area, existing electrical service, wells, roads
and a stormwater retention pond system. The application states:
“The property currently has adequate road, power, water and
stormwater services available on site that are necessary for the
new mill's operations. It will not put a burden on any public
facilities to restart this new mill operation on the idled property. No
new public services are being proposed at this time other than a
power capacity increase. The Clatskanie PUD has indicated that
the proposed power upgrades will not put an undue burden on
the PUD.”
Based on the information submitted into the record, staff concludes
that the proposed use of the property is consistent with the RIPD zone
statement of purpose as set forth in CCZO 681.
(B)

CCZO 682 Permitted Uses
.1 Farm use as defined by Subsection 2 of ORS 215.203 except
marijuana growing and producing.
.2 Management, production, and harvesting of forest products,
including wood processing and related operations.

FINDING 15: The proposed Plan map and zoning map amendments are to rezone
property for industrial use pursuant to ORS 197.719. The proposed
industrial use is described as the “manufacture (of) a range of wood
products for retail and private label end users, in addition to
wholesale lumber production.” The proposed industrial use is a
permitted use in the RIPD zone under CCZO 682.2, which allows the
production of forest products, including wood processing and
related operations. The findings of fact set forth in Finding 14 apply to
this criterion and are adopted herein by reference. Staff concludes
the application proposes a use permitted under CCZO 682.
(C) CCZO 685 Standards
.1 The minimum lot or parcel size for uses allowed under Section 682
shall be 38 acres.
///
.3 Access shall be provided to a public right-of-way of sufficient
construction to support the intended use, as determined by the
County Roadmaster.
PA 22-01 & ZC 22-02
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FINDING 16: The proposed parcel size is 49.34 acres. The property has deeded
access to Highway 47 at two locations. Staff finds the application
satisfies the development standards identified in CCZO 685.
3.

CCZO 1450

Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA)

If the County cannot properly evaluate a proposed development’s impacts
without a more detailed study, a Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA) will be
required. A TIA must be submitted with a land use application, including a
propose zone change, if the proposal is expected to involve one or more of
the conditions in CCZO 1450.1. Consistent with the County’s Guidelines for a
TIA, a landowner or developer seeking to develop or redevelop property
must contact the County at the project’s outset. The County will review
existing transportation data to establish whether a TIA is required. It is the
responsibility of the applicant to provide enough detailed information for the
County to make a determination.
The zone change is requested in order to re-develop the property with a
timber processing facility similar in operation to the facility that existed on the
property until 2017. Applicant states the proposed timber processing facility
would employ 20 to 25 workers. Staff reasons that the proposed use should
not significantly increase traffic compared to historical levels and activity,
and that the property and proposed use are served by adequate public and
private access.
Applicant Statement: “The county transportation engineer will have an
opportunity to comment on the proposed development and has been
notified. The millsite previously operated for 40 years over existing private
forestry roads and will continue through a private easement for ingress /
egress to Hwy 47. The existing road system will be reused. Proximity to the
urban growth boundary will encourage short commute times, carpooling
and easy access to the mill for employees.”
Applicant states the primary access to the site will be from the private road
that connects to Highway 47, involving no County roads. The site has
secondary access onto Elliott Road, a County road. As long as the primary
access remains the private road and no more than 25 trips are generated
either in the AM or PM peak hour, or no more than 400 daily trips are added
to Elliott Road there is no trigger for a Transportation Impact Analysis.
The County conducted a pre-application conference with the applicant and
affected government agencies, including Public Works Department
personnel, on December 9, 2021. The County Public Works Department
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determined that this project would not require a TIA because of the level of
use and the condition of existing roadways.
FINDING 17: Based on the facts and traffic analysis described above, staff
concludes that a Transportation Impact Analysis is not required, and
that the application complies with the criteria in CCZO 1450.
4.

CCZO 1502

Zone Changes (Map Amendments)

(A) CCZO 1502 ZONE CHANGES (Map Amendments): There are two
types of zone changes which will be considered by the Commission:
Major Map Amendments and Minor Map Amendments.
.1 Major Map Amendments are defined as Zone Changes which
require the Comprehensive Plan Map to be amended in order to
allow the proposed Zone Change to conform with the
Comprehensive Plan. The approval of this type of Zone Change is
a 2 step process:
A. The Commission shall hold a hearing on the proposed Zone
Change, either concurrently or following a hearing on the
proposed amendment to the Comprehensive Plan which is
necessary to allow the proposed zoning to conform with the
Comprehensive Plan. The Commission may recommend
approval of a Major Map Amendment to the Board of
Commissioners provided they find adequate evidence has
been presented at the hearing substantiating the following:
FINDING 18: The application is to change the zoning designation of a 49.34-acre
portion of the affected properties from Primary Forest (PF-80) to
Resource Industrial – Planned Development (RIPD). The current Plan
designation of the property is Forest Resource. The RIPD zoning
designation can only be applied to property with a Rural Industrial
Plan designation. Pursuant to CCZO 1502.1, staff concludes the
application is a “Major Map Amendment” because the proposed
zone change requires a concurrent Plan map amendment.
FINDING 19: Pursuant to CCZO 1502.1A, the Commission will hold a public hearing
on the proposed map amendments. At the conclusion of the
hearing, the Commission will make a recommendation to the Board
to either approve or deny the applications. This action by the
Commission will satisfy the public hearing and recommendation
requirement of CCZO 1502.1A.
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5.

CCZO 1502.1A.

(Zone Changes – Major Map Amendments)

(A) CCZO 1502.1A.1. The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the
policies of the Comprehensive Plan;
FINDING 20: CCZO 1502.1A.1 requires that the proposed zone change is
consistent with applicable Comprehensive Plan (Plan) Goals and
Policies. Applicant addresses the Plan Goals and Policies beginning
on page 10 of the application (Exhibit 2). Staff analysis of the
applicable Plan provisions is contained in Section IV, Subsection C of
this staff report. The analysis and findings set forth in Staff Report
Section IV, Subsection C demonstrate compliance with CCZO
1502.1A.1, and are adopted herein by reference.
(B)

CCZO 1502.1A.2.
CCZO The proposed Zone Change is
consistent with the Statewide Planning Goals (ORS 197), including
Goal 12 Transportation and the requirements of the Transportation
Planning Rule (ORS 660-012-00600); and

FINDING 21: CCZO 1502.1A.1 requires that the proposed map amendments are
consistent with the Statewide Planning Goals (Goals). Applicant
addresses the Goals beginning on page 90 of the application (Exhibit
2). Staff analysis of the applicable Goals is contained in Section IV
Subsection D of this staff report. The analysis and findings set forth in
Staff Report Section IV, Subsection D demonstrate compliance with
CCZO 1502.1A.2, and are adopted herein by reference.
(C) CCZO 1502.1A.3. The property and affected area are presently
provided with adequate facilities, services, and transportation
networks to support the use, or such facilities, services and
transportation networks are planned to be provided concurrently with
the development of the property.
FINDING 22: As described in the application materials in Exhibit 2, Applicant’s
supplemental evidence and argument in Exhibit 3, and Section I of
this staff report, the property was developed with a log storage,
sorting and chipping facility until 2017. Applicant proposes to
establish a timber processing facility on the property. The record
shows that the site contains a 24-acre paved surface, stormwater
retention ponds, existing electrical service, an on-site water source,
and an internal road system. The property is accessed over a private
roadway which connects to Highway 47.
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Applicant is proposing a power capacity increase to serve a future
mill. The Clatskanie PUD has reviewed the proposal and has
indicated that the proposed power upgrades will not put an undue
burden on the PUD.
Staff finds that the record supports a conclusion that the property
and affected area are provided with adequate facilities, services,
and transportation networks to support the use, and that establishing
the use will not put a burden on public facilities. Staff concludes that
the proposed zone change satisfies the criteria in CCZO 1502.1A.3.
6.

CCZO 1600

ADMINISTRATION

(A) CCZO 1603 Quasi-judicial Public Hearings
1603

Quasi-judicial Public Hearings: As provided elsewhere in this
ordinance, the Hearings Officer, Planning Commission, or
Board of Commissioners may approve certain actions which
are in conformance with the provisions of this ordinance. Zone
Changes, Conditional Use Permits, Major Variances, and
Temporary Use Permits shall be reviewed by the appropriate
body and may be approved using the following procedures:
.1 The applicant shall submit an application and any necessary
supplemental information as required by this ordinance to
the Planning Department. The application shall be reviewed
for completeness and the applicant notified in writing of any
deficiencies. The application shall be deemed complete
upon receipt of all pertinent information. If an application for
a permit or zone change is incomplete, the Planning
Department shall notify the applicant of exactly what
information is missing within 5 days of receipt of the
application and allow the applicant to submit the missing
information. The application shall be deemed complete for
the purpose of this section upon receipt by the Planning
Department of the missing information.
.2 Once an application is deemed complete, it shall be
scheduled for the earliest possible hearing before the
Planning Commission or Hearings Officer. The Director will
publish a notice of the request in a paper of general
circulation not less than 10 calendar days prior to the
scheduled public hearing. Notices will also be mailed to
adjacent individual property owners in accordance with
ORS 197.763.
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[Note: ORS 197.763 requires a 20-day notice (or 10 days before
the first hearing if there will be 2 or more hearings), and that
notice be provided to property owners within 100' (inside UGBs),
250' (outside UGBs), or 500' (in farm or forest zones).]
.3 At the public hearing, the staff, applicant, and interested
parties may present information relevant to the criteria and
standards pertinent to the proposal, giving reasons why the
application should or should not be approved, or what
modifications are necessary for approval.
.4 Approval of any action by the Planning Commission at the
public hearing shall be by procedure outlined in Ordinance
91-2.
FINDING 23: Jeremy Keepers, representing Weyerhaeuser Timber Holdings, Inc.,
submitted the subject application for a Major Map Amendment on
January 5, 2022. The application was deemed complete on
February 2, 2022, and was scheduled to be heard by the Planning
Commission at its March 7, 2022, meeting. A 35-day Post
Acknowledgment Plan Amendment (PAPA) notice was provided
electronically to the Department of Land Conservation and
Development (DLCD) on January 27, 2022. Legal notice was publish
in the Chronicle newspaper on February 23 2022, and in the
Columbia County Spotlight newspaper on March 25, 2022. Public
notice was mailed to the owners of property within 500 feet of the
subject property on February 8, 2022. The notice was also posted on
the County web site.
All required notices were provided at least 10 days prior to the initial
evidentiary hearing. County staff complied with all processing and
notification procedures as set forth in CCZO 1603 for Quasi-judicial
hearings. All public hearings will be conducted in accordance with
the provisions of CCZO 1603 – Quasi-judicial Public Hearings, and the
public hearing procedures in Columbia County Ordinance 91-2.
(B)

CCZO 1605 Zone Change – Major Map Amendment
1605
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Zone Change - Major Map Amendment: The hearing for a
major map amendment shall follow the procedure established
in Sections 1502, 1502.1, 1502.1A and 1502.1B. This hearing
cannot result in the approval of a major map amendment. The
Commission may make a recommendation to the Board of
Commissioners that such a zone change be granted. Approval
by the majority of the Commission is necessary in order to make
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recommendation to the Board of Commissioners. The Board of
Commissioners hearing on the proposed zone change-major
map amendment will be on the record unless a majority of the
Board votes to allow the admission of new evidence.
FINDING 24: This public hearing is to review a Major Map Amendment application.
The hearing will follow the procedures established in CCZO 1502 and
1502.1 (A and B) as described in previous Findings. The Commission
will hold a public hearing and make a recommendation to the Board
of Commissioners. The Board will hold a public hearing and make a
formal decision to approve or deny the proposed Comprehensive
Plan Map amendment and Zoning Map amendment.
(C) CCZO 1607 – Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan
1607

Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan: All amendments to
the Zoning Ordinance Text and Map shall be consistent with
the Comprehensive Plan Text and Maps.
.1 The Commission shall hold a hearing to consider the
proposed amendments and shall make a recommendation
to the Board of Commissioners with regard to the proposed
amendments. The Board of Commissioners shall hold at
least one hearing to consider the proposed amendments.
Both the Commission and the Board of Commissioners
hearings will require notice in the manner outlined in
Section 1611.

FINDING 25: As stated in previous Findings, the request to change the Zoning
Ordinance Map from PF-80 to RIPD also requires a Comprehensive
Plan Map Amendment from Forest Resource to Rural Industrial. This
application is being processed as a Major Map Amendment,
involving amendments to both the Comprehensive Plan Map and
the Zoning Map. Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan is
evaluated in the findings below.
The Planning Commission is scheduled to hold a public hearing on
this application on March 7, 2022. The Commission will make a
recommendation to the Board of Commissioners to either approve or
deny the amendments. A hearing before the Board has not yet been
scheduled. This is a quasi-judicial hearing. Notice of the Planning
Commission hearing was provided in compliance with the
procedures set forth in CCZO Sections 1603 and 1608. Notice of the
Board of Commissioners hearing will also follow the procedures of
Section 1608. Staff concludes that this criterion is met.
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(D) CCZO 1608 Contents of Notice
1608

Contents of Notice: Notice of a quasi-judicial hearing shall contain the
following information:
.1 The date, time, and place of the hearing;
.2 A description of the subject property, reasonably calculated
to give notice as to the actual location, including but not
limited to the tax account number assigned to the lot or
parcel by the Columbia County Tax Assessor;
.3 Nature of the proposed action;
.4 Interested parties may appear and be heard;
.5 Hearing to be held according to the procedures established
in the Zoning Ordinance.

FINDING 26: Legal Notice of the Planning Commission hearing was published in
the Chronicle newspaper on February 23 2022, and in the Columbia
County Spotlight on March 25, 2022. The legal notice contained all
information required by CCZO Section 1608. Prior to the Board of
Commissioners hearing on this matter, a similar notice, containing all
applicable information as outlined in CCZO Section 1608, will be
published in the Spotlight and the Chronicle.

C.

Columbia County Comprehensive Plan (Plan)
Columbia County Zoning Ordinance (CCZO) Section 1502.1(A)(1) requires a
proposed zone change to be consistent with the Columbia County
Comprehensive Plan (Plan). The following Plan policies apply to this application.
Policies not addressed have been determined by staff to be not applicable.
1.

Comprehensive Plan Part II. Citizen Involvement

FINDING 27: Part II. Citizen Involvement
The Citizen Involvement Plan Element requires the county to provide
an opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning
process. Generally, Part II is satisfied when the county follows the
public involvement procedures set out in State statute and the
county’s Comprehensive Plan and land use regulations. Compliance
with these procedures has been determined to be satisfied in staff
report findings 22-25, above.
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The Clatskanie - Quincy Citizen Planning Advisory Committee (CPAC)
was notified of the proposed amendments. Land Development
Services had not received a comment from the CPAC or from area
property owners at the time this report was prepared. Agency
comments are identified in Section IV Subsection F of this report.
Applicant addresses Part II – Citizen Involvement on pages 15-16 of
the application (Exhibit 2). The County sent public notice to
government agencies, special districts, the CPAC, and property
owners. Interested parties may comment prior to and at the two
public hearings, (Planning Commission and Board of Commissioners)
that will be held to consider the application. Staff finds that
Comprehensive Plan Part II (Citizen Involvement) is satisfied.
2.

Comprehensive Plan Part III. Planning Coordination

FINDING 28: Part III. Planning Coordination
Comprehensive Plan Part III (Planning Coordination) requires
coordination with affected governments and agencies. In
accordance with CCZO Section 1603, ORS 215.060, and ORS 197.610,
the County provided hearing notice and an opportunity to comment
to the Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD),
the Clatskanie - Quincy CPAC members, area property owners, the
general public, and other relevant governmental entities.
This zone change and Plan map amendment is subject to a Quasijudicial public hearing process. Following this process, the Planning
Commission (Commission) will conduct the initial hearing and will
make a recommendation to the Board of County Commissioners
(Board), which is the decision-maker for all county Plan and zone
amendments.
These hearings are advertised and open to the public, and they
provide additional opportunity for public and agency comment. The
Commission hearing is scheduled for March 7, 2022. The Board
hearing has not been scheduled. The Part III Planning Coordination
requirements are satisfied through the public notice process and
hearing process. Staff finds that this criterion is met.
3.

Comprehensive Plan Part IV. Forest Lands: Policy Factors
The Columbia County Comprehensive Plan (Plan), Part IV. Forest Lands,
identifies a list of eight (8) factors the County used in developing its Forest
Lands Plan Policies (Policy Factors). Applicant identifies and addresses these
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factors on pages 19-24 of the Application (Exhibit 2). The following findings
include staff analysis along with Applicant’s arguments to show the
application is consistent with the Forest Lands Plan element.
(A) Policy Factor 1: Commercial forest production, both in the form of
traditional raw lumber products and the less traditional woodlot activities,
are necessary for the continued economic viability of the County.
FINDING 29: Applicant states that the zone change to RIPD (Resource Industrial)
and resulting construction and operation of a timber mill at the site:
“…directly supports Fact 1 by increasing the raw lumber products
produced in Columbia County. It increases local jobs that are
often exported out of the county (and State) along with the raw
materials (logs). Having another mill inside the county gives
smaller landowners another option to sell the logs produced in the
county.”
Staff finds that these factors demonstrate the proposal is consistent
with Policy Factor 1.
(B)

Policy Factor 2: The existing commercial forest use patterns and
management practices in Columbia County of large landowners, both
commercial timber companies and private individuals, have
predominantly involved the use of 80 or more acre tracts as management
units for silvicultural and commercial production reasons. These reasons
include but are not limited to the economics of surveying, planting,
thinning, brush removal, harvesting practices and fire, insect and disease
protection. The County recognizes the importance of encouraging these
economic efforts in promoting the commercial forest products enterprise
of the County.

FINDING 30: Applicant states the zone change does not affect Policy Factor 2
because:
“…the property is already developed for a similar industrial use
that was in operation from approximately 1977 to 2017. The
existing forest pattern was interrupted in 1977 and remains in that
state with the fully functional mill site. Over half of the mill site is
improved with paving, durable road surfaces and stormwater
ponds. The remaining portion of the property still in forestry use is
necessary to buffer the industrial use area from surrounding
residential structures.”
Staff finds that these factors demonstrate the proposal is consistent
with Policy Factor 2.
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(C) Policy Factor 3: The County also recognizes that the forest use pattern in
the Northwest in general and Columbia County in particular is changing
as a consequences of actions beyond the County's control. To keep the
forest production economically viable, the county must encourage
innovation in growing, harvesting, and processing of forest products and
allow some flexibility from the traditional use patterns that have made
Northwest products such a relatively high priced commodity.
FINDING 31: Staff finds that the proposed zone change supports Policy Factor 2
because the proposed zone change to RIPD and development of a
mill on the property supports the processing of forest products as
described in Policy Factor 3.
D.

Policy Factor 4: This flexibility will be achieved in part by the use of the 80
acre management unit in Primary Forest zones.

FINDING 32: The property to be rezoned is approximately 49 acres in size, which,
due to the historical development of the land, is the maximum size
required to qualify for industrial zoning consistent with the enabling
statute in ORS 197.719. The 80-acre management unit described in
Policy Factor 4 does not directly apply to the property to be rezoned,
since it will no longer have Primary Forest zoning designation. At the
same time, the property line adjustment that would create the 49acre industrial property would enlarge an adjacent Forest property to
a size greater than 80 acres. Staff finds this is consistent with Policy
Factor 4.
(E)

Policy Factor 5: The existing commercial forest use patterns in the
County, however, are not limited to large ownership tracts that use the 80
acre management units. There is a second forest use pattern in the
County consisting of individual private parcel ownerships in lot sizes of
predominantly the 19-38 acres size. These smaller sized units contribute
substantially to the existing forest products economy of the County and
will in the future, with encouragement from the County of high intensity
woodlot production procedures, provide even greater economic benefits.

FINDING 33: As explained in Finding 28, above, the establishment of the proposed
mill in close proximity to available forest resources will increase raw
lumber production in Columbia County. The presence of another mill
in the area will provide smaller woodlot owners with another viable,
nearby option to sell timber grown in the county within the county.
Staff finds the application is consistent with Policy Factor 5.
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(F)

Policy Factor 6: The County recognizes that including a mixed ForestAgriculture zone will encourage forest production on these small
acreages and provide for management flexibility of the forest products in
these county-wide clusters of smaller single ownership mixed-use lot
patterns.

FINDING 34: Applicant states that: “The rezoned property is located in a transition
area between smaller and larger forest land parcels. Having the mill
site located near the smaller sized parcels make them more viable for
timber production…” and that: “When transportation costs of the raw
logs are reduced to the mill the land owner is often times able to
realize a higher profit for their logs. For example mill owners tend to
acquire and maintain timbered parcels closer to the mill for this same
reason (reduced hauling costs).” Staff agrees that these potential
benefits support the purpose of Policy Factor 6.
(G) Policy Factor 7: The County also recognizes that urbanization and
parcelization of valuable forest production land can potentially have
detrimental effects on the price of available forest production land and
the cost of planting, maintaining, and harvesting forest products. In order
to promote forest production, therefore, the County recognizes that it
must limit the urbanization (including dwelling siting) and parcelization
activities in forest zones by providing adequate review procedures that
will assure existing commercial activities and future innovative forest
practices will be protected.
FINDING 35: The subject 49-acre property was previously developed with an
industrial use and will be zoned and re-developed with the same or
similar industrial use. The property line adjustment will reduce one
property to 49.34 acres in size, but will increase the size of an
adjacent forest parcel to over 80-acres. That forest property will not,
by statute, be able to be further developed due to the filing of a
deed covenant on the land. Staff finds that this application,
including the proposed property line adjustment, does not create
additional units of land.
The application is submitted pursuant to the statutory provisions of
ORS 197.719, which permits the industrial development of property
determined to be an abandoned or diminished mill site. ORS 197.719
(6)(b) specifically prohibits such land from being used for retail,

commercial or residential development, which prevents future
urbanization of the property.
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As established in Policy Factors 5 and 6 above, the zone change will
not affect the parcelization of the surrounding forestland. Applicant
argues: “Utilizing this parcel for forest products processing (mill site)
would tend to preclude it for the use of dwellings as a less desirable
use. Presently and in the future the highest and best use of the site is
for industrial use...” Staff finds that the proposed zone change and
industrial use of the property is consistent with Policy Factor 8.
(H)

Policy Factor 8: An 80 acre minimum lot size in the primary forest zone
provides an appropriate management unit for forest purposes, is
necessary to prevent the encroachment of residential users in the primary
forest zone. The larger lot size will make the parcels less attractive for
residential uses and discourage speculation for residential purposes.

FINDING 36: As established in Policy Factors 5, 6, and 7, above, staff finds the
property line adjustment and rezone of the subject 49-acre property
from Forest Resource to Rural Industrial land will not enable or
promote the parcelization, residential development, or urbanization
of land within the primary forest zone.
4.

Comprehensive Plan Part IV. Forest Lands: Goal and Policies
GOAL: To conserve forest lands for forest uses.

FINDING 37: As established in previous findings and throughout this staff report, the
subject 49-acre property is not in forest use and is not suitable for
forest use. The property was previously developed as a log sorting
yard and chipping facility.
The property contains a 24-acre paved area and an industrial
stormwater retention facility. A significant portion of the property is
comprised of access roads, circulation areas, and other hard
surfaces, including building sites. Staff concludes that due to the
historical use of the property and the existing development and
infrastructure on the property, the property is not forest land and is
not needed for the conservation of forest lands for forest uses.
Notwithstanding staff’s conclusion that the property is not forest land,
Applicant has addressed each Forest Lands Plan Policy and has
proposed findings to address each one. Applicant’s argument and
proposed findings are found on pages 22-24 of the application
(Exhibit 2), and are adopted herein by reference. Staff finds that the
application is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan Forest Lands
Goal and Policies.
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5.

Comprehensive Plan Part V. Agriculture: Goal and Policies
GOAL: To preserve agricultural land for agricultural uses.

FINDING 38: As established in previous findings and throughout this staff report, the
subject 49-acre property is not in farm use and is not suitable for farm
use. The findings and conclusions in Finding 26, above, apply equally
to the Plan’s Agriculture Goal and Policies and are adopted herein
by reference.
Notwithstanding staff’s conclusion that the property is not farm land
and that the Agriculture Goal and Policies do not apply, Applicant
has addressed each Agriculture Policy and has proposed findings to
address each one. Applicant’s argument and proposed findings are
found on page 37 of the application (Exhibit 2), and are stated as
follows:
“The subject property is not suitable for farming type agriculture
primarily due to the fact that the more level area that could be
suitable for farming is paved. Removal of the paving for farm use
is not cost effective. Additionally, the topography outside of the
paved area is generally too steep for farming. Limited residential
use in conjunction is not feasible primarily because farming of this
property is not feasible.
The existing road system through this property is supportive of
timber agriculture on adjoining properties. It is not beneficial to
any other types of agriculture since these uses do not materially
exist on nearby properties. There are possible small scale farm uses
several acres in size on adjoining properties. These uses are not
commercial in nature and would not benefit from these road
systems.
In summary, the rezone to Industrial does not affect the county’s
agricultural land supply as this property has not been, is not
currently and will not in the future be suitable for commercial farm
use.”
Staff agrees with Applicant’s argument. Based on the findings

stated above, these arguments, and the information contained
within the whole record, staff finds that the application is
consistent with the Comprehensive Plan Agriculture Lands Goal and
Policies.
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6.

Comprehensive Plan Part VI. Housing: Goal and Policies
GOAL: To provide for the housing needs of the citizens of the County by
allowing adequate flexibility in housing location, type, and density.

FINDING 39: Applicant addresses the Plan’s Housing Goal and Policies on page 28
of the application (Exhibit 2), as follows:
“This rezone to Industrial does not affect the housing land supply
available for home construction in any way as this property is
industrial in nature but zoned for forest use. It may have a minor
impact on housing demand in the local area as an increase in
jobs may result in an increase in labor force moving into the
county. It is expected that the nearby town of Clatskanie has
sufficient capacity for new housing to support this increased labor
force. In general, the Urban Growth Boundaries (UGB) need to
maintain a 20 year’s supply of buildable land available for
housing construction. Most of the housing will need to come from
within the UGB as the rural properties in the vicinity of the new mill
are not zoned for residential use.”
Staff agrees with Applicant’s argument. Based on these

arguments and the information contained within the whole
record, staff finds that the application is consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan Housing Goal and Policies.
7.

Comprehensive Plan Part VII. Rural Residential: Goal and Policies
GOAL: It is the goal of the County to provide for the continuation and needed
expansion of Rural Residential uses on those resource lands where a
valid exception can be, or has been shown to be, justified.

FINDING 40: Applicant addresses the Plan’s Rural Residential Goal and Policies on
page 30 of the application (Exhibit 2), as follows:
“The rezone from Forest to Resource Industrial Planned
Development 680 does not affect the rural residential land supply
nor does it affect the buffer between rural residential and
adjoining resource lands. It may result in a slight increase in
demand for rural properties as the housing needs for the labor
force will inevitably be split between living in both the rural and
urban areas. The immediate need for rural residential lots for labor
will need to be absorbed by existing supply of residential lots. In
future comprehensive map plan reviews it may require an
expansion of the rural residential land supply to come from the
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interface area between rural and resource lands. Any expansion
of this area would be near the town of Clatskanie and this rezone
would not affect that future supply of interface land as the town is
about 1 mile from the proposed site.”
Staff agrees with Applicant’s argument. Further, the application is

submitted pursuant to the statutory provisions of ORS 197.719,
which permits the industrial development of property
determined to be an abandoned or diminished mill site. ORS
197.719 (6)(b) specifically prohibits such land from being used
for retail, commercial or residential development. Based on
these arguments and the information contained within the whole
record, staff finds that the application is consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan Rural Residential Goal and Policies.
8.

Comprehensive Plan Part VIII. Rural Communities: Goal and Policies
GOAL: To provide for the continuation and expansion of recognized Rural
Communities at a level commensurate with their rural character and
need.

FINDING 41: There are no rural communities in the vicinity of the subject property.
Staff finds that the proposal does not affect rural communities or the
Rural Communities Goal and Policies; and that this Plan element does
not apply.
9.

Comprehensive Plan Part IX. Urbanization: Goal and Policies
GOAL: To create and maintain the urban growth boundaries based upon
Statewide Planning Goal 14, ORS 197.298, OAR 660, Division 24 and
other relevant state laws as provided in the Background section.

FINDING 42: Applicant addresses the Plan’s Urbanization Goal and Policies

on page 34 of the application (Exhibit 2), as follows:
“The urbanization goal is designed to promote orderly
development within the urban growth boundary. As such, the
rezone project does not adversely affect the development within
nearby urban growth boundaries. However, public services and
the ability to provide these services to areas outside of the urban
areas can become stretched by development outside the core
areas. Policy 20 seeks to limit development outside of the growth
boundaries in densities that negatively affect public facilities.
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The new mill site proposed on the rezoned property has a limited
effect on public services. The site has been developed and
utilized for industrial use since around 1977 and as such the
services developed and provided over the years are still
adequate to support the industrial use. The property has on site
well water and stormwater systems that do not rely on public
facilities. Phone, internet, power and roads are the main public
facilities impacted by the development. The proposed project
has a minimal impact to these public facilities as discussed in
Application Section 3.
The rezone application does not in any way go against the
urbanization goals and public facilities are not stressed as a result
of the proposed new mill site.”
Staff agrees with Applicant’s argument related to the Urbanization
Goal and Policies. Further, the application is submitted pursuant

to the statutory provisions of ORS 197.719, which permits the
industrial development of property determined to be an
abandoned or diminished mill site. ORS 197.719 (6)(b)
specifically prohibits such land from being used for retail,
commercial or residential development. Based on these
arguments and the information contained within the whole record,
staff finds that the application is consistent with the Comprehensive
Plan Urbanization Goal and Policies.
10.

Comprehensive Plan Part X. Economy: Goals and Policies

Applicant addresses the Plan’s Economy Goals and Policies on page
35-38 of the application (Exhibit 2). Applicant’s argument related to
each Goal and Policy is cited below.
(A) Comprehensive Plan Economic Goals
GOALS:
1. To strengthen and diversify the economy of Columbia County
and insure stable economic growth.
2. To utilize Columbia County's natural resources and advantages
for expanding and diversifying the economic base.
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Applicant Statement:
“The rezone of this property from Forest to Industrial has a positive effect
on the local economy and directly supports this Columbia County goal
to reduce unemployment. Two existing challenges within Columbia
County are addressed by this project: 1) industrial zoned lands lack
public facilities; and 2) there has been a decreasing amount of forest
products related jobs. This rezone project directly supports the plan’s
stated “opportunities or economic advantages” by providing
employment in wood processing. The proposed mill site on the rezoned
industrial land will provide secondary value added forest product
processing that includes: retail and private label custom wood
production as well as wholesale lumber production.
Higher paying jobs in the wood products industry should help keep the
County’s workforce within the county and reduce the number of workers
that leave the county for their employment. It may also help reduce the
migration of younger people out of the area if they have high skilled,
good wage job nearby in the local economy.
The existing public infrastructure to the well-developed existing industrial
site directly addresses a common problem with other similar vacant
industrial zoned lands. Given the level of existing improvements this
project supports the county’s goal of increasing wood products
processing while utilizing industrial land that does not strain public
services. This is further explained in Section 3 of the application.”
FINDING 43: Staff finds that these statements adequately address the Plan’s
Economic Goals and show the application is consistent with these
Goals.
(B)

Comprehensive Plan Economic Policies
POLICIES: It shall be a policy of the County to:
1. Encourage the creation of new and continuous employment
opportunities.
Applicant Statement: “The rezone and resulting millsite construction will
provide temporary high wage construction jobs and between 20 and 25
full time operational and maintenance jobs when the plant reaches full
production.”
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2. Encourage a stable and diversified economy.
Applicant Statement: The secondary processing of wood products will
diversify the local economy and provide good wage manufacturing
jobs.
3. Reflect the needs of the unemployed and of those persons
who will enter the labor market in the future.
Applicant Statement: “There will likely be a migration of skilled workers
from within the local economy to the millsite jobs. The trickle down effect
will likely open up entry level jobs in the local economy for other people
looking to enter or re-enter the work force.”
4. Place the County in the position of being able to respond to
market opportunities by providing technical assistance in
locating available sites for development.
Applicant Statement: “The County has an opportunity to respond to
approve the rezone and capture the opportunity to have a new millsite
in the County by means of this rezone application process. A preapplication meeting was held between the County staff and the
applicant to review the application process requirements. During the
meeting the county planning outlined the key dates required to process
the rezone application as well as the permitting process for the final
millsite construction. This application is submitted in response to the
defined process requirements.”
5. Encourage the activity of the community organizations
which work for sound economic development.
Applicant Statement: “The County will involve these community
organizations as part of the notification and comment periods as well as
input that can be provided at the public planning commission meeting.”
6. Preserve prime maritime industrial sites from pre-emptive
uses until needed for industrial uses.
Applicant Statement: “This is not a maritime industrial site so this policy
does not apply to this project.”
7. Protect identified aggregate resources until they are extracted,
and plan for the reclamation and future productive uses of
those sites.
Applicant Statement: “This is not an aggregate resource area so this
policy does not apply to this project.”
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8. Reserve valuable industrial sites for industrial uses.
Applicant Statement: “This is one of the primary comprehensive plan
policy objectives being met by this application. This heavily developed
industrial site within the Forest zone is being rezoned for industrial use
which is the highest and best use for this developed site.”
9. Encourage the trade and service sectors and the recreation
industry to ensure greater revenue spending locally.
Applicant Statement: “This project will involve the trade sector primarily
during the initial construction phase as well as expansion phases during
the project life. A minor trade component will continue on with the life of
the millsite which requires routine and major maintenance of the
operating equipment.”
10. Support improvements in local conditions in order to make
the area attractive to private capital investment.
Consideration of such factors as the following shall be
undertaken:
A.

Tax incentives

B.

Land use controls and ordinances

C.

Capital improvements programming

Applicant Statement: “These control incentives may be involved during
this process. These incentives are not the objective of the rezone to
industrial but may come into play later on during the permitting phases
of the post rezone construction project.”
11.

Coordinate with public utility companies to insure energy
supplies are available to areas programmed for
development and redevelopment.

Applicant Statement:
“A representative for the proposed purchaser reached out to Clatskanie
Public Utility District to confirm the available power supply to support this
project. The new millsite is estimated to require a 5,000-amp service for
running the equipment. The original power distribution system to the
millsite was removed during the chipping system demolition. The site
currently has a 100-amp underground system to service the
maintenance shop and the stormwater pumping systems.
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An email response from the PUD, included with this application, shows
this project’s 5,000-amp service will not create an undue burden on the
PUD to supply the power to this millsite.
The PUD letter is contained in Section 3 of the application. Phone and
internet utilities are not expected to be larger in size than what was
required by the former operations maintenance building. These services
are not being proposed to be increased in size and the servicing districts
were not contacted to provide input to this project.
There is no public water or sewer available to or near this millsite and
these services are not required to be made available to the new
operation after the rezone. The millsite has one industrial well (60 GPM)
and one municipal well (43 GPM) providing water to the millsite.
There are two geotechnical wells that were installed during the
demolition phase of the chipping facility, however these wells do not
supply any water to the facility. The two water producing well logs have
been included in Section 3 of the application.
The property has an onsite stormwater system to capture and process
runoff from the facility. This system consists of three ponds and a series of
pumps and gravity flow to move the water in the pond system.
Additionally, there is an existing sanitary sewer that supplies necessary
on-site disposal with no need for connection to any public disposal
services.
Upon construction of the new mill additional sanitary services will likely
be required to support the operations and maintenance staff in the
production area of the mill. It is likely that the onsite system will have to
be expanded or a new larger system installed. The site has excess lands
to support an increased sanitary system on site, which will be subject to
review and approval by the County Sanitarian.
In summary, the electrical power supply for the proposed future use is
available to the property without putting any undue burden on the local
PUD (see attached email in application Section 3). Water supply,
stormwater disposal and sanitary sewer disposal capacity is available
onsite and does not need any public services for these functions. The
property has a negligible impact on public facilities to be used as an
industrial site.”
12.
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Applicant Statement: “This fully developed industrial site is not located
within the urban area. However, it is within one mile of an urban area so
it generally supports this policy as well as directly supporting several of
the policies in Goals 9 and 10 above.”
13.

Encourage industry which needs or can benefit from the locational
advantages of an airport and its facilities, to locate adjacent to one
of the airports in the County. Create an Airport Industrial district to
facilitate this policy.

Staff Analysis: This project is not within close proximity to an airport. The
proposed industrial use does not need and would not benefit from
access to an airport or airport industrial district.
FINDING 44: Staff finds that the above statements and analysis adequately
address the Plan’s Economic Policies, and supports a conclusion that
the application is consistent with these Plan Policies.
11.

Comprehensive Plan Part XI. Commercial

FINDING 45: The record shows that the proposed rezone does not involve or affect
the County’s supply of commercial land. This application is submitted
pursuant to the statutory provisions of ORS 197.719, which permits the
industrial development of property determined to be an abandoned
or diminished mill site. ORS 197.719 (6)(b) specifically prohibits such
land from being used for retail or commercial development. Staff
finds that the Commercial element of the Comprehensive Plan does
not apply to this application.
12.

Comprehensive Plan Part XII. Industrial Siting
This section of the staff report presents analysis of the Comprehensive Plan
Part XII. Industrial Siting, Industrial Economic Analysis in sub-section (A);
Industrial Lands Exceptions in sub-section (B); and Goals and Policies in subsection (C). Applicant addresses the Plan’s Industrial Siting element on pages
41-47 of the application (Exhibit 2). Applicant’s arguments addressing
Comprehensive Plan Part XII. Industrial Siting are adopted herein by reference
and are incorporated into the findings below.
(A) Comprehensive Plan Industrial Siting: Industrial Economic Analysis
Applicant provides the following argument regarding the Industrial Siting:
Industrial Economic Analysis Plan element on pages 41-44 of the
application (Exhibit 2):
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“This rezone to Industrial and subsequent millsite development will
support this policy to develop high wage industrial jobs within
Columbia County. This will develop, attract and keep a skilled labor
force within Columbia County. It is more likely that the labor for these
mill jobs will come from within the county from workers displaced from
other closed or reduced manufacturing jobsites. This will tend to open
up entry level jobs for first time workers or workers re-entering the work
force.
This millsite project will help move the county’s manufacturing job
ratio from its last measured ratio of 1:3.99 (year 2000) towards the 1:2
goal.
This project will impact an area outside of an urban center. The area
is very near Clatskanie which in the year 2000 had 2 vacant acres
inside the UGB and 31 vacant acres outside the UGB. This project
more than doubles the vacant industrial land supply in the Clatskanie
“area” outside of the UGB.
The goal density of worker to vacant land outside of the UGB is 1.5
workers per acre. This project is estimated to result in approximately
0.4 to 0.5 workers per acre. Part of the reason for this lower worker
density is that approximately 50% to 60% of the available industrial
land is taken up with log storage. There is a significant amount of land
used for raw material storage versus the amount of land (and
workers) required to process the raw materials (logs) into lumber.
The newly zoned Industrial land outside the UGB will be added to the
inventory and then immediately utilized to increase the
manufacturing job density. The proposed lumber manufacturing
operation labor density of 0.4 to 0.5 workers per acres is higher than
the previous chipping operation that was operated from
approximately 1978 to 2017.
In support of Conclusion 1 there are 20 to 25 jobs created by the
rezone and subsequent millsite development which moves the
county towards the desired goal of 3,700 new jobs in Columbia
County by the year 2000 (and beyond). It will slightly increase the
manufacturing job ratio which moves the needle more towards the
1:2 ratio goal in conclusion 2. It adds 49 acres of industrial land as
desired by the Conclusion 1 goal and immediately adds jobs to
increase the county’s manufacturing job ratio in Conclusion 2.
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It should be noted that the rezone of this property is not an Exception
to Goals 3 and 4 under the “Industrial use of abandoned or
diminished mill sites” under ORS 197.719.
This amendment to the County’s comprehensive plan is specifically
addressed in this Application Section 2. Section 2 details how the
idled millsite meets the criteria of ORS 197.719.”
FINDING 46: Staff finds that the Applicant’s statements and analysis presented
above adequately address the issues and objectives identified in the
Plan’s Industrial Siting: Industrial Economic Analysis element, and
supports a conclusion that the application is consistent with this Plan
element.
(B)

Comprehensive Plan Industrial Siting: Industrial Lands Exceptions

FINDING 47: The Industrial Siting element of the Comprehensive Plan includes the
following statement under the heading of “Industrial Lands
Exceptions”:
Columbia County has a need for more vacant industrial land than
is available within the UGBs (see Industrial Economic Analysis
above). In order to satisfy the need, Columbia County has
designated five (5) sites outside of the UGB's as industrial.
The five industrial exception areas are identified as the
Prescott, Scappoose Industrial Airpark, Reichhold Chemicals,
Port Westward, and Bernet sites.
Unlike those exception sites, under the provisions of ORS
197.719, land determined to be an abandoned or diminished
mill site does not require an Agricultural Land, Forest Land, or
Urbanization “Goal Exception” to apply an RIPD zoning
designation to the land and develop the land for industrial
use. Based on the factors identified within the Plan’s Industrial
Siting: Industrial Exception Areas element, and the record as
provided in this staff report, staff finds that the application is
consistent with this Plan element.
(C) Comprehensive Plan Industrial Siting: Industrial Development Goals and
Policies
Applicant argument addressing the Industrial Siting: Industrial Goals and
Policies Plan element is provided on pages 45-47 of the application
(Exhibit 2). The Goals and Policies, and Applicant’s argument and
proposed findings regarding these goals and policies, is provided below.
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GOALS:
1.

To strengthen and diversify the economy of Columbia County and
insure stable economic growth.

2.

To utilize Columbia County's natural resources and advantages
for expanding and diversifying the industrial base.

3.

To encourage industrial growth in Columbia County to diversify
its economy. New industry should locate to take maximum
advantage of existing public and private investments.

POLICIES:
It shall be policy of the County to establish, implement, and
maintain an industrial development program that:
1.

Encourages the creation of new and continuous employment
opportunities.

Applicant Statement: “The rezone and resulting millsite will add
secondary forest products processing jobs to the County’s job
inventory without removing manufacturing jobs elsewhere in the
county. This opportunity also utilizes the natural resources (logs)
generated from within the county to produce lumber which is a valueadded product.”
2.

Encourages a stable and diversified economy.

Applicant Statement: “Secondary manufacturing requires a large
capital investment. These investments tend to operate long term due
to the large upfront cost which makes them a stable employer.”
3.

Reflects the needs of the unemployed and of those persons who
will enter the labor market in the future.

Applicant Statement: “This opportunity will provide higher than average
wage jobs. The workers are expected to come from lower wage jobs
within the local labor market. The lower wage jobs can then be filled
with workers seeking to re-enter the labor market or first-time workers.”
4.
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Applicant Statement: “The primary impact on County resources will
be the processing of this Application. We have talked to the fire
department and they would like to provide feedback on the new
mill layout and fire system design. Typically the mill personnel are
the first responders to a fire event. The fire department will respond
and if needed will mop up or take over if the fire gets too large and
requires specialized firefighting skills.”
5.

Recognizes the existence of sites suitable to be developed as
deep-water ports but are not needed at this time.

Applicant Statement: “Deep water ports are not affected by this rezone
and millsite development.”
6.

Reserves valuable industrial sites for industrial use.

Applicant Statement: “This rezone allows an existing valuable fully
developed industrial site to be used for an industrial use. This rezone to
industrial directly meets this policy objective.”
7.

Supports improvements in local conditions in order to make the
area attractive to private capital investment. Consideration of
such factors as the following shall be undertaken:
A. Tax incentives
B. Land use controls and ordinances
C. Capital improvements programming

Applicant Statement: “The rezone does not directly affect tax incentives.
The rezone process however, places restrictions on the site that it cannot
be used for commercial purposes in the future.”
8.

Coordinates with public utility companies to insure energy
supplies are available to areas programmed for development
and redevelopment.

Applicant Statement: “Section 3 of the Application contains the
communication with the PUD that shows the proposed millsite and 5,000amp service will not place an undue burden on the Clatskanie PUD.”
9.
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Applicant Statement: “This property is already irrevocably committed to
industrial use. Converting to a resource use is not cost effective and will
not happen. The rezone will ensure that industrial land already
committed to industrial use will be put back into productive use.”
10.

Directs labor intensive industries and/or industries needing
extensive public facilities to sites within urban growth
boundaries.

Applicant Statement: “This property was put into industrial use at a time
when urban growth boundaries were just being considered and
established. The site does not need extensive public facilities from the
urban area. The only utility expected to be expanded is the power
supply, which is available from the local PUD as explained in Application
Section 3.”
11.

Directs industries that are either land extensive, resource
related, marine related, and/or incompatible with urban
populations to those sites which are appropriate to the use and
are currently zoned for that use.

Applicant Statement: “It is more compatible to continue with the historic
industrial use in the rezone location than to try to move create a new use
in an industrial area within a UGB.”
12.

Is consistent with the exception statements for those sites
requiring an exception to the applicable resource goal.

Applicant Statement: “No resource goal exceptions are required for the
rezone to Resource Industrial Planned Development (680). ORS 197.719
allows for diminished or abandoned millsites to be rezoned to industrial
without requiring an exception to Goals 3 & 4. The adherence to the
diminished millsite requirements stated in ORS 197.719 are located at the
end of Application Section 2.”
FINDING 48: Staff finds that the above statements and analysis adequately
address the Plan’s Industrial Siting: Industrial Development Goals and
Policies, and supports a conclusion that the application is consistent
with these Plan Goals and Policies.
(D)
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Applicant argument addressing the Industrial Siting: Industrial Goals and
Policies Plan element is provided on pages 45-47 of the application
(Exhibit 2). The Goals and Policies, and Applicant’s argument and
proposed findings regarding these goals and policies, is provided below.
GOAL:
It is a goal of the County to provide for industrial development on rural
lands when such development can be shown to support, utilize, or in
some manner be dependent upon, the natural resources of the area.
POLICIES: It shall be a policy of the County to:
1. Designate as Rural Industrial in the Plan those lands which are currently
being utilized or which are recognized as being needed to accommodate
rural and natural resource industries.
Applicant Statement: “The property being rezoned was used as a
heavy industrial site for a period of nearly 40 years until it was closed in
2017. Since closure in 2017 it has been used as a staging site for
several local large construction projects. It is currently underutilized
and is not in use (vacant). The existing approximate 24 acre paved
log yard has been maintained as well as the pumping systems for the
stormwater ponds. An existing 3,000 +/- square feet maintenance
shop is located on the property and it is not in use.”
2. Implement the Rural Industrial plan designation through the use of
a single Resource Industrial Planned Development zone.
Applicant Statement: “A single zone is not possible for this property
as it was developed as an industrial site in the late 1970’s and is not
located near any other developed industrial properties.”
3. Restrict industrial development on land zoned Resource
Industrial Planned Development to those uses that:
A. Are not generally labor intensive;
B. Are land extensive;
C. Are located with adequate rail and/or vehicle and/or deep
water port and/or airstrip access;
D. Complement the character and development of the surrounding
area;
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E. Are consistent with the rural facilities and existing and/or planned
for the area; and,
F. Will not require facility and/or service improvements at public
expense; or,
G. Are not appropriate for location within Urban Growth Boundaries
due to their hazardous nature.
Applicant Statement: “Restricting the uses on this site during the rezone
process would not be beneficial as it is being put back into a very similar
use to what previously existed. It will not put an undue burden on the
public utility districts and”
FINDING 49: Staff finds that the above statements and analysis adequately
address the Plan’s Industrial Siting: Resource Industrial Development
Goals and Policies. Applying the RIPD zone to the land permits rural
industrial uses on the land, while restricting urban industrial uses. The
proposed rural, resource-related industrial use is consistent with the
RIPD zone. Staff finds that the application and the proposed use are
consistent with the Industrial Siting: Resource Industrial Development
Goals and Policies.
13.

Comprehensive Plan Part XIII. Transportation
The Goal of the Comprehensive Plan Transportation element is:
The creation of an efficient, safe, and multi-modal transportation
system to serve the needs of Columbia County residents.
Transportation Policy 2 is applicable to this proposed zone change.
Policy 2 states:
The dedication of adequate rights-of-way to meet the standards set in the
Transportation Plan shall be required of any person seeking a Zone
Change, Conditional Use Permit, Subdivision, or Partition. The developer
of a subdivision in an urban growth area will be required to make the
appropriate improvements to any related street to meet the roadway,
access spacing, and mobility standards set in a Transportation Plan.
Policy 2 is intended to ensure that proposed development is served by
adequate public road access. The proposed zone change is specific to the
subject 49-acre property and does not involve a subdivision or an urban
growth boundary. The property will be accessed from Highway 47, a State
Maintained Highway, over an existing private, paved roadway that is under
the control of the property owner, and that is improved to withstand heavy
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log truck traffic. The application states the property also has a secondary
access from Highway 47 via Elliot Road, a county road. The Road Department
has indicated traffic to the site will be limited to the private, paved roadway
and that trucks will not be permitted to use the unimproved public roadway.
Applicant proposes to establish a timber processing facility on the property
that would employ 20 to 25 workers. The property was developed with a
similar use from the late 1970s until 2017. Staff reasons that the proposed use
should not significantly increase traffic compared to historical levels and
activity, and that the property and proposed use are served by adequate
public and private access.
Applicant Statement: “The county transportation engineer will have an
opportunity to comment on the proposed development and has been
notified. The millsite previously operated for 40 years over existing private
forestry roads and will continue through a private easement for ingress /
egress to Hwy 47. The existing road system will be reused. Proximity to the
urban growth boundary will encourage short commute times, carpooling
and easy access to the mill for employees.”
Applicant must use Highway 47 as main access for heavy truck and
equipment traffic. Palm Hill Road and Elliott Road are not suitable for heavy
truck traffic due to the steep grades and hairpin turns on Palm Hill Road.
If the applicant would like to use Elliott Road as a secondary or emergency
access for passenger vehicles only, they will need to obtain an access permit
from the Public Works Department.
The County Road Department reviewed the application and did not
recommend a Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA). Oregon Department of
Transportation was notified of the proposed zone change and final use and
had not responded with comments at the time this staff report was prepared.
FINDING 50: Staff finds that the safety and efficiency of the transportation network
in the area, specifically Highway 47 and other roads leading to
Clatskanie would not be compromised as a result of this proposal.
Staff also finds that the private access to the site and the internal
vehicle circulation areas are sufficient for the use.
Elliott Road, a County Road, is not permitted to be used as the
primary access to the site. If, in the future, the use of the access off
of Elliott Road changes, a Transportation Impact Analysis may be
required. Staff therefore concludes the application is consistent with
the goals and policies of Comprehensive Plan Part XIII:
Transportation.
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14.

Comprehensive Plan Part XIV. Public Facilities and Services
The Goal of the Comprehensive Plan Public Facilities and Services element is:
To plan and develop a timely, orderly, and efficient arrangement of public
services as a framework for urban and rural development.
Public Facilities and Services Policy 1 is applicable to this proposed
zone change. The stated intent of Policy 1 is to:
Require that adequate types and levels of public facilities and services be
provided in advance of or concurrent with development.
The Comprehensive Plan Public Facilities and Services Goal and Policies are
primarily intended to address development with urban growth boundaries
and high density rural area development such as may occur within rural and
industrial exception areas. The property is not within or proposed to be within
an urban or rural exception area.
Applicant addresses the Public Facilities and Services Goal and Policies on
page 53 of the application (Exhibit 2).
Applicant Statement: The public facilities available for the proposed
millsite are fire, public safety, transportation and power. Service
agreements with the local fire department will be established once the fire
department has the opportunity to comment on the design of the facility.
The fire department has commented that the proposed millsite will not
cause an undue burden on the fire service as long as the tax base
supports them. Public safety will be involved to the extent it will be part of
the sheriff’s department service area, outside of the urban growth
boundary. The local arterial and feeder roads were used for 40 years by
the previous mill. It is expected that local roads will support the returning
traffic (mostly to Hwy 47). The local PUD has been contacted and power
service verified, not causing an undue burden on the utility (see email in
section 3 response).

FINDING 51: As has been established throughout this report, the proposed
industrial use will be served by on-site facilities, and the use does not
require the development of new public facilities or services. Staff finds
the application is consistent with the goals and policies of
Comprehensive Plan Part XIV: Public Facilities and Services.
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15.

Comprehensive Plan Part XV. Energy Conservation
The Goal of the Comprehensive Plan Energy Conservation element is:
To strive for an energy efficient land use pattern based upon sound economic
principles.
Energy Conservation Policy 1 is applicable to this proposed zone
change. The stated intent of Policy 1 is that:
The County shall encourage energy saving building practices in all future
commercial and industrial building.
Applicant addresses the Energy Conservation element on page 54 of the
application (Exhibit 2).
Applicant Statement: With building a state-of-the-art mill facility, comes
all the modern efficient equipment and processes possible. Although
lumber is the primary output of the mill, chips and hog-fuel production
ensure near zero waste of forest products. Modern VFD motors and
efficient lighting would be standard in a new facility of this type. The
development would strive to build a facility as energy efficient as
possible. The facility is within a short distance from the town of
Clatskanie, limiting commuting energy and encouraging carpooling for
those employees who live in the town.

FINDING 52: Staff finds the application is consistent with the goals and policies of
Comprehensive Plan Part XV: Energy Conservation.
16.

Comprehensive Plan Part XVI. GOAL 5: Open Space, Scenic and Historic
Areas, and Natural Areas
The purpose of the Comprehensive Plan Goal 5 element is to conserve open
space and protect the identified natural and scenic resources in Columbia
County as defined by Statewide Planning Goal 5 and the implementing
administrative rule. The potential impacts to Fish and Wildlife Habitat and
Water Resources must be evaluated to establish whether the application
satisfies the requirements of Statewide Planning Goal 5, and of this
corresponding Plan element,.
Applicant addresses the Comprehensive Plan Goal 5 element on pages 55-76
of the application (Exhibit 2). The following applicant statements address the
various elements of Plan Part XVI. Goal 5.
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Goal 5: Open Space
The purpose of this Plan element is to conserve open space and protect the
identified natural and scenic resources in Columbia County as defined by
Statewide Planning Goal 5 and the related administrative rule.
Applicant Statement: It is the intent of this development to preserve

open space by maintaining forested areas and developing within
the parameters of the previous millsite. This will maintain aesthetic
value from Hwy 47(scenic hwy), and limit development to as small
an area as possible. There are large open spaces left forested and
no development is expected other than on previously developed
areas.
Goal 5: Surface Mining
No surface mining activity is existing or proposed on the subject property. This
element does not apply.
Goal 5: Energy
There are no known deposits of energy materials or sources on the property.
This element does not apply.
Goal 5: Fish and Wildlife Habitat
The Goal of the Fish and Wildlife Habitat Plan element is to protect and
maintain important habitat areas for fish and wildlife in Columbia County.
The County’s Comprehensive Plan includes sections covering Big Game,
Columbian White-Tailed Deer, Fish, Furbearer, Waterfowl, Non-Game Wildlife,
and Upland Game Habitats.
Applicant Statements:
Big Game Habitat
“All standards associated with peripheral Big Game Habitat will be
met. It is not believed to be a conflicting use by approving
development on this idled millsite in a peripheral habitat area. All
forested/replanted areas will be maintained as habitat and forest
production. Existing roads and development areas will be reused,
limiting adverse effects on any undeveloped potential habitat areas.
The diversity (topography, ponds, reprod, mature trees, etc.) of the
property has many forage and cover opportunities for wildlife. The PF80 zoning currently is compatible with the peripheral habitat
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designation, and will continue to do so after the zone change to
Industrial. County habitat maps are included.”
Columbian White-Tailed Deer Habitat
“This property is out of the mapped Columbia County white-tailed deer
habitat, siting standards for peripheral big game habitat will be
maintained (county maps included).”
Fish Habitat
There are no fish bearing streams on the property.
Furbearer Habitat
“By maintaining approximately 1/3 of the property as forestland, with
drainages and state/county mandated buffers, any existing furbearing habitat will be maintained.”
Waterfowl Habitat
“Although there are no mapped riparian areas on this property, existing
drainage ponds serve as a draw to waterfowl and promote waterfowl
habitat. The existing ponds are planned to be reused and stay in their
current form.”
Non-Game Wildlife Habitat
“Approximately 1/3 of the rezone property will remain forest land and
has been re-planted from a recent harvest. Limiting development to
the old millsite and using existing roads is the best way to reduce the
impact of Non-Game Wildlife Habitat.”
Upland Game Habitat
This area does not contain upland game habitat.
Fish and Wildlife Habitat Goals and Policies
“It is the goal to protect fish and wildlife habitat from adverse effects
from this proposed development. According to county resources
(maps included), the proposed development site is out of mapped
natural areas, sensitive plant areas, wetland and hydric soils areas. It is
out of the big game habitat area but within the “peripheral” big game
habitat area. All efforts will be made to comply with the requirements
of development within the peripheral area. Having adequate buffers,
limiting development to existing paved areas and using an existing
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road system are planned ways to reduce negative impact on wildlife
habitat. Clustering buildings if possible and staying away from
potentially wet or riparian areas around the ponds are understood as
well.”
Goal 5: Natural Areas
Applicant Statement: “There are no ecologically significant features
mapped on this property or in the natural area registry. It is primarily
forestland and some industrial infrastructure. There are some steeper
sloped areas and a long ridge that runs along Hwy 47. There is no
indication this site could potentially be a significant natural area.”
Goal 5: Water Resources
Applicant Statement:

“There are stormwater mitigation and erosion control measures that have
historically existed on the idled millsite and will be shown on the submittal
site plans. Any new development will be brought to all modern federal,
state and local requirements. There is an existing stormwater pond system
that the future development will utilize. The system is more than adequate
in size to accommodate the proposed future development. The goal is to
maintain water quality and resources in Columbia County. There are also
two active wells on the property that may be used, reducing the need to
potentially drill more wells (well logs included). There are no riparian areas,
wetlands or fish bearing streams on the property or near the development
area (only existing runoff ponds).”
Goal 5: Historic and Cultural Areas
The property has been developed with industrial use since the 1970s,
including extensive amounts of paved and other hard surfaces. There are no
know historic or cultural areas on the property.
Goal 5: Oregon Recreational Trails
The property does not contain any recreational trails and there are not
recreational trails in the immediate vicinity.
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Goal 5: Scenic Sites, Views and Highways
Applicant Statement: “Although the development address is off of scenic
Hwy 47, the mill development cannot be seen (or very difficult to see) from
the highway. There is a large hill and forestland between the
development area and the highway, obscuring it from sight. There is no
degradation of aesthetic appearance due to the zone change and the
proposed development.”
Goal 5: Scenic Waterways
There are no designated scenic waterways in Columbia County.
FINDING 53: Based on the evidence and argument provided above, staff finds
the application is consistent with Comprehensive Plan Part XVI.
GOAL 5: Open Space, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural Areas.
17.

Comprehensive Plan Part XVII. Recreational Needs
The Goal of the Recreation Needs section is to satisfy the recreational needs
of the citizens of Columbia County and its visitors.
Applicant Statement: “The rezone subject site and surrounding property (is)
mostly private forestland and is not available for public recreation. The
proposed development will not diminish local access to recreational
opportunities on adjacent lands.”

FINDING 54: Staff finds that the application is not affected by and is consistent
with Comprehensive Plan Part XVII. Recreational Needs.
18.

Comprehensive Plan Part XVIII. Air, Land and Water Quality
The Goal of the Comprehensive Plan Air, Land and Water Quality element is:
“To maintain and improve land resources and the quality of the air and water
of the County.”
Policy 1 is to: “Work with appropriate State and Federal agencies to ensure
State and Federal water, air, and land resource quality standards are met.”
Policy 2 requires that any future development that is proposed on the subject
property: “Comply with all applicable State and Federal standards and
regulations regarding noise pollution.”
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Noise
The property is within an area of primarily forested land. There are no urban
growth boundaries, rural residential exception areas, or other densely
developed residential areas nearby. There are two PF-80-zoned properties
adjacent to the proposed mill site. Those property owners have contacted
the Land Development Services (LDS) staff and expressed noise concerns. No
nearby property owners had submitted written comments into the record at
the time this staff report was prepared.
The proposed use is similar to the industrial facility that operated on the
property until 2017. The proposed industrial operation is subject to and will be
regulated by Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) industrial noise
standards.
Land
According to the applicant, the existing septic system was in compliance
when previous industrial use was discontinued in 2017. Any new development
will be required to meet the requirements and standards administered by the
County Sanitarian. The location of septic, drainage and waste control
systems will be identified and determined to be in compliance during the site
development review, prior to operation of any industrial use on the property.
Water Quality
The property contains an existing industrial stormwater drainage system. Any
industrial development of the property is required to obtain a Design Review
Permit. The Design Review Permit will require the property owner to comply
with adopted permit requirements to protect air, land and water quality
during site development and during the operation of the facility.
Applicant Statement:
“The goal is to comply with all regulations regarding air and water quality.
Managing septic systems, spill control measures, maintaining
sediment/runoff controls and adequate filtration measures are a priority to
protect air, land and water quality. The previous mill was required to
comply with all environmental assessment requirements and had
maintained all required permits pertaining to air, land and water quality.
All new development will meet required standards. The proposed new
development will utilize the existing three pond, gravity fed stormwater
system. The stormwater ponds are projected to adequately support the
new development.”
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FINDING 55: Staff finds that the application is consistent with Comprehensive Plan
Part XVIII. Air, Land and Water Quality.
19.

Comprehensive Plan Part XIX. Natural Disasters and Hazards

Slopes: The property contains some forested and replanted areas with
slopes greater than 30 percent. Applicant states that: “Adequate
buffers for runoff and erosion control mitigation strategies have been in
place in the past and are expected to continue to be prioritized.” The
record shows the property contains a stormwater retention pond system.
Floodplain: There are no mapped flood hazard areas on the property.
Landslide Hazard Areas: The application includes a copy of the county’s
landslide hazard map. The landslide hazard map shows that some forested
areas of the property contain high landslide hazard areas; however there are
no high hazard areas within the developed areas of the property.
Earthquake Hazards: The Plan states that no definitive study of earthquake
potential has been conducted in Columbia County. The Plan also states there
is one known fault in the County, located between Clatskanie and Rainier,
but that no recent fault activity has been recorded. The Plan concludes that:
“Earthquake hazards in the county appear nominal, and special precautions
appear unnecessary.”
Soils: The County soil survey shows that the property is predominantly Anunde
silt loam soil with slopes of 3-30%. The application demonstrates that the soils
on the property are not associated with slope hazards, low shear strength,
mass movement, or high water tables.
Applicant Statement: “There are no mapped hazard areas in the area of
development. Any construction will comply with the uniform building
code and necessary setbacks from natural hazards. Development will not
be taking place in areas with excessive slopes or erosion prone areas.
Erosion control prevention and current DEQ permits were in place when
previous mill was closed and the same is expected with any new
development proposed.”
FINDING 56: Based on the above analysis, Staff finds that the application is
consistent with Comprehensive Plan Part XIX. Natural Disasters and
Hazards.
20.

Comprehensive Plan Part XX. Willamette River Greenway

FINDING 57: The property is not within the Willamette River Greenway. This Plan
element does not apply.
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D.

Oregon Statewide Planning Goals
Columbia County Zoning Ordinance (CCZO) Section 1502.1(A)(2) requires a
proposed zone change to be consistent with the Statewide Planning Goals (ORS
197), including Goal 12 Transportation and the requirements of the Transportation
Planning Rule (ORS 660-012-00600). The following Statewide Planning Goals (Goals)
apply to this application. Goals not addressed have been determined by staff to
be not applicable.
Applicant addresses the applicable Goals on pages 90-92 of the application
(Exhibit 2). Based on Applicant statements regarding compliance with OAR
Chapter 660 Division 15: Statewide Planning Goals and Guidelines, and the staff
analysis below, staff concludes the applications are consistent with the Statewide
Planning Goals and CCZO 1502.1.
Goal 1 – Citizen Involvement
Goal 1 requires opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning
process. Goal 1 is satisfied when the County follows the public involvement
procedures set out in statute and in its acknowledged Comprehensive Plan and
land use regulations.
Applicant Statement: “The importance of providing widespread citizen
involvement as much as possible is understood as a state goal.
Communication, community involvement and information for the project will
be available as much as possible.”
For quasi-judicial Comprehensive Plan Amendments and Zone Changes, the
County’s land use regulations, ORS 215.060 and ORS 197.610 require notice to the
public and to the Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD).
Public hearings before the County Planning Commission and Board of
Commissioners are also required. The record shows the County has complies with
these public notice and hearing requirements. By complying with these regulations
and statutes, as the County has complied with Goal 1.
Goal 2 – Land Use Planning
The purpose of Goal 2 is: “To establish a land use planning process and policy
framework as a basis for all decisions and actions related to use of land and to
assure an adequate factual base for such decisions and actions.” Goal 2 requires
County coordination with affected governmental entities when revising the
County’s Plan and land use regulations. Goal 2 includes standards for taking
exceptions to statewide goals. An exception may be taken when a statewide
goal cannot or should not be applied to a particular area or situation.
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Applicant Statement: “City, county, state and federal agency and special
district plans and actions related to land use shall be consistent with the
comprehensive plans of cities and counties and regional plans adopted under
ORS Chapter 268”. “This project will be consistent with the comprehensive plan
of Columbia County and any regional adopted plans. It is the intent to comply
with and be aware of any social, economic, energy and environmental needs
brought forward by this project. Appropriate public comment opportunities
and review is expected for affected parties throughout this proposal. Sufficient
time is expected for collection of factual data, defining problems and solutions,
citizen involvement and resolution to any potential conflict.”
Previous findings establish that the County has complied with the Goal 2
coordination requirements. The County notified the Department of Land
Conservation and Development (DLCD) more than 35 days prior to the first
evidentiary hearing. Notice was provided to affected governmental entities and
the zone change will be reviewed in consideration of any comments received.
Findings throughout this report demonstrate the application is consistent with the
County’s Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Ordinance and with Oregon’s
Statewide Planning Goals. As established in previous findings, the County is not
required to take a Goal 3, Goal 4, or Goal 14 Exception when the proposed zone
change meets the requirements of ORS 197.719.
Goal 3 – Agricultural Lands
Goal 3 defines "agricultural lands" and requires counties to "preserve and maintain"
them through farm zoning. The subject property is not designated or zoned as
agricultural land. Goal 3 exception is not required to rezone the subject property
to an industrial use pursuant to ORS 197.719.
Applicant Statement: “It is understood the state goal is to preserve and
maintain agricultural land. The proposed development is on a site previously
paved/developed and roads will be reused. Existing agricultural (forested)
lands should not be affected. There are no proposed adverse effects
expected on the existing forest land (recently harvested forest land has been
replanted and will remain forested), with no changes to accepted
farming/forest practices due to proposed zone change.”
Goal 4 – Forest Lands
Goal 4 defines forest lands and requires counties to inventory them and adopt
policies and ordinances that will "conserve forest lands for forest uses."
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Applicant Statement: “It is understood the state goal is to preserve forest lands.
The proposed development is on a site previously paved/developed and
existing roads will be reused. Existing forested areas should not be affected.
There are no proposed adverse effects expected on the existing forest land
(recently harvested forest land has been replanted and will remain forested),
with no changes to accepted farming/forest practices due to proposed zone
change.”
The subject property is designated as Forest Land in the County’s Comprehensive
Plan and is zoned Primary Forest (PF-80). The record shows the property has been
predominantly developed with industrial forest uses since the 1970s, and that the
property does not contain a significant forest resource. A Goal 4 exception is not
required to rezone the subject property to an industrial use pursuant to ORS
197.719.
Goal 5 – Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Open Spaces
Goal 5 is established to protect and preserve more than a dozen natural and
cultural resources. It establishes a process for each resource to be inventoried and
evaluated. If a resource site is found to be significant, a local government has
three policy choices: preserve the resource, allow proposed uses that conflict with
the resource, or balance the needs of the resource and the conflicting use.
Applicant Statement: It is understood that the state goal is to protect natural
resources and conserve scenic and historic areas and open spaces. The
proposed zone change and development will be on a site previously
developed. Every effort will be made to preserve existing forested, scenic and
open space areas. Adequate distance from riparian and wildlife areas will be
maintained.
The facts contained in Staff Report Section IV Subsection C Paragraph 1, and
summarized in Finding 53, establish that the application complies with Goal 5.
Goal 6 – Air, Water, and Land Resources Quality
Goal 6 requires local comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances to be
consistent with state and federal regulations affecting noise, air, water, and land
resources.
Applicant Statement: It is understood that the state goal is to maintain and
improve the quality of the air, water and land resources of the state. All onsite
septic, wells and stormwater will comply with state and local codes. Waste and
process discharges will not exceed carrying capacities, and environmental
resources will not be degraded or threatened.
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The facts contained in Staff Report Section IV Subsection C Paragraph 18, and
summarized in Finding 55, establish compliance with Goal 6.
Goal 7 – Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards
Goal 7 is intended to protect life and property in locations subject to natural
hazards, such as floods, landslides and earthquakes. Goal 7 requires jurisdictions to
apply "appropriate safeguards", i.e. adopted floodplain ordinance provisions,
when developing within a known hazard area.
Applicant Statement: “It is understood the goal of the state is to protect people
and property from natural disasters. Coordination with state and local
authorities on natural disaster prevention and response is expected with this
development. The proposed development is not in a mapped hazard area.”
The facts contained in Staff Report Section IV Subsection C Paragraph 19, and
summarized in Finding 56, establish compliance with Goal 7.
Goal 8 – Recreational Needs
Goal 8 directs communities to evaluate recreational needs and resources and to
plan for them.
Applicant Statement: “The site is mostly private forestland and is not available
for public recreation. The proposed development will not diminish local access
to recreational opportunities on adjacent lands.”
As established previously in this staff report, Goal 8 does not apply to the subject
property and is not affected by this application.
Goal 9 – Economy of the State
Goal 9 is intended to promote diversification and improvement of the economy.
Goal 9 asks communities to inventory commercial and industrial lands, project
future needs for such lands, and plan and zone enough land to meet those needs.
Applicant Statement: “We believe the state’s goal to provide adequate
opportunities throughout the state for a variety of economic activities vital to
the health, welfare, and prosperity of Oregon’s citizens will be promoted by the
potential of 20-25 additional jobs in the local economy. The proposed
development could potentially provide safe, well-paid employment
opportunities in the community, contributing to a healthy and stable
economy.”
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The economic impacts related to the proposed zone change and industrial
development are identified in Staff Report Section IV Subsection C Paragraph 10,
and summarized in Findings 43 and 44, establish compliance with Goal 9.
Goal 10 – Housing
Goal 10 requires that cities must plan for and accommodate needed housing
types, such as multifamily and manufactured housing. This application does not
affect a city or urban area and does not involve housing supply. Goal 10 is not
affected by this application.
Goal 11 – Public Facilities and Services
Goal 11 is intended to ensure efficient planning of public services such as sewers,
water, law enforcement, and fire protection. Goal 10 directs that public services
should to be planned in accordance with a community's needs and capacities
prior to development, rather than as a response to infrastructure needs as
development occurs.
Applicant Statement: “It is understood that the State’s goal is to plan and
develop a timely, orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and
services to serve as a framework for urban and rural development. Facilities
and services for the proposed development have been established in the past,
due to development being on an established mill site. Utilities and services
have been deemed adequate for the proposed use whether on site or public.”
The record establishes that the proposed use contains adequate private facilities
and that no impacts to public facilities and services will result from this zone
change.
Goal 12 – Transportation
Goal 12 is intended to provide "a safe, convenient and economic transportation
system."
Applicant Statement: “It is understood that the state’s goal is to provide and
encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system. The bulk
of road use for trucking will be from a private road to state Hwy 47, with
adequate input provided by county transportation staff as to acceptable
county road use to the north.”
The record presented in this staff report establishes that the proposed zone change
and industrial use are consistent with Goal 12.
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Goal 13 – Energy Conservation
Goal 13 states that: "Land and uses developed on the land shall be managed and
controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all forms of energy, based upon
sound economic principles."
Applicant Statement: “It is understood that land and uses developed on the
land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all
forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles. By reusing an idled
mill site and existing roads, the goal is to limit new development, maximizing
existing developed space. Options for renewable energy will be
acknowledged at the time of design.”
The record presented in this staff report establishes that the proposed zone change
and industrial use are consistent with Goal 13.
Goal 14 – Urbanization
Goal 14 requires cities to estimate future growth and needs for land and then plan
and zone enough land to meet those needs. Goal 14 requires each city to
establish an "urban growth boundary" (UGB) to "identify and separate urbanizable
land from rural land." Goal 14 is intended to restrict urban development on rural
land.
Applicant Statement: “It is understood that the state’s goal is to provide for an
orderly and efficient transition from rural to urban land use, to accommodate
urban population and urban employment inside urban growth boundaries, to
ensure efficient use of land, and to provide for livable communities. The
proposed development is outside of the urban growth boundaries and will not
affect the urbanization goals.”
Goal 15 – Willamette Greenway
Goal 15 establishes a program to protect the 300 miles of “greenway” that is
established along the Willamette River. The property is not along or near the
Willamette River. Goal 15 does not apply.
Goals 16-19 – Estuarine, Coastal Shorelands, Beaches and Dunes, and Ocean
Resources.
Columbia County does not contain any of these coastal resources. Statewide
Planning Goals 16 through 19 do not apply.
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E.

Public Comments
Staff received written comments from two adjacent property owners prior to
completion of this staff report. Judy Bergman submitted comments asserting that
the property was a log sorting yard but was not a mill. Ms. Bergman expressed
concerns with the septic and water systems, noise, wildlife, runoff, and the use of a
single-lane gravel road to access the site.
Skyler Engen commented that the prior use of the property does not meet the
definition of an abandoned or diminished mill site, because no wood products
were manufactured on the property and the chipping equipment was not a
permanent building. Mr. Engen also expressed concerns related to proximity of mill
activity to his home; noise; and the safety of the gravel roadway for children
walking to the bus stop.
Public comments are included in Exhibit 5. Comments submitted after completion
of the staff report will be provided at the hearing.

F.

Agency Comments
Staff received the following agency comments prior to completion of the staff
report. Comments submitted after completion of the staff report will be provided
at the hearing. Agency comments are attached in Exhibit 4.
Assessor’s Office: We have reviewed the enclosed application and have no
objection to its approval as submitted.
Public Works: (1) Applicant must use Highway 47 as main access for heavy truck
and equipment traffic. Palm Hill Road and Elliott Road are not suitable for heavy
truck traffic due to the steep grades and hairpin turns on Palm Hill Road. (2) If the
applicant would like to use Elliott Road as a secondary or emergency access for
passenger vehicles only, they will need to obtain an access permit from the Public
Works department.
County Sanitarian: Authorization notice with a site visit required to place the
existing septic system into service.
Department of Land Conservation and Development: No comments received as of
the date of this report.
Oregon Department of Transportation: No comments received as of the date of
this report.
Oregon Department of Forestry: We have reviewed the enclosed application and
have no objection to its approval as submitted.
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Soil and Water Conservation District: Follow all BMPs regarding erosion control and
water quality protection during construction and operation.
State Watermaster: We have reviewed the enclosed application and have no
objection to its approval as submitted.
Clatskanie - Quincy CPAC: No comments received as of the date of this report.

V.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Based on the evidence and argument and the facts and findings identified in this staff
report, the Planning Director, and the Planning Commission by Order No. PA 22-01 and
ZC 22-01, recommend the Board of County Commissioners APPROVE Plan and zone
map amendment applications PA 22-01 and ZC 22-01 to change the Plan map
designation of the 49.34-acre portion of the properties identified in Columbia County
Assessor records as tax map numbers 7512-00-00201 and 7512-00-00401, and as
designated by the survey included with the application (Exhibit 2), from Forest Resource
Land to Rural Industrial Land; and to change the zoning designation of the property
from Primary Forest (PF-80) to Resource Industrial – Planned Development (RIPD); for the
purpose of establishing a forest products processing facility pursuant to ORS 197.719

VI. EXHIBITS
1. Planning Commission Order PA 22-01 and ZC 22-01
2. Application
3. Applicant’s Supplemental Evidence and Argument
4. Agency Comments
5. Public Comments
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EXHIBIT 1

PLANNING COMMISSION
ORDER No. PA22-01 AND ZC2}-OL

BEFORE THE COLUMBIA COUNTY
PLANNING COMMISSION
ST.HELENS, OREGON

In the matter of

by
Holdings, Inc. for a

concurrent applications

Weyerhaeuser Timber
Comprehensive Planmap amendment and a zoning
map amendment to designate a 49.34-acte property
as Rural Industrial Land with a Resource Industrial
-Planned Development (RIPD) zoning designation.

)
)
)
)
)

FINAL ORDER
PA22-01 and ZC 22-01
(Board Recommendation)

)

This matter eame before the Columbia County Planning Commission (Commission) on the
application of Weyerhaeuser Timber Holdings, Inc. for a Comprehensive Plan (Plan) map
amendment and a zoning map amendment to change the Plan map designation of a 49.34-acte
property from Forest Resource to Rural Industrial; and to change the zoning designation of the
property from Primary Forest (PF-S0) to Resource Industrial

-

Planned Development (RIPD).

The Commission conducted a duly noticed public hearing to consider the applications on April 18,
2}2z.Notification of the hearing was provided to the Clatskanie-Quincy CPAC, the Clatskanie
Rural Fire Protection District, the Columbia County Public Works Department, the Oregon
Department of Forestry, the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development, other
county departments and state agencies, and surrounding property owners.

The Commission, having reviewed and considered all written and oral evidence and argument
submitted for the record, adopted a motion by a vote of 5-0 to adopt the findings of the staff report
and recommend to the Board of County Commissioners for Columbia County (Board) that the
Board APPROVE Comprehensive Plan map amendment application PA 22'01 and Zoning
Ordinance map amendment application ZC 22-01 as proposed.

COLUMBIA COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION

DATE

Shaun Stewart, CHAIR

PA22-01 & ZC 22-01 Weyerhaeuser

Final Order

Page

I of1

EXHIBIT 2
APPLICATION

PA22-01 & ZC22-0L
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1

(,t?

COLUMBIA COUNTY
LAND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
COURTHOUSE
230 STRAND
ST. HELENS. OREGON 97051
(503) 397-1501

File No.

General Application

GENERAL LAND USE PERMIT APPLICATION
Zone Chanqe

Zc

ZZ-o

(

?A zz-o I

Other:

APPLICANT: Name:

Jeremy Keepers, Timber Valley Development, lnc.

Mailing address:
Phone No. : Otfice
Email:

81711 Mahr Lane, Creswell, OR 97426
541 -729-9072

l{srnsN/A

iik.timber(Oomail.com

Are you the

_property owner? X

PROPERTY OWNER:

_same

owner's agent?

as above, OR:

Name: Weyerhaeuser Timber Holdings lnc. (Samantha Turner is Weyerhaeuser's Representative)
Mailing Address:

Email:

220 Occidental Avenue South, Seattle, WA 97016

Samantha.Turner@Weyerhaeuser.com

PROPERW ADDRESS (if assigned):
76103 Highway 47, Clatskanie, OR 97016

TAX ACCOUNT NO,:

Parlof 7512-00-00401. (#27531)
ParI ol

7

512-00-00201

-

(#26368)

*49.34 acres is proposed to be rezoned and is a portion of
tax lots 201 and 401 ( see attached survey showing rezone
area). A property line adjustment will create 49.34 acre lot.

{sygs'91.51

Zoning:

PF 80

76.24

Zoning:

PF 80

Acres:
Acres:

Zoning:

PRESENT USES: (farm, forest, bush, residential, etc.)
Use:
Paved lndustrial Use Area (Former Log Chip Facility)

Approx. Acres
24.0

Access Roads

4.0

Stormwater Retention Ponds (lndustrial Use)

2.2

Forested (Trees, brush)

Total acres (must agree with above):
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49.34

Updated 12l21t"l8

File No

General Application

PROPOSED USES:

Unload,-sbrt and process logs and lumber to make a range of wood products for retail, wholesale and private label

end users. Reload Sorted logs & processed lumber for distribution. Projected employment is 20-25 when fully
al

WATER

SUPPLY:

4

Private

well.s

_Community
METHOD OF SEWAGE

system

DISPOSAL:

ls the well installed?

x Yes

No

Name

_Community

Sewer.

x Septic System.
property
already have a system?
lf Septic, does the subject
lf no, is the property approved for a Septic System? Yes

Name_
x
_

Yes

_No

No

CONTIGUOUS PROPERTY: List all other properties you own which have boundary lines touching
this property.
Co-owners fif any)
Tax Account

No.

00

Acres

(#27 528)

120.0

7407-00-01

100 (#26930)

49.36

7 407 -00-01

1

751 2-00-001

00

(#26930)

49.36

CERTIFICATION:
I hereby certify that all of the above statements, and all other documents submitted, are accurate and
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Date:

11412021

Samantha Turner (Weyerhaeuser Rep)

Signature:

NOTE: Please attach an accurate and detailed plot plan, including property lines, existing and
proposed structures, location of septic tank and drainfield, farm - forest areas, large natural features
(cliffs, streams, etc,).
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Planninq Deoartment Use Only

Date Rec'd

5

Receipt No

1.rGq

Zoning:

1

I(.'

PF"no

Hearing Date
Or: Administrative

Staff Member:

1+R,

++
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ZONE CHANGE FACT SHEET
Please complete the following

1.

What is the present zoning?

2

What zone is being proposed ? Resource lndustrial Planned Development 680

3

Zoning Map Amendment

4

State the specific purpose of the zone change request
The sitewasdeveloped in the late 1970'sforlog storage, sorting and chipping industrial uses
and was operated up until 2017. The rezone is requested in order to put the fully developed
idled millsite (paved log yard, power, roads, two buildings and a stormwater retention pond
system) back into productive industrial use.

5,

Why is the subject property better suited for the proposed use than the use presently
permitted:
Since the chip mill was demolished, the 24 acre paved log yard, road system and stormwater
retention ponds has sat idle. This improved area has been used for storage several times for
local construction projects. Otherwise, the developed site has not been fully utilized. Putting
the idled mill back into mill use is the best use for the property and will fully utilize it.

o

What public need or convenience will be met by this zone change that is not already being met
by available property in the general area:

Primary Forest Zone PF80

X

Yes

No

It will provide 20 to 25 full time jobs when full operation is achieved which is a benefit to the

community residents and the local economy in Columbia County. There is a nearby operation
that is similar in use to what is being proposed but is primarily a wholesale lumber producer.
The proposed use on the subject property will manufacture a range of wood products for retail,
and private label end users in addition to wholesale lumber production similar to what is made
at the nearbv existinq
!t

facilitv.

7

Describe how the proposal is in general conformance with the comprehensive plan and the
planning objectives for the specific area:
The comprehensive plan pertaining to idled mill sites is implemented by Columbia County Zoning
Ordinance Under Code Section 306 CUP lndustiral Uses (code is attached) The idled and
partially demolished wood chip facility meets the requirements of code section 306.20(,4): lt is
outside of the UGB, was closed after January 1, 1980 and contains still contains permanent
buildings that were used in wood products production. Code section 306.20(8) allows for a
comprehensive Plan Amendment to allow an abandoned or diminished mill site to be zoned for
industrial use.
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I

Describe any changes that have occurred in the land use, street arrangements, or other
physical conditions which have altered the subject property since the present zoning was
adopted:
The orooertv was beino used for a loq vard and chip facilitv at the time it was zoned to
Prim'arv'For6st PF80. Tt remaineO in Tn'at use uo to'the vear 2017 when it was closed and the
chippin'g portion of the facility was demolished.'Normal'upgrades to the existing facility
infr-astructure were made aft-er the site was zoned PF80.

I

Does the subject property presently have adequate public facilities, services, and
transportation to support the proposed use? Mirlsite lf not, describe the development plan
being proposed to provide these
The property currently has adequate road, power, water and stormwater services available on
site that'are necessary for the n'ew mill's operations. lt will not put a burden on any public
facilities to restart this-new mill operation on the idled propertv' No new public services are
beino orooosed at this time othei than a oower capaciiv ihcre-ase. The Clatskanie PUD has
indic"aied inat the proposed power upgrades will nbt pul an undue burden on the PUD.

services:_,

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

The applicant must submit the following in its application to the Planning Commission hearing, which
is regularly scheduled for the 1st Monday of each month:
1

2
3
4)
5)

Answers to the above questions.
The application form attached.
Vicinity Map.
Zoning Map Amendment fee
A vicinity map is also attached.
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ZONE CHANGE CRITERIA
The following sections are from the Columbia County Zoning Ordinance;

1502 Zone Chanses {Map Arqend,ments}: There are two types of Zone Changes which will be
considered by the Commission: Major Map Amendments and Minor Map Amendments,
1

Maior Map Ame-ndments are defined as a Zone Change which requires the
Comprehensive Plan Map to be amended in order to allow the proposed Zone Change
to conform with the Comprehensive Plan, The approval of this type of Zone Change is
a two-step process:

A.

The Commission shall hold a hearing on the proposed Zone Change, either
concurrently or following a hearing, on the proposed amendment to the Comprehensive
Plan which is necessary to allow the proposed zoning to conform with the
Comprehensive Plan. The Commission may recommend approval of a Major Map
Amendment to the Board of Commissioners provided they find adequate evidence has
been presented at the hearing substantiating the following:

I

The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the policies of the Comprehensive
Plan;

2

The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the Statewide Planning Goals
(ORS 197); and

3

The property and affected area is presently provided with adequate facilities,
services, and transpoftation networks to support the use, or such facilities,
services and transportation networks are planned to be provided concurrently
with the development of the property.

B.

Final approval of a Major Map Amendment may be given by the Board of
Commissioners, The Commissioners shall hold a hearing on the proposed Zone
Change either concurrently or following a hearing on the proposed Comprehensive Plan
Amendment which is necessary to allow the proposed zoning to conform with the
Comprehensive Plan. The Board may approve a Major Map Amendment provided they
find adequate evidence has been presented substantiating the following:
1

The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the policies of the Comprehensive
Plan;

2

The proposed Zone Change is consistent with the Statewide Planning Goals
(ORS 197); and

3.

The property and affected area is presently provided with adequate facilities,
services, and transportation networks to support the use, or such facilities,
services and transportation networks are planned to be provided concurrently
with the development of the property.
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Minor Map Amendments are defined as a Zone Change which does not require an
amendment to the Comprehensive Plan. The Commission may grant a Minor Map
Amendment provided they find adequate evidence has been presented at a hearing
substantiating the following:

A

The Zone Change is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan; and

B

The property and affected area is presently provided with adequate facilities,
services, and transportation networks to support the use, or such facilities,
services and transportation networks are planned to be provided concurrently
with the development of the property."
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The comprehensive plan pertaining to idled mill sites is implemented by Columbia County Zoning
Ordinance Under Code Section 306 CUP lndustiral Uses (code is attached). The idled and
partially demolished wood chip facility meets the requirements of code section 306.20(4): lt is
outside of the UGB, was closed after January 1, 1980 and contains still contains permanent
buildings that were used in wood products production. Code section 306.20(8) allows for a
comprehensive Plan Amendment to allow an abandoned or diminished mill site to be rezoned to
Resource lndustrial Planned Develpment 680.

INDUSTRIAL USES

20

-

306 CUP

Abandoned or diminished mill sites means a mill, plant, or other facility engaged
in the processing or manufacturing of wood products, including sawmills and
facilities for the production of plywood, veneer, hardboard, panel products, pulp
and paper,
A.

Pursuantlo ORS 197.719 these abandoned ordiminished millsites may be
zoned for industrial use provided the facility:

1.

ls located outside of urban growth boundaries;

2.

Was closed after January 1 , 1980, or has been operating at less than
25 percent ofcapacity since January 1, 2003; and

3,

Contains or contained permanent buildings used in the production or
manufacturing of wood products.

B.

Notwithstanding statewide land use planning goals protecting agricultural
lands orforestlands or statewide land use goals relating to urbanization, the
County may amend the County's Comprehensive Plan and land use
regulations to allow an abandoned or diminished mill site to be zoned for
industrial use.

C.

The County shall determine the boundary of an abandoned or diminished
mill site. For an abandoned or diminished mill site that is rezoned for
industrial use underthis subsection, land within the boundary of the mill site
-46-
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may include only those areas that were improved for the processing or
manufacturing of wood products.
D

For an abandoned or diminished mill site that is rezoned for industrial use
under this subsection, the Planning Commission may approve only the
industrial development and accessory uses subordinate to such
development on the mill site. The Planning Commission may not approve
any other uses including, but not limited to, retail, commercial or residential
development on the mill site.

E

For land that, on June 10, 2003, was zoned for Primary Agriculture, Primary
Forest or Forest Agriculture and that is rezoned for industrial use under this
subsection, the County may not later rezone the land for retail, commercial
or other nonresource use, except as provided under the statewide land use
planning goals or under ORS 197.732.

3O7 General Review Standards"
1

All uses in the Primary Agriculture Zone shall meet the review standards found
in the above enabling Sections 304, 305 or 306. To also ensure compatibility with
farming and forestry activities, the Planning Director, hearings body or Planning
Commission shall determine that a use authorized by Sections 304, 305, or 306,
as specifically noted, shall meet the following requirements:
A.

proposed use will not force a significant change in accepted farm or
practices on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use: and -

.2

.3

4

For all residential development
shall sign and record in the deed

and any successors in interest, prohi
or cause of action alleging injury from
under law.
Permit Expiration:

under 305.1 through 305.1 3, the owner
a document binding on the landowner
them from pursuing a claim for relief
or forest practices normal ly allowed

A.

and 306, except aq
Fcr any discretionary decision under Sections
provided for in $ubsecti_on 307.5 below, if not within
urban growth area,
the approval period for development is void two (2)
from the date of
Development
final decision if a development permit is not issued by
Services;

B

The Director may grant extensions of up to one year if the

app.llcant

requests an extension in writing prior to the approval period expiration and
it is determined that the applicant was not able to begin or continue
-47-
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1O

2 AND 3

The site was developed in the late 1970's for log storage, sorting and chipping
industrial uses and was operated up until 2017. The rezone is requested to put the
fully developed idled millsite (paved log yard, power, roads and stormwater retention
pond system) back into productive industrial use.

Since the chip mill was decommissioned, the approximate 24-acre paved log yard,
road system and stormwater retention ponds has sat ldle. Slnce 2017, thls lmproved
area has been used several times for storage during local construction projects.
Otherwise, the developed site has not been fully utilized since closure in2017.
Putting the idled mill back into mill use is the highest and best use for the property and
will fully utilize it. lt will provide 20 to 25 full time jobs when full operation is achieved
which is a benefit to the community residents and the local economy in Columbia
County.
The prospective purchaser on the subject property will manufacture a range of wood
products for retail, and private label end users in addition to wholesale lumber
production.
Apnlication Section 1. The proposed zone change is consistent with
Plan. See Attached Application Section l.

the

policies of the Comprehensive

Application Section 2. The proposed Zone Change is consistent wilh the Statewide Planning Goals
(ORS 197). See Attached Application Section 2.
Statewide Planning Goals
"The foundation of Oregon's statewide land use planning program is q set of 19
statewide planning goals. The goals express the state's policies on land we qnd related
topics, such as citizen involvement, housing, and natural resources.
Most of the goals are accompanied by "guidelines," which are suggestions about how a
goal may be applied. As noted in Goal 2, guidelines are not mandatory. The goals and
guidelines are, however, adopted as administrative rules (Oregon Administrative Rules
chapter 660, division 15)."

Apnlication Section 3. The property affected area is presently provided with adequate
facilities, services, and transportation networks to support the use, or suchfacilities, services
and transportation networks are planned to be provided concurrently with the development of
the property. See Attached Application Section 3.

Application Section
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AUGUST 1,1984
Ordinance No, 84-4

llntegrated through Oct 10, 20171

COLUMBIA COUNTY

COMPREHENSIVE
PLAN
AMENDED:
ORDI.
NO.

DESCRIPTION

EFFECTIVE
DATE

85-1

Mar 1985

Multiple Changes - 44 pages

85-8

Jul 1 985

Agriculture, Forest, Rural Centers, Greenway

53-85

Jul 1985

Correct clerical errors: Ordinances 85-1 and 85-8 [Board Resolution No. 53-85]

89-7

Jul 1989

Citizen lnvolvement: Policy 8

93-7

Jul 1993

Economy: Policy 13, Airport lndustrial zone

98-1

Apr 1998

Surface Mining, Aggregate lnventories

98-3

Jun 1 998

Transportation Systems Plan

98-4

Feb 1999

Rural Communities, Rural Residential: text and policies

9B-5

Jul 1 998

Economy, Urbanization: update population projections

99-5

Nov 1999

Rural Residential: Policies 1,3,4,

2000-01

Sep 2000

Surface Mining, Reichhold site

2000-04

Nov 2000

Surface Mining, Scappoose Airpark

2000-05

Nov 2000

Rural Residential: Policy 4

2001-02

Mar 2001

Economy, Population: update population projections

2001-09

Jan2002

lnterim Development Standards for City of St. Helens UGA

B

2003-06

Jul 2003

Fish and Wildlife Habitat; Historic and Cultural Areas

2003-05

Dec 2003

Goal 5 Sensitive Lands

2009-07

Sep 2009

20 Year Population Forecast

2010-11

Jan 2010

Resource Lands Amendments

2013-2

Nov 2013

Tide Creek Rock Zone Change Forest Agriculture to Surface Mining

2017-2

Ocl2017

Columbia County Transportation Plan
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PART I. INTRODUCTION TO THE PLAN

ADMIN ISTRATIVE PROCEDU RES: GOALS AND POLICIES

It is essential the citizens of Columbia County be provided with a comprehensive plan that
will accommodate the changing needs of the communities in which they live, work and play.
While this plan is the result of considerable public input, study and analysis of existing
physical, economic, environmental, and social conditions, and a projection of what future

conditions are likely to be, it recognizes the importance of providing a framework for
changing the plan periodically or as the need arises.

GOALS:
'1 .

To assure the goals and policies of this plan are implemented

2.

To provide review and revision procedures which include provisions for
participation by citizens and affected interest groups.

3.

To provide an understandable framework for reviewing and revising this plan

POLICIES:

I

Establish procedures to monitor changes in population, vacant lands, public
facilities and environmental and economic changes.

This project does not affect the establishment of procedures to monitor these
changes. However, the plan will be updated as a result of the rezone after it is
approved as required by Golumbia County code section 1502.
2

Maintain the Citizen Planning Advisory Committee (CPAC) program as a
means for the public and interest groups to express their views on County or
Community needs, changes and improvements.

The CPAC will be allowed to provide the public and interest groups to comment and
participate in this zone change process. This is accomplished by the County's
notice for comment and notice of decision process.
3.

lnsure the goals, objectives, policies, and implementing strategies of the
Plan are reviewed as needed or inventory data changes. The review shall
be formally done every two (2) years. For the purpose of this Plan, the
following terms are defined:
Goal

The ultimate end toward which an activity or
effort is directed.

Objective

A position toward which an activity or effort is
directed, which leads to the ultimate goal.

Policy:

A course of action designed to give constant
guidance to present and future development
decisions and thereby meet the goals and/or
objectives.

I

mplementing Strategies:

Approaches or techniques for implementing
the policies. They describe the necessary
programs and regulations and give direction
to County agencies and departments for planrelated activities.

Goals, objectives, policies, and implementing strategies are

to

be

considered mandatory.

The county is consistent in applying the zone change criteria through it's zone
criteria application under code section 1502.
c

4.

Formally update the Comprehensive Plan every five (5)years.

this application.

Not affected
5

Provide a framework by which the Comprehensive Plan may be reviewed,

revised and amended. Amendments to the Comprehensive Plan and its
implementing ordinance(s) shall be in accordance with the following
procedures and guidelines:
A.

Amendments may be initiated by the Board of Commissioners, the
Planning Commission, the Planning Director or the owne(s) of the
affected property.

B.

A Citizen Planning Advisory Committee may, upon a majority vote
of its members, formally request either the Board of Commissioners
or the Planning Commission initiate an amendment.

c

Revisions or amendments will follow the same process as initial
adoption - CPAC review, Planning Commission public hearing and
recommendation, and Board hearing and adoption of revisions or
amendments.

D

For quasi-judicial amendments, all property owners within two
hundred and fifty (250) feet of the affected area shall be notified of
the hearing date and the requested amendment at least ten (10)
days prior to the first scheduled public hearing.

E.

Not affected
5

For legislative amendments, notice of the public hearing and a copy
of the proposed amendment, will be mailed to all Citizen Planning
Advisory Committees and interested parties at least ten (10) days
prior to the first scheduled public hearing.

this application.
The Planning Directory shall make the initial decision on any questions of
interpretation or applicability of the plan. Such decisions may be appealed to
the Board of Commissioners. All appeals shall be filed pursuant to section
1700 of the Columbia County Zoning Ordinances.

The Planning Director has provided input to this rezone process and stressed that
Policies:
a focus on addressing the followi
icants needed to
the a

a) Forest Lands Policy 1.A
b) Forest Lands Policy 2
c) Economic Policies
d) Fish and Wildlife Policies

e) Air, land and water quality Policies

f)

g)
h)
7

Noise Policies
Land element, relating to septic, water, industrialwaste Policies
Possible impact to transportation Policies
Existing ordinances and regulations will be amended and new ordinances
and regulations shall be adopted to implement this plan as appropriate.

Both a comprehensive map amendment and plan amendment will be made after the
rezone application is completed.

8.

All land use approvals shall be consistent with this plan

This application is addressing the 21 components of the Columbia County
comprehensive plan and the 19 Statewide planning goals. The application shows
how the rezone is consistent with the plan and the goals.
9

Revisions or amendments proposed within an urban growth boundary shall

be in accordance with the Urban Growth Area Management Agreement
adoption for that area.

Not applicable as the subject property is not within the UGB.
10

The County will continue coordination with affected governmental agencies
in future reviews and revisions of the comprehensive plan and it's
implementing ordinances.

Not affected by this application.

PART II. CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT

CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT: GOALS AND POLICIES
It is Columbia County's policy to MAINTAIN A CITIZEN PLANNING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
SYSTEM to offer opportunities for citizens to be involved in all phases of the land use planning
process, and in addition, to provide:

1.
2.
3.

Assistance through the distribution of planning information.
Coordination of public involvement.
A framework for public involvement in the development of land use plans and policies.

GOALS:
1.

To assure broad-based, county-wide citizen involvement in the planning process to
include formulation of plans and ordinances, development of goals and objectives
and input into everyday planning functions.

2

To increase the citizens' awareness of planning programs at both the county and
state level.

3

To provide methods by which county citizens, organizations and interest groups have
opportunities to be informed and participate in all phases of the planning process.

4

To provide a means for broad-based dissemination and availability to the public of
technical information and other relevant planning documents, ordinances, plans,
maps and correspondence.

5

To assure county support for the Citizen lnvolvement Programs (CPACS) in the form
of human, financial, informational and technical assistance.

6

To insure continued citizen participation in the planning process and periodic reevaluation of the Citizen lnvolvement Program.

POLICIES:

To stimulate citizen involvement in the County by providing broad exposure to all
phases of the planning process through radio and newspaper notices, general
maili
and ublic meeti
The county has an established process for processing the zone change application. This
includes a DLCD pre PAPA notice as well as a post PAPA notice (written notices). ln
addition the public may participate in the Planning Commission Meetings (public
meetin
2

broad representation on citizen committees by assuring equal opportunities exist for
all citizens and interest groups to be involved in the development and composition of
these committees.

The CPAC is an established committee in existence since 1975 and provides an equal
input to the rezone rocess.
for citizen and commu

3

To encourage the citizens of the County, through the Citizen lnvolvement Program,
to become involved in inventorying, recording, mapping, describing, analyzing, and
evaluating the elements necessary for development of a comprehensive planning
program.

This proposed rezone change does not rise to this level of community participation which
is geared towards a larger scale rezoning of multiple properties across a wide
geographical area.
4.

To assure the citizens of the County, through the Citizen lnvolvement Program, the
opportunity to review and recommend changes to all plans and /or ordinances prior to the
public hearing process.

The GPAG committee will be notified for comment ahead of the first public hearing as outlined
lication
in the
5

To assure that County Citizens, through the Citizen lnvolvement Program, are involved
in developing, adopting and applying the guidelines to be followed in carrying out the
Comprehensive Plan and related ordinances.

This zone change is following the process already outlined in Columbia Code Section 1502
(zone changes) as well as Section 306 CUP (idled mil ordinance) and does not require a new
for this zone change to be completed.
or deve
to be ado
6

To establish a committee, or committees, comprised of County citizens, to

both

periodically review and recommend changes, and make recommendations to proposed
changes in the Comprehensive Plan, its elements and its related ordinances.
Not affected
7

this a

lication.

To fund and support the Citizen lnvolvement Program at a level sufficient to assure citizen
involvement remains an integral part of both the current and long-range planning process.

Not affected by this application
8

To establish, and actively support with whatever resources necessary, a Committee for
Citizen lnvolvement (CCl) comprised of nine (9) county residents broadly representative
of geographic areas and interests. [Amended 7-89]

Not affected by this application

PART III. PLANNING COORDINATION

PART III. PLANNING COORDINATION

PURPOSE

Successful integration of all parts of the plan is one of the most important features of a
comprehensive plan, Primary coordination occurs by involving all affected people and agencies
during the development of the plan. Plan coordination activities include:

1.

The county and the seven incorporated cities in the county are each responsible for
the preparation of the plan for their own jurisdiction. The cities and the county work
together in the preparation of urban growth boundaries.

2.

The county, under ORS Chapter 197, is given the responsibility of coordinating the
plans of cities and special districts.

3.

Each special district is also responsible for working with the cities and the county to
achieve mutual plan consistency.

4.

Each state and federal agency has the responsibility of working with the county and
each city to coordinate their planning.

COMPREHENSIVE

DEVELOPMENT

As early as 1957, the communities of Scappoose and St. Helens began experiencing the effects
of growth from local pressures and the Portland metropolitan area. ln order to meet this
demand, the two communities prepared preliminary general plans for land use, streets, schools,
parks and public buildings. As these plans were nearing completion, the county also
commenced a series of inquiries into problems of land and road development within the South
County area. Preliminary plans were prepared for the St. Helens and Scappoose areas. The
cities worked together on drafting zoning and subdivision ordinances to guide development
along the lines set forth in the planning studies.

The Columbia County Planning Commission was established on August 29, 1960. Beginning
in 1963 other communities entered into planning programs: Vernonia in 1963, Clatskanie in
1967, and Rainier in 1968. Preliminary comprehensive plans were prepared in each instance
setting forth patterns of land use, a network of local and regional roads, as well as related data
on population projections and public facilities.

lndependent planning by separate agencies does not assure the desired patterns of
development. To more effectively carry out city and county plans, the Columbia County
Organization of Governments was formed in 1969. This was a voluntary association formed to
generate consistent policies and a coordinated approach to planning and development
programs. This organizalion dissolved itself in 1974.
The first county-wide comprehensive plan was adopted by the County Planning Commission
on July 6, 1970. The Planning Commission amended the plan on April 2, 1973. The plan was
recorded by the County Clerk on June 22, 1974.

PART III. PLANNING COORDINATION

The County established a Planning Departmenl in 1972, with the employment of the first fulltime county employee in the position of Planning Administrator.
The objectives of the County in 1972 were to: (1) prepare a comprehensive plan; (2) establish
an effective planning function in the county government; and (3) develop implementing
ordinances to carry out plan objectives.

To comply with state law, existing plans must be revised. The planning process can

be
goal
process.
is
information
all
applicable
topics
To
begin,
concerning
a
four-step
described as

gathered and organized. This information is used to determine current county characteristics.
Once the information is gathered on a given goal topic (for example, recreation), it serves as a
basis for analyzing and projecting current opportunities and future needs for desired
development in the County. These opportunities and needs are outlined and alternatives
considered for future development.
The next step is to develop goals and objectives for the County to apply over a given period of
time. The third step is to set specific policies regarding land use for each applicable topic. The
final step is one of review to insure that plan goals, objectives, and policies are updated as
needs or inventory data changes. This is called monitoring and shall be formally conducted at
least every two years.
The comprehensive plan will be updated based on the outcome of the rezoning application. The current
opportunity (sawmill on rezoned property) will be updated into the plan as per the Part III
requirements. This does not affect the two year monitoring requirement unless the county chooses, at
thcir discretion, to perform this four step process update in conjunction with the plan amendments for
the rezone.

PART IV. FOREST LANDS

CURRENT TRENDS

Although Columbia County is the third smallest county in the state, its total timber harvest ranked
sixth of all counties in2004. The Timber Harvest data (Table 1) in Columbia County show that forest
production is mainly on lands owned by the major timber industry on very large tracts. ln addition,
because of historic parcelization in some areas and along major roads, a significant portion of timber
production (14o/o) come from non-industrial, private wood-lot ownerships. Sixty percent (60%) of the
forest parcels in the County are under 30 acres in size; 84Yo are under 80 acres in size, and only 16%
of the forest parcels are 80 acres or larger (the minimum lot size).
Private non-industrial forest lands owned by individuals, families and trusts represent an important
aspect of timber management due to their potential for augmenting existing lumber supplies. When
the forest industries shift their harvesting operations from county to county, the result can be a
decrease in local mill activity. During these periods the smallwood lots supplement these local mills
and often carry them through what could othenruise be very slow times. However, for the individual
land owner the costs of clearing, scarifying, planting and protecting the seedlings during the first
seven to ten years are high. And, little return is realized untilthe stand has matured and is harvested.
Either by design or by chance, these small wood lots have typically located along the numerous
valley floors and major county roads found throughout the County. Although these valley floors offer
less than ideal agricultural conditions, many of the small wood lot owners have successfully
integrated these two resource activities. Consequently, among these smallwood lots are often found
isolated agricultural uses which together with the small wood lots provide a significant source of
income and sustenance for the families residing on the land.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The effects of forest management practices such as spraying, road construction and harvesting on
fish and wildlife habitat, watersheds, recreational areas and rural residences have come under
increased scrutiny during the past few years by both the timber industry and private citizens. While
many believe the Oregon Forest Practices Act adequately protects these forest resources, others
advocate additional controls over forest management practices. lt is Columbia County's position to
provide a framework whereby those uses which are most beneficial to the county will be allowed to
exist with as few restrictions as is practicable, while allowing conflicting uses where they can be
mitigated.
The County has also considered the following facts in developing its forest policies:

1.

Commercial forest production, both in the form of traditional raw lumber products and
the less traditionalwoodlot activities, are necessary for the continued economic viability
of the County.

2

The existing commercial forest use patterns and management practices in Columbia
County of large landowners, both commercial timber companies and private individuals,
have predominantly involved the use of 80 or more acre tracts as management units for
silviculturaland commercial production reasons. These reasons include but are not limited
to the economics of surveying, planting, thinning, brush removal, harvesting practices and
fire, insect and disease protection. The County recognizes the importance of encouraging
these economic efforts in promoting the commercialforest products
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enterprise of the County

3

The County also recognizes that the forest use pattern in the Northwest in general and
Columbia County in particular is changing as a consequences of actions beyond the
County's control. To keep the forest production economically viable, the county must

encourage innovation in growing, harvesting, and processing of forest products and
allow some flexibility from the traditional use patterns that have made Northwest
products such a relatively high priced commodity.
4

This flexibility will be achieved in part by the use of the B0 acre management unit in
Primary Forest zones.

5

The existing commercialforest use patterns in the County, however, are not limited to large
ownership tracts that use the 80 acre management units. There is a second forest use

pattern in the County consisting of individual private parcel ownerships in lot sizes of
predominantly the 19-38 acres size. These smaller sized units contribute substantially to
the existing forest products economy of the County and will in the future, with
encouragement from the County of high intensity woodlot production procedures, provide
even greater economic benefits.
6

The County recognizes that including a mixed Forest-Agriculture zone will encourage
forest production on these small acreages and provide for management flexibility of the
forest products in these county-wide clusters of smaller single ownership mixed-use lot
patterns.

7

The County also recognizes that urbanization and parcelization of valuable forest
production land can potentially have detrimental effects on the price of available forest
production land and the cost of planting, maintaining, and harvesting forest products.
ln order to promote forest production, therefore, the County recognizes that it must limit
the urbanization (including dwelling siting) and parcelization activities in forest zones
by providing adequate review procedures that will assure existing commercial activities
and future innovative forest practices will be protected.

I

An 80 acre minimum lot size in the primary forest zone provides an appropriate
management unit for forest purposes, is necessary to prevent the encroachment of
residential users in the primary forest zone. The larger lot size will make the parcels less
attractive for residential uses and discourage speculation for residential purposes.

The rezone to Rural lndustrial Planned Development (herein "lndustrial") and resulting
lumber mill construction/operation directly supports Fact 1 by increasing the raw lumber
products produced in Golumbia County. lt increases localjobs that are often exported out
of the county (and State) along with the raw materials (logs). Having another mill inside the
county gives smaller landowners another option to sell the logs produced in the county
which is also in support of Fact 1.
Fact2 is not affected by the rezone to lndustrial as the property is already developed for a
similar industrial use that was in operation from approximately 1977 to 20'17. The existing
forest pattern was interrupted in 1977 and remains in that state with the fully functional
millsite. Over half of the millsite is improved with paving, durable road surfaces and

stormwater ponds. The remaining portion of the property still in forestry use is necessary
to buffer the industrial use area from surrounding residential structures.
The proposed new millsite on the rezoned property directly supports the processing of forest
products in Fact 3.

Facts 4 and 5 are not directly applicable to this application. The rezone property will be
around 49 acres in size which is the minimum size required to provide the industrial uses in
facts 1 to 3. However, the property line adjustment used to create this property did result in
one other property (not the rezone property) being enlarged to over 80 acres and according
to both State and County law must remain over 80 acres in perpetuity which does support
Facts 4 and 5.

The rezoned property is located in a transition area between smaller and larger forestland
parcels. Having the millsite located near the smaller sized parcels make them more viable
for timber production is support of Fact 6. When transportation costs of the raw logs are
reduced to the mill the land owner is often times able to realize a higher profit for their logs.
For example mill owners tend to acquire and maintain timbered parcels closer to the mill for
this same reason (reduced hauling costs).

to industrial will not affect the
parcelization of the surrounding forestland other than stated in Facts 5 and 6 above. Utilizing
this parcel for forest products processing (millsite) would tend to preclude it for the use of
dwellings as a less desirable use. Presently and in the future the highest and best use of the
site is for industrial use which supports both Facts 8 and 9.
The property line adjustment and subsequent rezone
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FOREST LANDS: GOALS AND POLICIES

GOAL: To conserve forest lands for forest uses.

POLICIES:

1.

lt shall be the policy of Columbia County to:

Conserve forest lands for forest uses, including

The production of trees and the processing of forest products;
B.
Open space;
c Buffers from noise;
D.
Visual separation from conflicting uses;
E.
Watershed protection;
F.
Wildlife and fisheries habitat;
G
Soils protection from wind and water;
H.
Maintenance of clean air and water;
t.
Compatible recreational activities; and
land for livestock.
J.
This property was developed for industrial use starting in 1977. Building permits, construction of
the plant and operations startup were all completed in 1978. Approximate 200' setback areas from
surrounding residential use areas will be maintained to buffer these uses from noise and provide
visual separation from the industrial area. The 24 acre paved area contains a designed three pond
stormwater system for watershed protection from site runoff. This promotes clean water discharge
to support healthy fish and wildlife habitat. The millsite proposed to be constructed after the
rezone to industrial supports the Policy {A with the processing of forest products. Typical primary
processing of forest products is done on the harvest site to produce logs ready to sell to mills or
export yards. This project will allow for higher and better use as a secondary forest products
1A
area to produce lumber and directl s
A.

2

Designate Forest Lands as Forest-Conservation in the Comprehensive Plan and
implement this plan designation through the use of two (2) forest zones which will
maintain or enhance the existing commercial forest products enterprise of the County
They are:

- PF-80
- FA-80
Forest-A riculture
This 49 acre property has the characteristics of an industrial site due to the
historical industrial use for approximately 40 years. Many durable
im provements (maintenance shop, roads, paved log yard and stormwater
ponds) have been constructed over the past 40 years which make the
A

Primary Forest

B

property industrial in nature. In reality it is not feasible to productively use
this property for Primary Forest (PF-80) or Forest-Agriculture (FA-80). The
cost to remove the industrial development is so high that it is not financially
feasible to convert this ro ert back to forest use

3.

Designate as Primary Forest those lands that:

A.
B.

Are in industrial, private non-industrial and public ownerships.
Protect sensitive areas such as watersheds and wildlife and fisheries habitat.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Are in areas where parcels average 38 acres or more.
Are geographically or topographically separated from those lands used for
agriculture and non-forestry uses.
Have a predominant cubic-foot site class of 2 and 3.
Have climate, soil and topographic conditions that require the maintenance of
vegetative cover regardless of use.
Do not generally require an on-site caretaker to effectively manage the resource.
Are isolated pockets within forest areas which do not meet the above criteria but
from
other use
for other reasons are
The area where the rezone property is located is a mix of industrial and private forestland with
some residential development in conjunction with the tree farming. The topography within about
Tz mile of the subject rezone property is typical of forest zoned properties: a mix of wide, flat
ridges with incised drainages. ln general the land is not suitable for farming type agriculture.
There is a lower elevation valley area about Tz mile north which is in intensive private farming use.
The subject property is not conducive to farm use due to topography.
The soils, climate and topography make the property suitable for forest use if all of the industrial
improvements were removed. However, forestry is not the highest and best use of the property
and converting to forestland is not economically feasible. The better use for the local economy
and the existing land use patter in the continued industrial use that has been in place for much of
the last 40 years. This property is an isolated pocket that does not meet the primary forest zoning
use as an industrialsite.
criteria due to
Designate as Forest-Agriculture those lands that:
Are in private non-industrial ownerships where the existing ownership pattern
consists predominantly of single small parcel owners.
Provide only minimal benefit to watershed and wildlife and fisheries habitat
areas.
Are in areas where contiguously owned parcels average less than 38 acres and
where the predominant parcel size is less than 38 acres. Contiguously owned
parcels are considered as one unit.
Have direct access to a public right-of-way.
Have a predominant cubic-foot site class of 3 or 4.
Have soil and topographic characteristics that do not preclude a limited nonresource use of the land, and where such activity can be buffered from adjacent
resource uses.
Are small isolated pockets of lands surrounded by land which meets the
recedi
criteria.

4

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.
F.

G.

This property does not have the attributes of Forest-Agriculture based on ownership size,
topography and other surrounding uses. Ad ditionally, there are no similar use properties in the
vicinity of this rezone property. The most su itable use for this property is the continued industrial
use.
toa
ulturalfarmi
use and it would not be feasible to convert this

1.

Limit the creation of parcels or lots for non-forest uses.

The comprehensive plan is designed to limit the conversion of forest type parcels to non-forest
uses to preserve forestry capability. However, in this instance, the long term use of the property
that started prior to zoning was for secondary industrial forest products processing. At the time of
zoning the property was already in industrial use. The property was maintained in this use up until
2017 atwhich time the former chip processing operation ceased. Since that time the property has
been intermittently used for storage of equipment and materials for local construction projects.
These uses did not generate ncom e from the property It has ha d recent loggin g n areas o uts ide
of the I m proved ndustrial areas b ut they a re s ma n natu re an d are n ot a prrm ary I n come
c o ntri butor to th ts pro perty Th e logging was condu cted on SU rrou ndin g la nds an d portions of th at
SI nce it s tn cu rre nt n GOm m o n own ers h p
led over onto the rezon e
o
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7

Allow residential uses when it can be shown that the proposed use meets one of the three
qualifications adopted by the State, known generically as the template test, lot of record dwelling
and large tract test; and where it can be shown that siting standards exist that insure compatibility
of the proposed residence with adjacent resource uses.
Limit dwellings to individual lots or parcels where it can be shown that:
The proposed use will not significantly impact forest uses on adjacent and nearby forest
lands;

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

The proposed use will not significantly increase the costs of forest management on
adjacent and nearby forest lands;
The dwelling site is limited in size to an area suitable and appropriate only for the needs
ofthe proposed use;
Where necessary, measures are taken to minimize potential negative impacts on adjacent
and nearby forest lands; and,
The proposed use is consistent with the forest policies contained in the Comprehensive
Plan.

At this time no dwellings are being proposed with the industrial development rezone application.
8.

Allow dwellings to exist in Primary Forest zones or on Forest-Agriculture zones where lot sizes

are small acreages and provide for mixed resource uses to encourage small woodland lot
ownership.

At this time no dwellings are being proposed with the industrial development rezone application.
9

Require a plan amendment when considering a zone change from Primary Forest (PF-80) to
Forest-Agriculture (FA-80) in accordance with Forest Lands Policies 3 and 4.

The property is proposed to be rezoned to industrial due to the predominate characteristics of the
site. A rezone to Forest-Agriculture is not being proposed.
10. Any changes in the minimum lot sizes for forest lands will be reviewed against the requirements
of statewide land use planning Goal 4 and implementing standards and rules.

The property is presently below the PF-80 zone minimum of 80 acres under an approved Legal Lot
Verification. After the rezone to Resource lndustrial Planned Development (Code Section 680) the
property will be above the required zone minimum 38 acres (per Code Section 684.1. At 49.34 acres
in size it will not be large enough to partition. The proposed rezone size and configuration is the
minimum necessary to contain the developed industrial area, roads, stormwater ponds and forest
buffers from residential areas.

PART V. AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURE: GOALS AND POLICIES

GOAL:

To preserve agricultural land for agricultural uses

POLICIES:

1.

lt shall be a policy of the County to:

Designate as Agricultural lands those lands:

A. With predominantly Class I through lV soils;
B. Other land which is suitable for farm use considering:

1.

soil fertility;

2.

suitability for grazing;

3.

climaticconditions;

4.

present and future water availability for farm irrigation;

5.

existing land use patterns;

6.

technological and energy inputs required;

7.

accepted farming practices.

C. Lands in other soil classifications necessary to permit farm practices to be
undertaken on adjacent or nearby lands.

2.

lf the County proposes to convert agricultural lands (as defined by Statewide Land
Use Goal 3)to urbanizable land, the County shallfollow the procedures and
requirements for exceptions to the Agricultural Lands goal, pursuant to Goal 2.
Those uses which are permitted by ORS 215.283(1) or (2) shall not require an
exception to the Agricultural Lands goal.lAmended by Ordinance No. 98-01 etf. 6/29/98l

3.

Designate Agricultural lands as Agricultural Resource in the Comprehensive Plan
and implement this plan designation through the use of one (1) exclusive farm use
zone:
Primary Agriculture - PA-80
Minimum lot size of 80 acres in that zone is appropriate for the continuation
of the existing commercial agricultural enterprise in the area.

4.
5.
6.

Protect agricultural lands from non-farm encroachments.
Encourage agricultural activities on designated agricultural lands.
Encourage the use of lands with the best agricultural soils, particularly those lands
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within the flood plains, for agricultural uses.
7

Support land division criteria appropriate for the continuation of the existing
commercial agricultural enterprise in an area.

B.

Establish minimum lot sizes to assure that productive agricultural land will not be
divided into parcels that are too small for commercial farm itse.

9.

Avoid extension of urban facilities and services into agricultural areas whenever
possible. No water or sewer facility shall be designed to provide domestic service to
agricultural areas.

10.

Encourage roads through agricultural areas to locate where they will have minimum
impacts on agricultural management and the existing lotting pattern.

11.

Prevent land uses that interfere with or impair agricultural management from
occurring on designated agricultural lands.

12.

Require that conversion of rural land to urbanizable land be based on the criteria set
out in Goals 3 and 14.

13.

Allow the division of lands placed in the Primary Agriculture District in accordance
with the following:

A.

The lot area is consistent with the agriculture land use policy for the State of
Oregon as expressed in ORS 215.243 and consistent with ORS 215.263 and
oRS 215.780;

B. The lot area is of a similar

size to existing commercial agricultural operations in

the surrounding area;

C.

ln those instances where it is proposed to locate a farm-related dwelling, the
proposed lot area is of sufficient size to support commercial production of food or
fiber using accepted farm practices as defined in ORS 215.203 (2) (c);
with the preservation of
wildlife of fish habitat areas as identified in the Columbia County Comprehensive
Plan, or interference will by mitigated; and,

D. Approval of the partitioning will not seriously interfere

E. Any additional

14.

15.

criteria as set forth in the County Primary Agriculture District.

Limit residential uses within the Exclusive Farm Use District to those dwellings as
provided in ORS 215.263 through ORS 215.296; ORS 215.700 through ORS
215.780.
Permit non-farm/non-forest uses only when not in conflict with agricultural or forestry
activities.

16.

Require that an applicant for a non-farm use record a waiver of the right to
remonstrate against accepted farm or forest practices including spraying.
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17.

Allow non-farm uses in accordance with ORS 215.283 and ORS 215.284

18.

ln order to provide additional protection to the existing commercial agricultural
economy of the County, the division of land in the primary agriculture zone into lots
smaller than 80 acres will be allowed only if consistent with ORS 215.263, ORS
215.284 and ORS 215.780.

The subject property is not suitable for farming type agriculture primarily due to the fact that the more
level area that could be suitable for farming is paved. Removal of the paving for farm use is not cost
effective. Additionally, the topography outside of the paved area is generally too steep for farming.
Limited residential use in conjunction is not feasible primarily because farming of this property is not
feasible.
The existing road system through this property is supportive of timber agriculture on adjoining properties.
It is not beneficial to any other types of agriculture since these uses do not materially exist on nearby
properties. There are possible small scale farm uses several acres in size on adjoining properties. These
uses are not commercial in nature and would not benefit from these road systems.

In summary,

the rezone to Industrial does not affect the county's agricultural land supply as this property
will not in the future be suitable for commercial farm use.

has not been, is not currently and
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HOUSING: GOALS AND POLICIES

GOAL: To provide for the housing needs of the citizens of the County by allowing adequate
flexibility in housing location, type, and density.

POLICIES:

lt shall be a policy of the County to:

1. Encourage an adequate housing supply by providing adequate opportunity for the
development of new housing units and supporting the rehabilitation of the existing
housing units when feasible.

2. Develop land use designations that provide for a wide range of housing units.
3. Provide adequate land inside the urban growth boundaries to meet housing needs and
to provide for a wide range of urban housing choices.

4.

Encourage development which will provide a range of choices in housing type, densities,
price, and rent ranges throughout the County.

5. Encourage the development of Planned Developments which provide a range of
housing types.

6. lnsure there is an adequate supply of zoned land available in areas accessible

to
employment and public services to provide a choice of type, location, density, and cost
of housing units commensurate to the needs of County residents.

7. Encourage the full utilization of urban lands by providing for development of undersized
lots and increasing allowable densities in urban service areas which have excess public
facility capacity or potential for cost efficient expansion.
in the use of planned unit
development to cluster structures and protect areas with open space or wildlife habitat
values having County or area-wide significance.

8. Encourage, through the provision of bonus density, increases

9. Allow the siting of mobile homes anywhere a single-family dwelling is allowed.
10. Assist all the appropriate organizations and individuals in their efforts to provide
housing which meets the needs of the low income, elderly, and handicapped residents
of the County, and to rehabilitate the existing housing stock.

11.

Allow the development of a permitted residential use on a lot of record under single
ownership if it meets all the sanitation regulations and all other applicable County codes
and ordinances.

12.

Encourage the in-filling of urban groMh boundary areas.

This rezone to Industrial does not affect the housing tand supply available for home construction in any
way as this property is industrial in nature but zoned for forest use. It may have a minor impact on
housing demand in the local area as an increase in jobs may result in an increase in labor force moving into
the county. It is expected that the nearby town of Clastskanie has sullicient capacity for new housing to
support this increased labor force. In general, the Urban Growth Boundaries (UGB) need to maintain a 20
year's supply of buildable land available for housing construction. Most of the housing will need to come
in the
of the new mill are not zoned for residential use.
from within the UGB as the rural
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RURAL RESIDENTIAL: GOALS AND POLICIES

GOAL: lt is the goal of the County to provide for the continuation and needed expansion of
Rural Residential uses on those resource lands where a valid exception can be, or
has been shown to be, justified.

POLICIES:

lt shall be a policy of the County to:

Designate as Rural Residential in the Plan those lands for which a valid exception has
been, or can be shown to be, justified, and implement this plan designation through
the use of Rural Residential zones. [Amended by Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 1998].

2. Designate as Rural Residential in the implementing ordinances those lands which

A. Meet the criteria for a valid exception as set out in OAR 660-04-025

or OAR 660-

04-028.

B.

Do not meet the criteria for being included in the Rural Center Designation

3. Establish a Rural Residential Zone with a S-acre minimum lot or parcel size where
such lands: lAmended by Ordinance No. 984 eff. November 19981.

A. Must rely on a private water system
B.

Must rely on a private sewage disposal system to serve the property

C. Have access
Standards.

D.

to serve the property.

onto a public or private righGof-way meeting applicable County Road

lAmended by Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 19981.

May or may not be within a rural fire protection district. fAmended by ordinance

No. 984

eff. November 19981.

4. Establish a Rural Residential Zone with a2-acre minimum lot or parcel size, where
such lands will not create "spot zoning" (a relatively small area with different zoning
than its surroundings) and, as determined by the Countyi lAmended by ordinance No. 98-4
eff. November 19981.

A.
B.

Are within an existing public or community water district providing adequate
domestic and fire flow water. lAmended by Ordinance No.98-4 eff. November 19981.
Have soils capable of accommodating a subsurface septic system. lAmended by
Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 19981.

C. Have access onto a public

right-of-way meeting applicable County

Road Standards.lAmended by Ordinance

D. Are within, and

No. 98-4 eff. November 19981.

can be served by a rural fire protection district. lAmended by

Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 19981.
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E.

A2-acre minimum parcel size is appropriate to maintain the rural character of the
area.lAmended by Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 19981.

F.

The conversion complies with the Oregon Administrative Rule requirements for
an exception to Goal 14.6aaea by ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 1998', Amended by
Ordinance No. 00-05, etf. 11/13/001.

5. Encourage

the in-filling of existing built and committed lands for new
residential development.

6.

Encourage rural growth in exception areas where facilities and services such as
adequate transportation networks, school facilities, fire districts, water and police
services, etc. already exist so as to minimize costs of providing such services to these
areas.

7.

Require a buffer between Rural Residential development and adjacent resource lands.

8.

Evaluate capacities of community water sources providing water to residential areas
on a periodic basis to determine source stability in comparison to anticipated growth
Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November

1

#8

The rezone from Forest to Resource Industrial Planned Development 680 does not affect
the rural residential land supply nor does it affect the buffer between rural residential and
adjoining resource lands. lt may result in a slight increase in demand for rural properties
as the housing needs for the labor force will inevitably be split between living in both the
rural and urban areas. The immediate need for rural residential lots for labor will need to
be absorbed by existing supply of residential lots. ln future comprehensive map plan
reviews it may require an expansion of the rural residential land supply to come from the
interface area between rural and resource lands. Any expansion of this area would be
near the town of Clatskanie and this rezone would not affect that future supply of interface
site.
land as the town is about 1 mile from the

PART VIII. RURAL COMMUNITIES

RURAL COMMUNITIES: GOALS AND POLICIES
[Amended by Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 1998].

GOAL: To provide for the continuation and expansion of recognized Rural Communities at a
level commensurate with their rural character and need. lAmended by ordinance No. 984 eff. November 1998j.

POLICIES: lt shall be a policy of the County to:
1. Acknowledge the communities of Alston Corner, Goble, Deer lsland, Mist, Birkenfeld,

and Quincy as Rural Communities. lAmended by Ordinance

No. 98-4 eff. November 19981.

2. Establish a boundary for each of the designated Rural Communities based upon:

A. Estimated growth patterns for the Rural Communities and their surroundings.
[Amended by Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 1998].

B. Existing public facilities such as community water and/or sewer.
C. Land use patterns and parcel sizes.
D. Natural barriers and features.
E. Suitability for septic systems.

F. Other pertinent considerations.
3. Allow the establishment of single family dwellings as a matter of right.
4. Allow the establishment of commercial and industrial uses where it can be shown that:

A. The proposed use is appropriate to the continuation of the Rural Community and
its surroundings. Tnmended by Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 19981.
B. The siting requirements of the Zoning Ordinance can be met lAmended by ordinance
No. 98-4 eff. November 19981.

5. Allow the construction or expansion of public facilities to a level which is consistent
with the character of the Rural Community, up to but not exceeding the provision of:
lAmended by Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 19981.

A. Public or community water systems.
B. Public or community sewage systems.
C. Arterialaccess

D. Rural fire district emergency services. lAmended
19981.

by Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November
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6.

Encourage the siting of appropriate public uses, consistent with the character of each
area, within Rural Communities. lAmended by Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 19981.

7. Encourage

the in-filling of Rural Communities to a level consistent with the
development limitations of each area.lAmended by Ordinance No. 984 eff. November

8. Establish

19981.

a 40,000 square foot lot size in the Rural Community zotre.lAmended by

Ordinance No. 98-4 eff. November 19981.

0.

[Deleted by Ordinance No. 984 eff. November 1998].

There are no rural communities near this proposed rezone area so this proposed use
does not affect them.

PART IX. URBANIZATION

URBANIZATION: GOALS AND POLICIES
[Amended by Ordinance No. 2009-7, eff. Sept 9, 2009]

GOAL:

To create and maintain the urban growth boundaries based upon Statewide Planning Goal 14,
ORS 197.298, OAR 660, Division 24 and other relevant state laws as provided in the
Background section.
POLICIES: lt shall be a policy of the County to

1.

Provide an orderly and efficient transition from rural to urban land use.

2

Accommodate urban population and urban employment inside urban growth
boundaries, ensure efficient use of land, and provide for livable communities.

3

Minimize the number of new special districts inside the urban growth
boundaries.

4

Accommodate the growth projected for urban areas to the year 2000

5

Minimize the conflicts between urban and rural land uses

6

Control development within the limitation of the public's ability to provide
services.

7

Develop managing techniques with the incorporated cities.

B

Locate major public and private developments where they will not encourage
residential growth outside the designated boundary.

9

Provide direction for developers to utilize land within the boundary in the most
efficient manner.

10

Review the supply of buildable lands within the urban growth boundaries in
cooperation with the cities, during each major review of the County's plan. The
process of expanding the urban growth areas may begin when there is less
than a five (5)year supply of residential land. Cities also are required by
Statewide Planning Goal 9 to maintain at least an eight (B)year supply of
serviceable industrial or commercial land inside the Urban Growth Boundary.
Serviceable land is that which can be provided with public water and sewer
utilities within one year, if such seruices are requested. TAmended by ordinance
2001-09 eff. 4/07/021.

11.

Not to form new special districts within the urban growth boundaries unless the

services are compatible with the plans of the cities for the provision of services
within the urban growth boundaries.
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12.

Have mutually agreed upon land use designations with each city

13

Review all subdivision plats in the urban growth areas to insure the
establishment of a safe and efficient road system.

14.

Support the annexation by cities in accordance with the State statutes

15

Support the development of Local lmprovement Districts (LlDs) to develop local
services.

16.

Coordinate the development of facilities by existing special districts to
insure coordination with city plans.

17

Adopt the urban growth boundaries, and those portions of the adopted
comprehensive plans relating to the unincorporated urban growth areas, for the
municipalities of Clatskanie, Columbia City, Rainier, Scappoose, St. Helens,
and Vernonia.

18.

Periodically update coordinated 2}-year population forecasts for each city's
urban growth boundary and for the unincorporated areas, based upon the
projections of a regionally accepted population forecast, such as the studies
prepared by the Portland State University and the BPA. The County's
projection will be within 10Yo of the regionally accepted projection and the
incorporated cities' projections will be allocated on a jurisdiction by jurisdiction
basis.

19.

Existing population projections for the unincorporated areas will not be used as
a basis for residential needs exception.

20.

Limit development outside of urban growth boundaries to densities which do
not require an urban level of public facilities or services and are consistent with
Goal 14 and OAR 660 Division 4.

The urbanization goal is designed to promote orderly development within the urban
growth boundary. As such, the rezone project does not adversely affect the development
within nearby urban growth boundaries. However, public services and the ability to
provide these services to areas outside of the urban areas can become stretched by
development outside the core areas. Policy 20 seeks to limit development outside of the
growth boundaries in densities that negatively affect public facilities.
The new millsite proposed on the rezoned property has a limited effect on public services.
The site has been developed and utilized for industrial use since around 1977 and as such
the services developed and provided over the years are still adequate to support the
industrial use. The property has on site well water and stormwater systems that do not
rely on public facilities. Phone, internet, power and roads are the main public facilities
impacted by the development. The proposed project has a minimal impact to these public
facilities as discussed in Application Section 3.
The rezone application does not in any way go against the urbanization goals and public
new millsite
facilities are not stressed as a result of the
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ECONOMY: GOALS AND POLICIES
GOALS:

1.

To strengthen and diversify the economy of Columbia County and insure
stable economic growth,

2.

To utilize Columbia County's natural resources and advantages for expanding
and diversifying the economic base.

The rezone of this property from Forest to lndustrial has a positive effect on the local
economy and directly supports this Columbia County goalto reduce unemployment. Two
existing challenges within Columbia Gounty are addressed by this project: 1) industrial
zoned lands lack public facilities; and 2) there has been a decreasing amount of forest
products related jobs. This rezone project directly supports the plan's stated "opportunities
or economic advantages" by providing employment in wood processing. The proposed
millsite on the rezoned industrial land will provide secondary value added forest product
processing that includes: retail and private label custom wood production as well as
wholesale lumber production.
Higher paying jobs in the wood products industry should help keep the County's workforce
within the county and reduce the number of workers that leave the county for their
employment. lt may also help reduce the migration of younger people out of the area if they
have high skilled, good wage job nearby in the local economy.
The existing public infrastructure to the well developed existing industrial site directly
addresses a common problem with other similar vacant industrialzoned lands. Given the
level of existing improvements this project supports the county's goal of increasing wood
products processing while utilizing industrial land that does not strain public services. This
ication.
lained in Section 3 of the a
is further

POLICIES: lt shall be a policy of the County to:

1.

Encourage the creation of new and continuous employment opportunities

The rezone and resulting millsite construction will provide temporary high wage
construction jobs and between 20 and 25 full time operational and maintenance jobs when
uction
reaches full
the

2.

Encourage a stable and diversified economy

The secondary processing of wood products will diversify the local economy and provide
e manufacturi
3

Reflect the needs of the unemployed and of those persons who will enter the labor
market in the future.

There will likely be a migration of skilled workers from within the local economy to the millsite
jobs. The trickle down effect will likely open up entry leveljobs in the local economy for other

lel

to enter or re-enter the work force.
Place the County in the position of being able to respond to market oppoftunities by
providing technical assistance in locating available sites for development.

4

The county has an opportunity to respond to approve the rezone and capture the opportunity
to have a new millsite in the County by means of this rezone application process. A preapplication meeting was held between the County staff and the applicant to review the
application process requirements. During the meeting the county planning outlined the key
dates required to process the rezone application as well as the permitting process for the final
millsite construction. This application is submitted in response to the defined process
irements
Encourage the activity of the community organizations which work for sound
economic development.

5

The county will involve these community organizations as part of the notification and
comment periods as well as input that can be provided at the public planning commission
meeti
Preserve prime maritime industrial sites from pre-emptive uses until needed for
industrial uses.

6

This is not a maritime industrial site so this policy does not

to this

ect.

Protect identified aggregate resources until they are extracted, and plan for the
reclamation and future productive uses of those sites.

7

This is not an

B.

resource area so this poli

does not apply to this p

Reserve valuable industrial sites for industrial uses

This is one of the primary comprehensive plan policy objectives being met by this application.
This heavily developed industrial site within the Forest zone is being rezoned for Industrial
and best use for this develo
site.
use which is the

I

Encourage the trade and service sectors and the recreation industry to insure greater
revenue spending locally.

This project will involve the trade sector primarily during the initial construction phase as well
as expansion phases during the project life. A minor trade component will continue on with
the life of the millsite which requires routine and major maintenance of the operating
ul
10

ent.
Support improvements in local conditions in order to make the area attractive to
private capital investment. Consideration of such factors as the following shall be
undertaken:
A.
B.

c.

Tax incentives
Land use controls and ordinances
Capital improvements programming

These control incentives may be involved during this process. These incentives are not the
objective of the rezone to industrial but may come into play later on during the permitting
phases of the post rezone construction project.
11

Coordinate with public utility companies to insure energy supplies are available to
areas programmed for development and redevelopment.

A representative for the proposed purchaser reached out to Clatskanie Public Utility District
to confirm the available power supply to support this project. The new millsite is estimated
to require a 5,000-amp service for running the equipment. The orlginal power dlstrlbutlon
system to the millsite was removed during the chipping system demolition. The site
currently has a 100-amp underground system to service the maintenance shop and the
stormwater pumping systems.
An email response from the PUD, included with this application, shows this project's 5,000amp service will not create an undue burden on the PUD to supply the power to this millsite.
The PUD letter is contained in Section 3 of the application.
Phone and internet utilities are not expected to be larger in size than what was required by
the former operations maintenance building. These services are not being proposed to be
increased in size and the servicing districts were not contacted to provide input to this
project.

There is no public water or sewer available to or near this millsite and these services are not
required to be made available to the new operation after the rezone. The millsite has one
industrialwell (60 GPM) and one municipal well (43 GPM) providing water to the millsite.
This There are two geotechnical wells that were installed during the demolition phase of the
chipping facility, however these wells do not supply any water to the facility. The two waterproducing well logs have been included in Section 3 of the application.
The property has an onsite stormwater system to capture and process runoff from the
facility. This system consists of three ponds and a series of pumps and gravity flow to move
the water in the pond system. Additionally, there is an existing sanitary sewer that supplies
necessary on-site disposalwith no need for connection to any public disposal services.
Upon construction of the new mill additional sanitary services will likely be required to
support the operations and maintenance staff in the production area of the mill. lt is likely
that the onsite system will have to be expanded or a new larger system installed. The site
has excess lands to support an increased sanitary system on site, which will be subject to
review and approval by the Gounty Sanitarian.
ln summary, the electrical power supply for the proposed future use is available to the
property without putting any undue burden on the local PUD (see attached email in
application Section 3). Water supply, stormwater disposal and sanitary sewer disposal
capacity is available onsite and does not need any public services for these functions. The
property has a negligible impact on public facilities to be used as an industrial site.
12

Encourage new industrial growth within the urban areas so as to utilize existing public
facilities.

This fully developed industrialsite is not located within the urban area. However, it is within
one mile of an urban area so it generally supports this policy as well as directly supporting
several of the policies in Goals 9 and 10 above.
13

Encourage industry which needs or can benefit from the locational advantages of an
airport and its facilities, to locate adjacent to one of the airports in the County. Create
an Airport lndustrial district to facilitate this policy. [added 7-e3]

This proiect is not anticipated to positively or negatively affect airport facilities in any way.

PART XI. COMMERCIAL

PART XI. COMMERCIAL
BACKGROUND:

Currently in Columbia County there are fifty-five (55) parcels outside of recognized urban
growth boundaries that are committed to some type of commercial activity. The majority of
these parcels were committed to commercial use prior to the initial zoning of the County in
1973. Many of these parcels support more than one commercial enterprise. Most of the
parcels are currently designated as commercial.
These 55 commercial parcels have been broken down into four (4) general categories based
upon the following locational characteristics:

1. Rural/Urban

-These uses fall within close proximity to an
incorporated area or urban growth boundary and
support both a rural and urban population. These
uses are typically located along a major arterial.

2.

-These uses serve a fairly well defined population
and are located within recognized Rural Centers.

Rural

Center

3. Rural

-These typically autonomous uses serve a loosely
defined rural population, are typically located at
intersections of county roads, and provide limited
services to a low density population.

4.

-These uses are located along the Columbia River
and Multnomah Channeland provide the services
necessary to support the many levels of water
related activities occurring in the County.

Marine

Commercial

A total of 23 sites fall within the Rural/Urban category,lO within the Rural Center
category, 11 within the Rural category, and 11 within the Marine category. The
following table further breaks down these categories according to specific location.

This rezone does not affect the commercial land supply. ln fact, the rezone
conditions of approval, according to the County staff, prohibits a rezone to
commercial or commercial use of the lndustrial zoned propefty in the future
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PART XII INDUSTR
I

L SITING

NDUSTRIAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS:

lntnoouclot't
Decisions made in the private sector will help determine whether or not growth occurs in the
county. The county and/or the state can facilitate growth or they can prevent it from occurring,
but they cannot, on their own, make it happen. The following is an analysis of a scenario of
what may happen in the next 20 years in Columbia County, based on decisions and trends
during the past 20 years.
ln the short term, Columbia County can grow economically by increasing its economic base,
which supports population and service industries, or by increasing the number of residents who
gain their income from outside the county, principally in the Portland metropolitan area or in
Cowlitz County. While it would be desirable to provide jobs in Columbia County for residents of
the county, it is likely that some growth will occur in both ways.
The county's designation of residential opportunities will determine the increases in the number
of people living in Columbia County and working elsewhere. The amount, type, and location of
land designated in the Comprehensive Plan for Economic Development will determine the
maximum amount of industry the county might be able to attract. The land should be
appropriately located and suitable for development. lt should be located to relate to the
county's natural resources and natural advantages.
Based on an analysis of the economic data concerning the County, the following are some of
the economic opportunities for Columbia County.

As "second growth" timber replenishes the timber supply, increased output of forest
products will occur during periods of stronger demand.
Agricultural output can increase with the expansion of irrigation and shifting to
higher valued crops. Expansion in this area could also occur by increasing the
processing of products done within the County.
Natural Resources. Natural gas and petroleum activities will depend on discoveries
and demand (prices). With diminishing sources of aggregate in the Portland
metropolitan area, Columbia County can gain an increasing share of this market.
Metallic mineral development appears to be a long way away, since most of the
known ore deposits are low-grade.
Waterfront Activities. The location of these activities are sporadic and cyclical. lf
Columbia County has marine/industrial sites available at the time a location
opportunity occurs, it will have a chance. The availability of sites per se cannot
guarantee success, but a lack of sites can guarantee that development will not
occur. Types of marine manufacturing activities that seem likely are primarily
metals, fabricated metals, chemicals, and petroleum refining. Others include boat
building and repair, and inland navigation terminals.

PART XII. INDUSTRIAL SITING
INDUSTRIAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Other manufacturing. The most likely source of growth is from companies starting
up or already in Columbia County. Most labor-intensive manufacturers believe that
the County's labor force is not large enough for a plant employing more than several
hundred workers. This applies primarily to light manufacturing such as electronics,
where wages are not high enough to attract workers to Columbia County. ln the
case of heavy industry, usually the wages are high enough to attract workers from
outside of the county if the development requires more employees than can be
provided by the local labor force.

This rezone to Industrial and subsequent millsite development will support this policy to
develop high wage industrialjobs within Golumbia County. This will develop, attract
and keep a skilled labor force within Columbia Gounty. lt is more likely that the labor for
these milljobs will come from within the county from workers displaced from other
closed or reduced manufacturing jobsites. This will tend to open up entry leveljobs for
first time workers or workers re-entering the work force.
Suruunnv

1.

or

Ecor,rorurc

Dlrn

Population Projections for the Year 2000.

Low

Medium

Hish

Rural
City

23,875
29,364

25,617

27,111

35,974

43,985

TOTAL

53,239

61,591

71,096

To ensure that the economic projections are compatible with other sections of the
comprehensive plan, the medium population projection will be used in this analysis.

2. Columbia

County Labor Force to Population Ratio

Year
'1974

1980

14,280
16,400

32,080
35,646

0.445
0.460

For the purposes of evaluating the projected job and land needs, a ratio of 0.45 will be
used. By comparison, Washington and Clackamas counties' ratios are 0.42 and 0.41,

respectively, while Multnomah County and Portland are 0.54 and 0.61. This ratio
assumes a continuation of the existing relationship between the labor force and the
population.

3. Economic

Base Composition.

Year
1970
1975
1980
1981

Manufacturing Non-Manufacturing

Jobs

Jobs

2 ,450
2 ,430

3,380
5,940

2 ,520
2 ,340

5,820
8,290

Ratio of
Manuf. Jobs to
Non-Manuf. Jobs

1:'l.3
1:2.4
1:2.3
1:3.5

1982

7,510

1,BBO

1:3.99

The ratio of manufacturing to non-manufacturing jobs has varied considerably over the
past 15 years. A part of this variation can be attributed to the overall state of the
economy. When the economy is strong, and employment is high in the wood products
industry, the ratio favors the manufacturing sector. When wood products is down, the
ratio leans toward the service industry. The ratio of 1:2 is a reasonable goal.

This millsite project will help move the county's manufacturing job ratio from its last
measured ratio of 1:3.99 (year 2000) towards the 1:2 goal.

4.

Labor Force Projections

Year

Ponrr lation

980
990
2000

35,646
48,618
61,659

1

1

Force
16,400
21,878
27,715

lncrease Over 1980
5,478
11,315

Based on these population projections and maintaining the existing ratio between the
labor force and the population, Columbia County will have between 7,500 and 11,000
new workers by the year 2000. Assuming a 2:1 ratio of service to manufacturing jobs,
this would require 3,733 manufacturing jobs and7,467 service jobs by the year 2000.

5. Employment

Capacity of Vacant Buildable lndustrial Sites.

Area

Vacant
Buildable Acres

Density per
Gross Acre

Estimated
Total

Employment
Scaoooose

lnside City Limits
Outside City Limits

30
65

4.0

120

1.5

98

St. Helens
lnside City Limits
Outside City Limits

120

4.0

160

1.5

480
240

30

4.0

120

Columbia City
lnside City Limits
Rainier

lnside City Limits
Heavy lndustry
Light lndustry
Outside City Limits
Heavy lndustry
Light lndustry

Area

Clatskanie
lnside City Limits
Outside City Limits

280

I

1.5

420

4.0

32

90

1.5

135

91

4.0

364

Density per
Gross Acre

Estimated
Total

Vacant
Buildable Acres

2

4.0

8

31

1.5
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Robert Wheeldon
Sent:

DLCD Plan Amendments < plan.amendments@dlcd.oregon.gov>
Thursday, january 27,2022 4:04 PM

To:
Subject:

Confirmation of PAPA Online submittal to DLCD

From:

Robert Wheeldon

Columbia Countv
Your notice of a proposed change to a comprehensive plan or land use regulation has been received by the
Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development.
Local File #: PA22-01
DLCD File #: 001-22
Proposal Received: I 127 12022
First Evidentiary Hearing: 3 17 12022
Submitted by: rwheeldon

If you have any questions about this notice,

please reply or send an email to

plan.amendments@dlcd. ore gon. gov.

1

I,TT

Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development

a-tt

Robert Wheeldon

PAPA Online Submittal

-

Home

Reports
(https://db.

online_reports)

Report A Problem
subject=PAPA_PR
Report a Problem)

Columbia

DLCD File #:

nty (/PAPA_Online/Jurisdictions/Jurisdiction/Gell44) -> Amendmenl00l-22 (Read
Only)

-22

Status:

Proposed Change Submitted by Jurisdiction

RevisionType: Jurisdiction Submission
Revise

Local File #:

:PnZZ-OI
Date of 1st Hearing
.0310712022

o
Days difference

;39

Date of Final Hearing

o
Days difierence
Type:
Plan Map Change

Zoning Map
Plan Map & Zoning Map Change
Plan Text Change

Land Use
UGB using

Change
Method (div 38)

UGB

by city with population less than 2,500 within UGB (div24)

UGB amend

of 50 acres or less by a city with population 2,500 or more within UGB (div 24)

UGB

adding more than 50 acres by city with population 2,500 or more within UGB (div 24)

UGB

that adds more than 100 acres by Metro (div 24)

Urban

designation by Metro or a city with population 2,500 or more within UGB

Urban

amendment to add over 50 acres by a city with population 2,500 or more within UGB

Urban

designation or amendment by a city with population less than 2,500 within UGB

Urban

amendment by Metro

-

[Jrban Reserlve Other

Other:
Periodic Review Task
Summary
Plan and Zone Map amendments to rezone a 4g-acre Abandoned or Diminished Mill site to industrial use [Plan Designation: lndustrial /
Zone: Rural lndustrial Planned Development (RIPD)I pursuant to oRS 197.719
An exception to a statewide planning goal is proposed:
Goals Subject to Exception:
None

Total Acres:
:49.34

Locations

(lf there's a large number of lax lots associated with ihis amendment, please contact DLCD for assistance. ple-!-94-gld-!0gdg@!!ed-plqgq[gq

Type
Tax Lot
From
To

Acres
Comprehensive Plan Map & Zoning Map Change
00401
Plan Map: Agriculture
Zone: Forest - Primary
Plan Map: Rural lndustrial
Zone: Rural lndustrial
49.34
Additions and changes to tax lots won'l be permanehtly saved untll you cllck the "Save" button at the bottom of this page.

Contacts
Contacts
Robert Wheeldon Planning

Manager (Local)

Hayden Richardson
Deborah Jacob Planner lll

Documents
Upload supporting documentation. Administrative rule requires that you include all of the following materials that may apply:
The text ofthe amendment (e.9., plan or code text changes, exception findings, justification for change)

.
.
.
.
.

Any staff report on the proposed change or information that describes when the statf report will be available and how a copy may be obtained
A map ofthe affected area showing existing and proposed plan and zone designations
A copy of the notice or a draft of the notice regarding a quasi-judicial land use hearing, if applicable
Any other information necessaryto advise DLCD ofthe effect ofthe proposal

Uploaded
Name

User
112712022

Proposal_PA 22-01 Mill Site Zone Amendment Application_2022-O1-27_03-50-22-pdf

(/PAPA_Online/DocumenVGet?documentlD=253949)

Summary by Map Unit

Summary by Map Unit
}lap unit

5D
24
50E

sTrnDol

-

-

Columbia County, Oregm (OROOg)

Columbia County, Oregon (OR009)

llap unit name

Anunde silt loam, 3 to 30 percent slopes

Raling

214.00

Hapludalfs-Udifluvents complex
Scaponia-Braun silt loams, 30 to 60 percent south slopes

186.00
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(unbonded) Water Well Constructor Certification:
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abandonment of this well ir in compliance with Oregon well conetruction
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To

<

*

BFawcett@clatskaniepud.com >

Brian

*1 nepty ($

nep!

lil

-)
thu

Fomard
12/3A/2021 1145 PM

Hi Brian,
It would NOT be an undue burden on the PUD.
Hope that helps!

Thanks,

Brian
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 30, 2021, at l:42 PM, Brian <bgjga.nw!!gg@enna:i!.gs!0> wrote:

Hi Brian,

Happy New Year, I hope you're available...
The planning department is asking

ifthe 5000 amp service would put an undue burden

on the PUD. lf you can answer this for me it would be a great help.

Thanks in advance.
Thanks,

Brian Myers
1-800-878-5588
brian.mwlinc@smail.com

NOTICE: This communication (including any attachments) may contain privileged or confidential

information intended for a specific individual and purpose, and

is

protected by law. lf you are not the

l:

PART XII

INDUSTRIAL SITING
INDUSTRIAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Vernonia
Outside City Limits

135

1.5

Unincorporated County
Reichhold
Port Westward
Prescott
Bernet Site
Scappoose Air Park

523
780
65
49
94

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Total

2.553

202

523
780
65

49
94

3.777

The density per gross acre figures in the above chart are 4.0 per acre for light industry
and industry inside city limits, and 1.5 for heavy industry and industry outside city limits
Heavy isolated industry such as Port Westward has been computed at 1.0 employees
per acre. These figures are all higher than current Columbia County averages.

This project will impact an area outside of an urban center. The area is very near
Glatskanie which in the year 2000 had 2 vacant acres inside the UGB and 31 vacant acres
outside the UGB. This project more than doubles the vacant industrial land supply in the
Clatskanie "area" outside of the UGB.
The goal density of worker to vacant land outside of the UGB is 1.5 workers per acre.
This project is estimated to result in approximately 0.4 to 0.5 workers per acre. Part of
the reason for this lower worker density is that approxiately 50 to 60% of the available
industrial land is taken up with log storage. There is a significant amount land used for
raw material storage versus the amount of land (and workers) required to process the
raw materials (logs) into lumber.
ln any event, the newly zoned lndustrial land outside the UGB will be added to the
inventory and then immediately utilized to increase the manufacturing job density. the
proposed lumber manufacturing operation labor density of 0.4 to 0.5 workers per acres is
higher than the previous chipping operation that was operated from approximately 1978
to 2017.

PnoeneLe GnowrH
1. Columbia County Factors.

A.

The commuter population to Portland and Longview will increase, based on the
growth within those areas and the cost and ease of commuting, the price of
gasoline and automobiles, and maintenance.

B. The majority

of economic growth and jobs in Columbia County initially must be
based on natural resource and transportation system availability. These types of
industries are land-extensive, not labor-intensive. Columbia County's existing
labor force is too small and decentralized to be able to serve a large intense
employer with several hundred employees.

C.

Some groMh will occur among small home-grown manufacturing firms

D.

ln the long-term, as the labor forces grows, small light industries will or can be
attracted, based on the availability of labor as well as the other location factors.

E.

Service and secondary industrial growth will occur in relationship to ltems A and
B.

2. State Perspective

A.

Within the state and the Pacific Northwest, the use of the Columbia-Snake River
system will increase. This will include greater use of up-river ports, which will
require a variety of sites down-river for the transfer of good from barge or rail to
ship. Some of the Columbia County sites have excellent characteristics to meet
this need.

B. There is a need within the state for large isolated sites for heavy

industry. These
sites must be isolated and separated from concentrations of populations. While
these sites themselves need to be isolated, they also need to be relatively close
to major sources of support industries, services, and be served by multi-modal
transportation. There are not many areas in the state where these sites exist.

C. The State needs to diversify its economic base, and the above types of sites
located in Columbia County will contribute to that diversification.

Cottcl-uslotts

1.

The amount of land proposed to be designated for industrial development in
Columbia County will accommodate approximately 3,700 jobs, based on
existing conditions.

2. Based on the existing and historic labor participation

rates, the median population
projections, a ratio of 1:2 manufacturing to service workers, and a policy to promote
jobs in Columbia County for Columbia County residents, there will be a need for
approximately 3,700 new jobs in Columbia County by the year 2000.

ln support of Conclusion 1 there are 20 to 25 jobs created by the rezone and subsequent
millsite development which moves the county towards the desired goal of 3,700 new
jobs in Columbia Gounty by the year 2000 (and beyond). lt will slightly increase the
manufacturing job ratio which moves the needle more towards the 1:2 ratio goal in
conclusion 2. lt adds 49 acres of industrial land as desired by the Conclusion 1 goal
and immediately adds jobs to increase the county's manufacturing job ratio in
Conclusion 2.

this property is not an Exception to Goals 3 and 4
under the "lndustrial use of abandoned or diminished mill sites" under ORS 197.719.
This amendment to the County's comprehensive plan is specifically addressed in this
Application Section 2 . Section 2 details out how the idled millsite meets the criteria of
oRs 197.719.
It should be noted that the rezone of
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT GOALS AND POLICIES

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT: GOALS AND POLICIES

GOALS:
1

To strengthen and diversify the economy of Columbia County and insure
stable economic growth.

2

To utilize Columbia County's natural resources and advantages for expanding
and diversifying the industrial base.

3

To encourage industrial growth in Columbia County to diversify its economy
New industry should locate to take maximum advantage of existing public
and private investments.

POLICIES:

lt shall be policy of the County to establish, implement, and maintain
an industrial development program that:

ities
Encou
the creation of new and continuous em
The rezone and resulting millsite will add secondary forest products processing jobs to
the County's job inventory without removing manufacturing jobs elsewhere in the
county. This opportunity also utilizes the natural resources (logs) generated from
uce lumber which is a value-added product.
within the
to
ed econo
a stable and dive
2. Encou
Secondary manufacturing requires a large capital investment. These investments tend to
r.
upfront cost which makes them a stable
lon term due to the I
o
3

Reflects the needs of the unemployed and of those persons who will enter the
labor market in the future.

This opportunity will provide higher than average wage jobs. The workers are expected
to come from lower wage jobs within the local labor market. The lower wage jobs can
to re-enter the labor market or first-time workers
then be filled with workers seeki
4

Places the County in the position of being able to respond to market
opportunities by providing technical assistance in locating available sites for
ment.

The primary impact on County resources will be the processing of this Application.
We have talked to the fire department and they would like to provide feedback on
the new mill layout and fire system design. Typically the mill personnel are the first
responders to a fire event. The fire department will respond and if needed will mop
skills.
and requires specialized li
too la
up or take over if the fire
5

Recognizes the existence of sites suitable to be developed as deep-water ports
but are not needed at this time.

Deep water ports are not affected by

4.

this rezone and millsite development.

Reserves valuable industrial sites for industrial use

This rezone allows an existing valuable fully developed industrial site to be used for an
industrial use. This rezone to industrial direct meets this

7

Supports improvements in local conditions in order to make the area attractive
to private capital investment. Consideration of such factors as the following
shall be undertaken:

A.
B.
C.

Tax incentives
Land use controls and ordinances
Capital improvements programming

The rezone does not directly affect tax incentives. The rezone process however, places
restrictions on the site that it cannot be used for commercial purposes in the future.

B.

Coordinates with public utility companies to insure energy supplies are available
nt.
nt and
mmed for devel
to areas
Section 3 of the Application contains the communication with the PUD that shows the

proposed millsite and 5,000-amp service will not place an undue burden on the Glatskanie
PUD.

9.

Assures land which is already used as industrial or irrevocably committed to
shall be so
This property is already irrevocably committed to industrial use. Converting to a resource
use is not cost effective and will not happen. The rezone will ensure that industrial land
uctive use.
committed to industrial use will be ut back into
al

10.

Directs labor intensive industries andior industries needing extensive public
facilities to sites within urban rowth boundaries
This property was put into industrial use at a time when urban growth boundaries
were just being considered and established. The site does not need extensive public
facilities from the urban area. The only utility expected to be expanded is the power
Section 3.
which is available from the local PUD as explained in
s

Directs industries that are either land extensive, resource related, marine
related, and/or incompatible with urban populations to those sites which are
zoned for that use
a
to the use and are curre
This industrial property is in an area where it was compatible for secondary
resource uses for nearly 40 years. lt is more compatible to continue with the
historic industrial use in the rezone location than to try to move create a new use in
an industrial area withing a UGB.
11

12

ls consistent with the exception statements for those sites requiring an
exception to the applicable resource goal.

No resource goal exceptions are required for the rezone to Resource lndustrial Planned
Development (680). ORS 197.719 allows for diminished or abandoned millsites to be
rezoned to industrial without requiring an exception to Goals 3 & 4. The adherence to the
diminished millsite requirements stated in ORS 197.719 are Iocated at the end of
lication Section 2

AND

D

It is a goal of the County to provide for industrial development on rural lands when such

development can be shown to support, utilize, or in some manner be dependent upon, the
natural resources of the area.

POLICIES:
1.

It shall be a policy of the County to:

Designate as Rural lndustrial in the Plan those lands which are currently being
utilized or which are recognized as being needed to accommodate rural and
natural resource industries.

The property being rezoned was used as a heavy industrial site for a period of nearly 40 years
until it was closed in 2017. Since closure in 2017 it has been used as a staging site for several
local large construction projects. lt is currently underutilized and is not in use (vacant). The
existing approximate 24 acre paved log yard has been maintained as well as the pumping
systems for the stormwater ponds. An existing 3,000 +/- square feet maintenance shop is
located on the property and it is not in use.

2.

lmplement the Rural lndustrial plan designation through the use of a single
Resource lndustrial Planned Development zone'

A single zone is not possible for this property as it was developed as an industrial
site in the late 1970's and is not located near any other developed industrial
properties.
3

Restrict industrial development on land zoned Resource lndustrial Planned
Development to those uses that:

A.
B.
C.

Are not generally labor intensive;

D.
E.

Complement the character and development of the surrounding area;

Are land extensive;
Are located with adequate rail and/or vehicle and/or deep water port
and/or airstrip access;

Are consistent with the rural facilities and existing and/or planned for the
area; and,

F.

Will not require facility and/or service improvements at public expense;
of,

G

Are not appropriate for location within Urban Growth Boundaries due to
their hazardous nature.

Restricting the uses on this site during the rezone process would not be beneficial as it is
being put back into a very similar use to what previously existed. lt will not put an undue
burden on the public utility districts and is consistent with the resource uses on
ro
surroundi
PART XIII. TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION: GOALS AND POLICIES
[Amd. Ordinance No. 98-03, eff. 09.22.98]
[Amd. Ordinance No. 2017-2 eff. 10.10.17]

GOAL:
The creation of an efficient, safe, and diverse multi-modal transportation system
to serve the needs of Columbia County residents.

OBJECTIVES:
1.

"To utilize the various modes of transportation that are available in the County to
provide for the residents maximize efficient use of transportation infrastructure

@"
2

"To encourage and promote an efficient, accessible. equitable, and economical
transportation system to serve the commercial and industrial establishments of
the County."

3

"To improvethe existing transportation system plan for an economicallv viable
and cost-effective transporation svstem that makes the best use of limited

@"
POLIC IFS:
1

Columbia County's transportation plan was adopted on 1998 in 2017, entitled
Columbia County Rural Transportation System Plan. lt is hereby incorporated
into and made part of the Columbia County Comprehensive Plan by this
reference. The transportation plan shall be reviewed periodically and updated
as necessary.

2.

The dedication of adequate rights-of-way to meet the standards set in the
Transportation Plan shall be required of any person seeking aZone Change,
Conditional Use Permit, Subdivision, or Partition. The developer of a
subdivision in an urban growth area will be required to make the appropriate
improvements to any related street to meet the roadwav. access spacinq. and
mobilitv standards set in a Transportation Plan.

3

All expandino or new development shall contribute a fair and proportionate
share toward appropriate off-site improvements to county roads shall be
required whenever a development results in a major increase in traffic on an
existing county road.

4.

Countv will manaqe access to roadwavs to reduce conqestion and conflictino
rns. The County willwork with the Oregon Department of
travel
Transportation (ODOT) to limit the number of access points onto Principle
Arterials arterialroads. Direct access to U.S. Highway 30 will be limited as
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much as is practical in order to reduce the potential for congestion and
conflicting traffic patterns which would disrupt the flow of traffic.
5.

The Countv shall work to enhance freight efficiencv. access. capacitv and
reliabilitv. includino access to intermodal facilities such as ports and airports.
lndustrial uses shall be encouraged to locate in such a manner that they may
take advantage of the water and rail transportation systems which are available
to the County.

6.

The County will support reducing the number of rail crossings and will support
measures to enhance safetv at rail crossinos.

7.

The County will work with the Port of St. Helens to encourage the
establishment and use of dock facilities.

8.

The two existing airports, in Scappoose and Vernonia, will be zoned with a
landing field overlay zone that incorporates the height restrictions set by the
Federal Aviation Administration. lt will allow the development of airport related

industrial uses.

L

Restriction of the location of new pipelines and high voltage transmission lines
to within existing rights-of-way will be encouraged whenever possible.

10.

The County will develop and implement plans to address safe and convenient
pedestrian and bicycle circulation, includino providinq access to kev activitv
centers. such as transit facilities. commercial centers. and communitv facilities.
and improvinq connections and the abilitv to transfer between transportation
modes.

11.

Columbia County will continue to support the efforts of COLCO Transportation
to supply public transit to the citizens of the County coordinate with transit

providers and transit plans (e.o.. the 2009 Columbia Countv Communitv-Wide
Transit Plan and US 30 Transit Access Plan) to improve the coveraqe.
reliabilitv and frequencv of services.

12.

The Countv shall promote transit accessibilitv to transportation-disadvantaqed
qroups and special attention will be given to theneeds of the handicapped
citizens with special needs whenever the County considers a proposal for the
provision of public transit.

13.

The County will promote walkino, bicvclinq. and sharino the road throuqh public
information and orqanized events.

14.

The Countv will improve bicvcle access alonq all maior corridors to provide
intercitv bicvcle connectivitv. includinq hiqh qualitv bicvcle access alonq
Hiohwav 30 and support the development of the CZ Trail and connection to the
Banks-Vernonia Trail.

15,

The Countv shall maintain the existinq svstem of roads and bridqes to a level
suitable to the function of the road. allowinq for smooth and comfortable travel.
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and reducino vehicle maintenance costs. throuoh the prevention of damaoe bv
overweiqht vehicles.

16.

The Countv will orovide support needed investments alonq Emerqencv
Response Routes to preserve emerqencv response access and mobilitv.

17.

The Countv will emolov new tech ooies. such as lntellioent Transoortation
Svstem (lTS) elements. to enhance and make the most efficient use of the
transportation system and extend the useful life of existinq facilities.

18.

The Countv will work to provide all users with access to inteorated transportation
facilities and services. includinq addressinq the needs of those with limited
mobilitv. consistent with the federalAmericans with Disabilitv Act (ADA).

19.

The Countv shall identifv. develop and activelv seek diverse and stable fundinq
sources to implement recommended proiects in a timely fashion and ensure
sustained fundino for road maintenance and transportation improwement
proiects.

20.

The Countv will coordinate transportation and land use planninq and decisionmakinq with other transportation aqencies and oublic service providers. such as
ODOT. cities within the Countv. and the Port. when their facilities or services
mav be imoacted bv a Countv decision or there mav be opportunities to increase
the efficiencv and benefits of a potential improvement.

21

For Countv roads within a UGB but not vet within citv limits. the Countv will applv
roadwav and access spacino standards consistent with the subiect citv's adopted
transportation svstem plan. provided that the urban standards are not less
restrictive than Countv standards.

The county transportation engineer will have an opportunity to comment on the
proposed development and has been notified. The millsite previously operated for
40 years over existing private forestry roads and will continue through a private
easement for ingress / egress to Hwy 47. The existing road system will be reused.
Proximity to the urban growth boundary will encourage short commute times,
access to the mill for
n and
ca

PART XIV. PUBLIC FACILITIES & SERVICES

PUBLIC FAC lllTlES AND : GOALS AND POt tctFs

GOAL:

To plan and develop a timely, orderly, and efficient arrangement of public as a framework
for urban and rural development.

POLICIES:

It shall be County policy to

1.

Require that adequate types and levels of public facilities and be provided in
advance of or concurrent with development.

2.

Require that the level of facilities and provided be appropriate for, but limited to,

the
needs and requirements of the area(s) to be served. The types and level of public
facilities allowed within Rural Residential, Rural Center, Existing Commercial, and
Rural lndustrial areas are:
A.

Public or community water systems.

B.

Public or community sewage systems.

c.

Collector and/or arterial street systems.

D.

Fire protection by a rural fire protection district, or an equivalent level of
service.

Development of public or community water and sewer facilities is not appropriate
within forestry or agricultural areas unless needed to alleviate a demonstrated
health hazard, and where such facilities are the minimum level to accomplish the
task. Urban levels of streets and fire protection are also inappropriate within
forestry and agricultural resource areas.
3

Approve development only when found to be in accordance with the standards set
out in the Columbia County Subdivision and Partitioning Ordinance.

4

Encourage new development on lands within urban growth boundaries or built and
committed exception areas.

5.

Coordinate public facilities and planning with affected service districts and/or
agencies.

6.

Manage and coordinate the collection and disposal of solid waste through
application of the County Solid Waste Management Ordinance.

7.

Encourage solid waste collectors to expand the opportunities for recycling of solid
waste by households and businesses.
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8.

Pursue establishing a solid waste landfill site

9.

Direct new development into areas where exist or are proposed within a
reasonable time frame.

10

Conduct planning and policy review meetings with service providers at least
every two (2)years.

11

Review facility plans for urbanizable areas to assure proper coordination of
facilities consistent with the long-range plans and procedures established within
the urban growth management agreements.

12

Establish agreements with service providers to assure:
A.

Review of development proposals

B.

Review of proposed service extension or facility expansion proposals.

c.

Policies exist for service district annexations.

D.

Coordination of capital improvement programs.

E.

Consistency of with plan policies

F.

Current and future service areas or customers are defined

G

Master Plans and Public Facilities Plans are kept up-to-date and address
necessary current planning elements for coordination between the County,
cities and special service districts. [Added by ordinance No. 2001-9, eff. 4/07/02].

13

Support a level of fire safety and service in all areas of the County sufficient to
minimize the risk of fire damage to life and property.

14

lnvolve the school districts in the planning process by requiring notification to the
appropriate school district of all land use requests likely to impact their facilities.

15

lntegrate schools with land use, transportation, recreation, and other community
objectives and plans in order to realize their optimum value to the community.

16

Work with the appropriate agencies to ensure adequate levels of health care exist
for county residents.

17

Work with the appropriate agencies to encourage support and programs for the
elderly and handicapped.

18.

Designate parcels supporting public and private facilities and as Community
Service in the Comprehensive Plan and implement this plan designation through
the use of three (3) zoning designations:

A.

Community Service Utility - CSU

-212-
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B.
C.

Community Service lnstitutional - CSI

Community Service Recreation - CSR

(See Zoning Ordinance for types of uses allowed in each zone.)

19.

20.

21.

Designate as Community Service Utility (CSU) those lands that:
A.

Support various types of public and private utility facilities existing as of the
date of this ordinance; or,

B

Are needed to support public and private utility facilities which can be shown
to satisfy the minimum standards set out in the implementing ordinances.

Designate as Community Service lnstitutional (CSl) those lands that:
A.

Support various types of public and private institutional facilities existing as
of the date of this ordinance; or,

B

Are needed to support public and private institutional facilities which can be
shown to satisfy the minimum standards set out in the implementing
ordinances.

Designate as Community Service Recreational (CSR) those lands that:
A.

Support various types of public and private recreational facilities existing as
of the date of this ordinance; or,

B

Are needed to support public and private recreational facilities which can
be shown to satisfy the minimum conversion standards set out in the
implementing ordinances.

The public facilities available for the proposed millsite are fire, public safety,
transportation and power. Service agreements with the local fire department will
be established once the fire department has the opportunity to comment on the
design of the facility. The fire department has commented that the proposed
millsite will not cause an undue burden on the fire service as long as the tax base
supports them. Public safety will be involved to the extent it will be part of the
sheriff's department service area, outside of the urban growth boundary. The
local arterial and feeder roads were used for 40 years by the previous mill. lt is
expected that local roads will support the returning traffic (mostly to Hwy 47). The
local PUD has been contacted and power service verified, not causing an undue
email in section 3 response)
burden on the

PART XV. ENERGY CONSERVATION

ENERGY CONSERVATIO

: GOALS AND POLICIES

GOAL
To strive for an energy efficient land use pattern based upon sound economic principles

POLICIES:
1.

The County shall encourage energy saving building practices in all
future commercial and industrial building.

2

The County shall encourage development projects which take advantage of
solar energy.

3

The County shall encourage the development of recycling facilities and the
use of recycled resources.

4

The County will encourage the development of alternative energy sources.

5

The County will make energy conservation literature available at County offices.

6

Commercialwill be encouraged to locate within or adjacent to residential areas
to limit the energy consumed by travel between residential and shopping areas.

7

The County will encourage reuse of waste heat from manufacturing
processes for further industrial purposes, space heating, or other uses.

With building a state-of-the-art millfacility, comes allthe modern efficient equipment
and processes possible. Although lumber is the primary output of the mill, chips and
hog-fuel production ensure near zero waste of forest products. Modern VFD motors
and efficient lighting would be standard in a new facility of this type. The development
would strive to build a facility as energy efficient as possible. The facility is within a
short distance from the town of Clatskanie, limiting commuting energy and
who live in the town
for those em
ca
encou

PART XVI. GOAL 5
ARTICLE V. OPEN SPACE

F.

OPEN SPACE GOALS AND POLICIES:
GOAL:

To conserve open space in Columbia County

POLICIES:
It is the policy of the County to:
1

Recognize the economic and aesthetic value of open space as it relates to
planning for agriculture, forestry, wetlands, and other open space resources.

2

Encourage the design of residential development to include park areas
and corridors of open space along streams, waterways, cliffs, and other
specialfeatures by using clustering and other development techniques.

3

Recognize the need for public access to the Columbia River and other scenic
and recreational features. The County will work with commercial, industrial,
and residential developers to promote public use and provide public access
to these features whenever possible.

[Amended by Ordinance No.2003 - 5, eff. December 15' 2003].

It is the intent of this development to preserve open space by maintaining forested areas and
developing within the parameters of the previous millsite. This will maintain aesthetic value
from Hwy 47(scenic hwy), and limit development to as small an area as possible. There are
large open spaces left forested and no development is expected other than on previously
develo
areas.

PART XVI. GOAL 5
ARTICLE VI. SURFACE MINING

SURFACE MINING GOALS AND POLICIES
lAmended by Ordinance No. 98-01 etf. 6/29/981

GOAL:
To protect and utilize appropriately the mineral and aggregate resources of
Columbia County.
POLICIES: lt is the policy of the County to:

1.

Develop an on-going program to determine the quality, quantity, location, and type
of mineral and aggregate resources in the County so that up-to-date material will be
available to make informed decisions.

2.
3.

Consider the preservation of aggregate material in all its land use actions
Pay special attention to any development adjacent to mineral and aggregate
resources and take the necessary steps to minimize the impacts of development on
these resources.

4.

Recommend the establishment of an ad hoc committee to review inactive and
undeveloped sites identified in the surface mining inventory and make
recommendations as to whether or not the sites should be zoned Surface
Mining (SM) and protected upon application of the Goal 5 process.

5.

Designate as Surface Mining (SM)those sites with current active mining and land
reclamation permits as of January 20,1984 and the one inactive but proposed 700acre site in the Scappoose area. Change, upon completion of mining activities,
those sites that will revert to uses as indicated in the reclamation plan or to uses
compatible with surrounding lands.

6.

Designate new mining deposits not shown on the existing inventory as Surface
Mining when a report is obtained from a certified geologist, engineer/geologist, or
qualified engineering testing firm verifying the location, type, quality, and quantity of
the material and when other steps of the Goal 5 process are satisfied.

7.

Encourage timely utilization of mining resources to protect the site from
incompatible development on adjacent lands.

L

Require that all sites proposed for surface mining be inventoried for their
archaeological significance in accordance with standards set by the State
Archaeologist. lf an archaeological site(s) is discovered, the Planning Commission
shall hold a public hearing to review the site(s) and establish measures to mitigate
potential conflicts as necessary.

L

Retain in its possession lands it now owns which contain aggregate material. The
County may permit private operators to mine county materials.
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10. Require that proposals for new extraction operations be accompanied by detailed
plans of the method of operation and assurances that the area will be suitably
reclaimed for uses designated by the plan.

11. Require that once mining and/or associated activities (i.e. rock crushing) have
begun they shall be in accordance with state standards and any more stringent
standards that the County may enact. ln particularly sensitive areas, such as
forestry, residential, agricultural, or wildlife habitat, the mining and associated
operations shall be subject to more restrictive standards to keep noise, dust,
erosion, and other hazards to a level compatible with the adjacent uses. Such
standards may include requirements for barrier isolation, setbacks, operating
times, concomitant reclamation, limits to active mining area, mining lifetime, water
quality, and restrictions on on-site processing.

12. Prohibit extraction of sand and gravel from rivers and streams unless appropriate
regulating agencies such as the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Department of Fish and Wildlife, Oregon State Land Board, Division of State Lands,
Corps of Engineers, and Columbia County are in agreement and there is no other
economically feasible alternative.

13. Make all possible efforts to insure the retention of riparian habitat, the prevention
of erosion and sedimentation, and maintenance of the water quality which exists
prior to extraction operations.

14. lnsure that extraction operations approved

by the County and other regulating
agencies do not screen and wash within any river or stream. ln addition, settling
ponds shall not discharge directly into any watercourse.

15. Require, as a minimum standard, that extractive industries have access to a public
road with two-way capability. As allowed by ORS 487.905, the County may impose
weighVload restrictions and may also require the operator to post an adequate
surety bond for road repairs.

16. Encourage DOGAMI to conduct a comprehensive inventory of the mineral
resources. Upon completion of this study, the County shall up-date zoning and
other implementary ordinances to accommodate newfound resources.

17. Prohibit new or expanded mineral or aggregate mining operations within 5,000 feet
of the edge of a runway at Scappoose lndustrial Airpark. [Added by ordinance No. 200004 eff.

1

1/1 3/001.

18. Prohibit new or expanded water impoundments greater than or equal to onequarter (1lq) acle in size, individually or cumulatively, within 5,000 feet of the edge
of a runway at the Scappoose lndustrial Airpark. [naaea by ordinance No. 2000-04 eff.
11n3/001.

There has been no known

on this

This does not
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ENERGY SOURCES GOALS AND POLICIES

GOAL:

To protect deposits of energy materials in the County and prevent injury to surrounding
lands and residents.

POLICIES: lt is the policy of the County to

1.

Rely on ODOGAMI to require that wells are drilled, cased, and plugged in such a
manner as to ensure public safety.

2.

Coordinate with ODOGAMI to conduct a comprehensive inventory of energy
sources in the County, including those oil and coal deposits determined as (18).
Upon completion of this study, the County shall complete the Goal 5 process for
newfound resources, and up-date zoning and other implementary ordinances to
accommodate them.

There are no

wells on the s

ect property. This does not a
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A. BIG GAME HABITAT

ARTICLE VIII. FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT
[Amended by Ordinance No. 2003-06, eff. 7/30/03; Amended by Ordinance
No. 2003 - 5, eff. December 15, 2003I.

A.

BIG GAME HABITAT

1.

LOCATION: lAmended by Ordinance No. 2003-06, etf. 7/30/031.

Three types of big game habitat have been identified in Columbia
County by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. The location of
big game habitat is shown in the 1995 Beak Consultants maps entitled
"Wildlife Game Habitat" in the TechnicalAppendix Part XVl, Articles
VlllA, which are incorporated herein by this referenced. ln Columbia
County, these habitat types are defined as:

a.

Maior - Areas of the County which supports the majority of
big game. These areas provide forage and cover for game
during most of the year.

b.

Peripheral - Areas of the County which are also important for
sustaining big game populations. These areas are generally
at lower elevations and serve as critical habitat during severe
winter months. Peripheral Big Game Habitat Areas in
Columbia County are:
t.
Clatskanie River Drainage
ii.
Nehalem River Drainage
iii. Rock Creek Drainage
iv. Tide Creek Drainage
V,
Merrill Creek Drainage
vi. Milton Creek Drainage
vii. Scappoose Creek Drainage
viii Clear Creek Drainage
ix. Woodson Upland Area
Area
X.

All standards associated with peripheral Big Game Habitat will be met. lt is
not believed to be a conflicting use by approving development on this idled
millsite in a peripheral habitat area. All forested/replanted areas will be
maintained as habitat and forest production. Existing roads and development
areas will be reused, limiting adverse effects on any undeveloped potential
habitat areas. The diversity (topography, ponds, reprod, mature trees, etc') of
the property has many forage and cover opportunities for wildlife. The PF-80
zoning currently is compatible with the peripheral habitat designation, and
will continue to do so after the zone change to lndustrial. County habitat
are included.
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B.

COLUMBIAN WHITE.TAILED DEER HABITAT

1.

LOCATION: lAmended by Ordinance

No. 2003-06, etf. 7/30/031

The present habitat of the Columbian White-tailed deer in Columbia County is
limited to that portion of the Clatskanie Flats north of Highway 30 from
approximately Westport east to the Beaver Power Plant, and Crims lsland. Deer
were transplanted to Crims lsland in 1999 and 2000. The greatest concentrations
of White-tailed Deer are found along the north edge of the Clatskanie Flats near
the Columbia River. Lord and Walker lslands have been identified by the Fish and
Wildlife Service as a potential location for future Whitetailed Deer transplants.
The location of the Columbian White{ailed Deer Habitat is shown on the 1995
Beak Consultants' Maps entitled 'Wildlife Game Habitat" in the Technical
Appendix Part XVl, Article Vlll(A), which are incorporated herein by this reference.
The habitat for this deer once included the islands and shore lands from The
Dalles to Astoria and the valleys along the Willamette and Cowlitz rivers.

This property is out of the mapped Columbia Gounty white-tailed deer habitat,
siting standards for peripheral big game habitat will be maintained (county maps
inclu
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C.

FISH HABITAT [Amended by Ordinance

No. 2003 - 5, eff. December 15, 2003].

1. PROTECTED FISH:
Three groups of fish have been identified for Fish and Wildlife Protection in
Columbia County by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. These are

2.

a.

Anadromous fish - fish which begin life in freshwater, rear to maturity in
saltwater, and return to freshwater to spawn. Anadromous fish include
coho and chinook salmon, winter steelhead trout, and sea-run cutthroat
trout.

b.

Resident trout - freshwater fish including rainbow and cutthroat trout.

c.

Warm-water game fish - a group which includes bullhead catfish,
crappie, bluegill, largemouth bass, and yellow perch.

LOCATIONt [Amended by Ordinance No. 2003 - 5, eff. December

15, 2003].

No fewer than thirty waterways in Columbia County provide spawning and

rearing habitat for anadromous fish. The major spawning, rearing, and
migrating areas are the Columbia, Nehalem, Clatskanie, and Scappoose
Systems. Other small streams in the County, including, but not limited to,
Beaver, Conyers, Goble, Honeyman, McNulty, Merrill, Milton, Rock, and Tide
Creeks, are also important habitat areas for anadromous fish. Resident trout
are found in nearly all of the perennial streams in Columbia County and have
been stocked in many lakes and ponds.

Warm-water game fish are restricted primarily to the Columbia River and its
flood plain but can also be found in Vernonia Lake. Some of the most
productive warm-water angling spots are on Sauvie lsland, Multnomah
Channel, Scappoose Bay, Deer lsland Slough, Prescott Slough, Beaver
Slough, and Westport Slough.
For purposes of fish habitat protection, all streams designated by the Oregon
Department of Forestry as "fish-bearing" in its Stream Classification maps,
and all lakes identified in "Lakes of Columbia County", are significant fish
habitat. The County shall use such maps, as amended, to determine the
significance. The County shall coordinate with the Oregon Department of
Forestry to obtain the most current Classification Maps. A copy of the most
current Oregon Department of Forestry Stream Classification Maps shall be
kept in Part XVl, Article X(B) of the Technical Appendix, for reference. "Lakes
of Columbia County" is attached in the Technical Appendix, Part XVl, Article
X(B), and is incorporated herein by this reference.

There are no fish-beari

streams on this property.
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D.

FURBEARER HABITAT [Amended by Ordinance
1

.

LOCATION i [Amended by Ordinance

No. 2003

- 5, eff. December 15, 2003].

No. 2003 - 5, eff. December 15, 2003].

Furbearers include both aquatic forms of wildlife such as beaver, muskrat, mink, and
otter, and terrestrial forms such as skunk, fox, and bobcat. Furbearers require open
space associated with forest, agriculture, and other resource land uses. However, their
important habitat areas are wetlands, ponds, lakes, swamps, streams, and riparian
vegetation associated with these water bodies.

2.

QUALITY: [Amended by Ordinance

No. 2003 - 5, eff. December 15, 2003].

The quality of furbearer habitat is good in Columbia County. The quality of important
habitat areas for furbearers such as wetlands, ponds, lakes, swamps, streams, and
riparian vegetation, are described in more detail in Part XVl, Article Vlll(C) of the

Comprehensive Plan.

3. QUANTIry: [Amended by Ordinance

No. 2003 - 5, eff. December 15, 2003]

Columbia County has a large amount of lands in forest and agricultural use. The County
also contains an abundance of water bodies including wetlands, lakes, ponds, streams,
and swamps. Therefore, a large amount of habitat for furbearing animals exists in the
County.

4.

POTENTIAL CONFLICTING USES:

Land use development activities which reduce the quality and quantity of habitat areas
are potential conflicting uses for furbearers. Particularly damaging activities include the
draining and filling of wetlands, and expansion of development into riparian areas.
Potential conflicts also arise between furbearers and landowners when animals cause
damage. Beavers, for example, may cut down trees or block culverts with dams and
flood developed lands.

5.

SUMMARY:

The important habitat areas for furbearers have been identified as wetlands, ponds,
lakes, swamps, streams, and associated riparian vegetation. The identified potential
conflicting uses for furbearers are all related to the expansion of development into these
areas. The economic, social, environmental, and energy consequences of allowing or
restricting these types of development have already been addressed in Part XVl, Article
X, and they are not again determined here. Based on an analysis of these ESEE
consequences for identified conflicting uses in important habitat areas, the County will
adopt a program to limit conflicting uses and protect furbearer habitat. Limited
protection for these habitats is provided by adopting and applying "safe harbor"
provisions for riparian corridor protections and wetlands protection in Part XVl, Article X.

By maintaining approximately 'll3 of the property as forestland, with drainages and
fur-bearin habitat will be maintained.
a
existi
state/county mandated
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E.

WATERFOWL HABITAT

1.

LOCATION: [Amended by Ordinance

No. 2003 - 5, eff. December 15, 2003].

Waterfowl habitat areas have been identified in Columbia County by the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife, as shown on the 1995 Beak Consultants Map
entitled, "Wildlife Game Habitat". These areas lie near the Columbia River and
hold standing or slowly moving water during at least part of the year. The areas
provide ideal nesting, feeding, and resting habitat for waterfowl. Wet agricultural
areas are also important waterfowl habitat. Often agricultural areas are flooded in
the fall and winter and attract large numbers of migrating birds.

Although there are no mapped riparian areas on this property, existing drainage
ponds serve as a draw to waterfowl and promote waterfowl habitat. The existing
in their current form
are lanned to be reused and
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F.

NON.GAME WILDLIFE HABITAT
1

.

LOCATION i [Amended by Ordinance No. 2003 - 5, eff. December 15,

2003].

Non-game wildlife require a diversified habitat that provides both cover and food.
Lands in forest and agricultural use are the primary non-game habitat areas in
Columbia County. The riparian area, which contain a diversity of vegetation,
supports a large number of non-game species. Specifically, the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife has identified nesting sites for Bald Eagles,
Northern Spotted Owls, and Great Blue Herons, three significant non-game
species in Columbia County. Other important non-game wildlife include, but are
not limited to: bats, turtles, frogs, martins and any other non-game-species
identified by ODFW.

Approximately 1/3 of the rezone property will remain forestlandand has been replanted from a recent harvest. Limiting development to the old millsite and using
of Non-Game Wildlife Habitat.
to reduce the
existin roads is the best
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G.

UPLAND GAME HABITAT [Amended by Ordinance

1.

LOCATIONt [Amended by Ordinance

No. 2003

- 5, eff. December 15, 2003].

No. 2003 - 5, eff. December 15, 2003].

a.

Upland game birds in Columbia County are found on forest and agricultural
lands. Their optimum habitat contains a diverse mixture of vegetation that
provides nesting, feeding, resting, and escape areas.

b.

According to the Fish and Wildlife Protection Plan for Columbia County created
by ODFW, there are two types of upland game birds, those that require forest
lands; and those that utilize agricultural lands. The forest species include
band-tailed pigeons, blue grouse, ruffed grouse, and mountain quail. Optimum
habitats forthese birds are patchworks of clear cuts, fields, timber, brush, and
water. Species found in agricultural areas include valley quail, morning dove,
and ring-necked pheasant. These birds often use brushy edges, fencerows,
ditches, and wood lots adjacent to grain producing areas or old fields of seedproducing grasses and herbs.

c.

The majority of land within Columbia County has retained the forest and
agricultural character safety necessary for upland game birds, and supports a
large bird population.

d.

Specifically, three important mineral spring areas have been identified in
Columbia County as habitat for bandtailed pigeons. These mineral springs
are attractive to the pigeons primarily during nesting season and early
migration.

The following mineral springs sites have been identified as being habitat for
band{ailed pigeons:

j=

Convers Creek Piqeon Sorinqs

Location: T7N, R4W, S 19, NE1/4
Quality: Mineral springs located in a sparsely populated area. The area is
presently in agricultural use.
Quantity: 68 acres

ii.

Clatskanie Pioeon Sprinos

Location: T7N, R4W, S 27, NE1/4
Quality: Mineral springs are located in an agricultural area, on private property,
and are attractive to the band-tailed pigeon.
Quantity: 20 acres

development is not in this area.
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H.

FISH AND WILDLIFE HABITAT GOALS AND POLICIES [Amended by Ordinance

No. 2003 -

6, eff. July 2003; Amended by Ordinance No. 2003 - 5, eff. December 15, 20031.

GOAL
To protect and maintain important habitat areas for fish and wildlife in
Columbia County.
POLICIES: lt is the policy of the County to

1.

Encourage the provision and acquisition of public access both to and along
rivers, streams, and lakes for the release of fish and recreational enjoyment of
County residents.

2.

Protect significant nesting habitat from the adverse effect of logging and other land
use practices.

3.

Manage its spraying programs to minimize adverse effects on water quali$ and fish
and wildlife habitat.

4.

Support preferential taxation methods and density transfers to encourage retention
of riparian habitat, brushy fencerows, and wetlands on private lands.

5.

Protect habitat areas identified as sensitive for the Northern Bald Eagle, Northern
Spotted Owl, Great Blue Heron, and Band-tailed pigeon from activities that would
either destroy or result in the abandonment of the sensitive habitat area.

6.

Cooperate with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife to better identify
sensitive habitat areas for fish and wildlife and adopt implementing measures for
their protection.

7.

Rely on coordination provided by the Cooperative Agreement between the Board of
Forestry and the Oregon State Fish and Wildlife Commission to resolve conflicts
between forest operations and sensitive nesting habitat on forest lands. For sites
not covered by such Agreement, the Forest Practices Act and Rules shall be
administered to protect these sites. [Amended by Ordinance No. 2003 - 5, effective December
1

5, 20031.

8.

Rely on the State Department of Water Resources to insure that minimum
streamflow standards are established and maintained in all streams to insure a
productive fish habitat and protect aquatic life.

9.

Encourage the use of nonstructural methods of bank stabilization in areas
experiencing accelerated soil loss.

10. Prohibit diversion or impoundment of stream courses, which adversely impact
fish and wildlife habitat.
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1

1.

Notify the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife (USFW) of all proposed uses or activities requiring permits or other land
use decisions within inventoried wildlife habitat areas and give consideration to
comments received prior to a final decision concerning the proposed uses or
activities. [Amended by Ordinance No. 2003 - 5, effective December 15, 2003].

12. Cooperate with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife to ensure that future
development does not unduly conflict with Big Game and Columbian Whitetailed
Deer by:
c,

Limiting potential conflicting uses by designating major and peripheral biggame habitat and Whitetailed Deer Habitat in resources zones.

b.

Limiting new parcel creation in resources zones by enacting an 80 acre
minimum parcelsize.

c.

Minimizing impacts to Big Game Habitat and White-tailed Deer Habitat by
requiring all new residential development and uses in Big Game Habitat and
White-tailed Deer Habitat to follow development siting standards substantially
the same as:
Dwellings and structures shall be located as near each other and
existing developed areas as possible considering topography, water
features, required setbacks, and firebreaks.
Dwellings and structures shall be located to avoid habitat conflicts
and utilize least valuable habitat areas.

iii.

Road Development shall be minimized to that necessary to support
the proposed use and shall utilize existing roads as much as possible.

iv.

The owner/occupant of the resource parcel assumes responsibility for
protection from damage by wildlife.

V

Riparian and Wetland areas shall be protected in accordance
with Sections 1 170 and 1182.

d.

Columbia County shall notify the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
(ODFW) of all proposed uses or activities which require a permit located within
the Big Game Habitat. The County will consider the comments and
recommendations of ODFW before making a decision concerning the
requested use or activity.

e

Columbia County shall notify the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
(ODFW) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife (USFW)of all proposed uses or
activities which require a permit located within Columbian White{ailed Deer
Habitat. The County will consider the comments and recommendations of
ODFW and USFW before making a decision concerning the requested use or
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activity
[Amended by Ordinance No. 2003 - 6, eff. July 2003]

13. Designate "built and committed" areas as being impacted which, because of
existing levels of land use, are no longer considered viable big game habitat.
[Amended by Ordinance No. 2003 - 6, eff. July 2003].

14. Require the owner or occupant of a dwelling sited in major or peripheral habitat
or Whitetailed Deer habitat to assume the responsibility for protecting the
property from wildlife damage. [Amended by Ordinance No. 2003 - 6, eff. July 2003].

15. Protect significant streams, lakes and wetlands from the adverse affects of
development and other land use practices. [Added by ordinance

No. 2003 - 5,

effective December 15, 20031.

16. Cooperate with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife to ensure that future development does not unduly conflict with riparian
area protection. [eAAea oy Ordinance No. 2003 - 5, effective December 15, 2003].

17. Limit development along water bodies by adopting "safe harbof' provisions for
riparian areas and wetlands.

[Added by Ordinance No. 2003 - 5, effective December 15,2003].

18. Coordinate development or projects that affect Fish and Wildlife habitat shall
with ODFW. [Added by Ordinance

No. 2003 - 5, effective December 15, 2003].

It is the goal to protect fish and wildlife habitat from adverse effects from this proposed
development. According to county resources (maps included), the proposed
development site is out of mapped natural areas, sensitive plant areas, wetland and
hydric soils areas. lt is out of the big game habitat area but within the "peripheral" big
game habitat area. All efforts will be made to comply with the requirements of
development within the peripheral area. Having adequate buffers, limiting development
to existing paved areas and using an existing road system are planned ways to reduce
negative impact on wildlife habitat. Glustering buildings if possible and staying away
from potentially wet or riparian areas around the ponds are understood as well
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NATURAL AREAS GOALS AND POLICIES [Amended by ordinance

No. 2003 - 5, eff.

December 15, 20031.

GOAL:

To protect the remaining ecologically significant natural features in Columbia County
POLICIES: lt shall be the policy of the County to:

1.

Protect ecologically significant natural features and areas by restricting land use
activities which may degrade their unique characteristics and direct
incompatible land uses away from such areas.

2.

Cooperate and coordinate with public and private agencies, such as The Nature
Conservancy, to advise land owners of the natural area's value and secure their
cooperation in applying the appropriate strategy for its protection.

3.

Apply the most appropriate program for protecting the unique characteristics of
an area including the use of techniques such as fee acquisition, land trades,
conservation easements, and management agreements.

4.

Coordinate with citizens and public and private agencies to identify potentially
significant Natural Areas in Columbia County which might have been overlooked by
the Oregon State Register of Natural Heritage Resources or the Nature
Conservancy and advocate for their inclusion as a significant natural area.

5.

Notify The Nature Conservancy and other appropriate reviewing bodies of actions
proposed within natural areas.

There are no ecologically significant features mapped on this property or in the natural
area registry. lt is primarily forestland and some industrial infrastructure. There are
some steeper sloped areas and a long ridge that runs along Hvty 47. There is no
be a significant natural area.
indication this site could
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E.

WATER RESOURCES GOALS AND POLICIES [Amended by Ordinance

No. 2003 - 5, eff.

December 15,20031.

GOAL:

To protect and maintain the quality of water resources in Columbia County
POLICIES: lt shall be the policy of Columbia County to:

1.

Cooperate and coordinate with State and Federal agencies in assuring the
maximum beneficial use of all water areas in the County.

2.

Coordinate its actions with water quality planning and implementation activities
carried out by State agencies including the Department of Environmental Quality,
the Soil and Water Conservation Commission, the Department of Forestry, and the
Department of Water Resources.

3.

Protect areas significant for the recharge of groundwater resources such
as wetlands and riparian areas.

4.

Cooperate with appropriate State and Federal agencies to inventory and
assess groundwater resources and their uses and establish standards to
protect and maintain these natural resources.

5.

Protect groundwater supplies in rural, agricultural, and forest areas through large
minimum lot densities.

6.

Cooperate with appropriate State and Federal agencies to monitor the quality
and levels of groundwater resources in the County.

7.

Work with appropriate State and Federal agencies to address the economic, social,
environmental, and energy consequences of developing potential surface storage
reservoirs in the County, including those sites that are not presently protected.
When information is available, the County shall apply Statewide Goal 5 to potential
sites and update zoning and other ordinances to address them when appropriate.

8.

Encourage strict enforcement of the Forest Practices Act to protect
riparian vegetation from potential adverse effects of forest practices

9.

Protect riparian vegetation along streams and lakes by requiring appropriate
setbacks for nonwater-dependent uses and standards for removal of riparian
vegetation.

10. Maintain rivers and streams in their natural state to the maximum extent practicable
through sound land and water management practices. Consideration shall be given
to natural, scenic, historic, economic, cultural, and recreational qualities of the rivers
and adjacent lands.
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11. Require that all development be planned, designed, constructed, and maintained so
as to avoid the probability of accelerated erosion; pollution, contamination, or
siltation of lakes, rivers, and streams; damage to vegetation; or injury to fish and
wildlife habitats.

12. Minimize the removal of trees and other native vegetation that stabilize
hillsides, retain moisture, reduce erosion, siltation and runoff, and preserve their
natural scenic character.

13. Apply erosion and sediment reduction practices along riparian areas to assist in
maintaining water quality.

14. Protect marshes, swamps, and other wetlands from filling, draining, or other
alterations which would destroy or reduce their biological value.

15. Support appropriate State, Federal and local agencies in their efforts to inventory
wetland resources in the County. The County shall apply the Wetland Overlay
Zone to such inventories as they may be amended.

16. Protect municipal water supplies and the quality of water resources in general, by
zoning undeveloped resource lands for resource use.

17. Protect water quality by applying Riparian Corridor and Wetland Overlay Zones
which discourage development in sensitive areas that affect the water resource

18. Apply the standards and requirements of the Columbia County Stormwater and
Erosion Control Ordinance to new development when applicable.

19. Notify the Oregon Division of State Lands whenever there is an application for
permits or other land use decisions affecting wetlands on the inventory.

There are stormwater mitigation and erosion control measures that have
historically existed on the idled millsite and will be shown on the submittal site
plans. Any new development will be brought to all modern federal, state and local
requirements. There is an existing stormwater pond system that the future
development will utilize. The system is more than adequate in size to
accommodate the proposed future development. The goal is to maintain water
quality and resources in Columbia County. There are also two active wells on the
property that may be used, reducing the need to potentially drill more wells (well
logs included). There are no riparian areas, wetlands or fish bearing streams on
or near the develo ent area (only existing runoff nds
the
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C.

HISTORIC AND CULTURAL AREAS GOAL AND POLICIES

GOAL:

To encourage the preservation and maintenance of cultural and historical sites, and to identify
and preserve new sites.

POL ICIES:

It is the policy of the County to:

1.

Recommend the establishment of an Ad Hoc Historical Sites Committee to review
the historical sites and structures in the County and make recommendations as to
whether or not the sites should be designated as such and protected. The County
shall encourage the committee to seek ways to provide historic markers to identify
the designated sites and literature to explain and describe them.

2.

Support the State Historic Preservation Office in their efforts to conduct
systematic surveys of historic and archeological sites in the County.

3.

Apply an Historic Overlay Zone to sites and structures of historical significance in
the County. lnitially, the Overlay Zone shall apply only to sites determined to be
significant and described in the Plan. Other potentially significant historical sites,
may exist and shall be inventoried during periodic review of the Plan. Upon
completion of this study, the County shall proceed through the Goal 5 process for
new found areas and up-date zoning and other implementing ordinances to
accommodate them.

4.

Support efforts to preserve, protect, and enhance the historic and cultural
resources of the County.

lAmended by Ordinance No. 2003-06, etf. 7/30/031.

5.

Recommend the establishment of an Ad Hoc Historical Sites Committee to review
the historical sites and structures in the County and make recommendations as to
whether or not the sites should be designated as such and protected. The County
shall encourage the committee to seek ways to provide historic markers to identify
the designated sites and literature to explain and describe them.

6.

Support the State Historic Preservation Office in their efforts to conduct
systematic surveys of historic and archeological sites in the County.

7.

Apply an Historic Overlay Zone to sites and structures of historical significance in
the County. lnitially, the Overlay Zone shall apply only to sites determined to be
significant and described in the Plan. Other potentially significant historical sites,
may exist and shall be inventoried during periodic review of the Plan. Upon
completion of this study, the County shall proceed through the Goal 5 process for
new found areas and up-date zoning and other implementing ordinances to
accommodate them.

8.

Support efforts to preserve, protect, and enhance the historic and cultural
resources of the County.

lAmended by Ordinance No. 2003-06, etf. 7/30/031.

9.

Recommend the establishment of an Ad Hoc Historical Sites Committee to review
the historical sites and structures in the County and make recommendations as to
whether or not the sites should be designated as such and protected. The County
shall encourage the committee to seek ways to provide historic markers to identify
the designated sites and literature to explain and describe them.

10. Support the State Historic Preservation Office in their efforts to conduct
systematic surveys of historic and archeological sites in the County.
1

1. Apply an Historic Overlay Zone to sites and structures of historical significance

in

the County. lnitially, the Overlay Zone shall apply only to sites determined to be
significant and described in the Plan. Other potentially significant historical sites,
may exist and shall be inventoried during periodic review of the Plan. Upon
completion of this study, the County shall proceed through the Goal 5 process for
new found areas and up-date zoning and other implementing ordinances to
accommodate them.

12. Support efforts to preserve, protect, and enhance the historic and cultural
resources of the County.
Ordinance No.

eff.

There are no historical or cultural areas associated with this development. This does not
a

PART XVI. GOAL 5
ARTICLE XII. OREGON RECREATIONAL TRAILS

ARTICLE XII. OREGON

TIONAL TRAILS [Amended by Ordinance

No. 2003 - 5, eff.

December 15, 20031.

Potential and approved recreationaltrails are identified and addressed in the Recreation
section of Comprehensive Plan. To assure coordination with ODOT with regard to the two
Oregon Recreation Trails present in the County, the following policies shall be adopted:

POLICIES:

lt is the policy of the County to

1.

Cooperate with the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) in identifying a
specific route for the Portlandto-the-Coast trail. Should ODOT identify a final route
for this trail, the County will complete all steps required by the Goal 5
Administrative Rule and will amend its Plan to recognize the trail.

2.

Support efforts to extend the Banks-Vernonia Linear Trail, primarily along the
Crown Zellerbach Logging Road right-of-way, from Vernonia to Scappoose and
the Multnomah Channel.

There are no recreational trails within this development area. There are no adverse effects
be on
ning lands
on trails that

PART XVI. GOAL 5
ARTICLE XIII. SCENIC RESOURCES

F.

SCENIC SITES. VIEWS AND HIGHWAYS GOALS AND POLICIES:

GOAL:

To protect and enhance the aesthetic value of scenic resources in Columbia County.
POLICIES:

1.

Protect and enhance the aesthetic appearance of scenic areas in the County
through the use of low density residential standards, natural resource related
overlay zones, and County encouragement.

2.

Examine and encourage the use of voluntary tools and techniques to make Carcus
Creek, Lava Creek, and Beaver Creek Falls accessible to the public. Avoid
additional mandatory restrictions on private property to encourage landowners'
cooperation.

3.

Support the designation of scenic corridors by Federal and State land management
agencies for land under their jurisdiction.

Although the development address is off of scenic Hwy 47, the mill development cannot be
seen (or very difficult to see) from the highway. There is a large hill and forestland between
the development area and the highway, obscuring it from sight. There is no degradation of
and the proposed
rance due to the zone cha
aesthetic

PART XVI. GOAL 5
ARTICLE XIV. SCENIC WATERWAYS

ARTICLE XIV. SCENIC WATERWAYS
There are no designated scenic watenvays in Columbia County. The Nehalem River has
been identified by the Federal government and the Oregon State Parks Division as a potential
scenic waterway. While the County recognizes the Federal and State Designation, we do not
endorse or adopt the Nehalem River as a potential scenic waterway.:

POLICIES:
1

lt is the policy of the County to:

Participate in the Federal and State scenic watenruays designation process and to apply
the Goal 5 rule if and when the Nehalem River is designated as a scenic waterway.

Since there are no scenic

in Columbia Cou

,

this does not apply

PART XVII. RECREATIONAL NEEDS

RECREATION GOALS AND POLICIES

GOAL:
To satisfy the recreational needs of the citizens of Columbia County and its visitors.
POLICIES: lt shall be a policy of the County to:

1.

Establish a Parks Board to draft a public and private parks plan to aid in
meeting the recreational needs of the people of the County.

2.

Encourage and cooperate with the State Parks Departments in establishing
a State park in the County.

3.

Recognize hunting and fishing as major recreational activities which
should be maintained and supported.

4.

Recommend the Parks Board inventory the County's beaches to
determine what type of improvements should be made. This should be
done in conjunction with State and local governments.

5. Explore the possibility of developing

regional parks in conjunction with the

cities and local civic groups.

6.

Designate County parks as Community Service in the Comprehensive Plan
and implement this designation through the use of the Community ServiceRecreational zoning designation.

The rezone subject site and surrounding property mostly private forestland and is not
available for public recreation. The proposed development will not diminish local
nt lands
rtunities on
access to recreational o

PART XVIIL AIR, LAND AND WATERQUALITY

NOISE

GOAL
To control and limit the adverse impacts of noise.
POLTCtES

1.

The County will comply with all applicable state and federal standards
and regulations regarding noise pollution.

2.

The County will consult with the DEQ prior to allowing any noise sensitive uses to
develop within the probable impact range of recognized noise pollution sources.

3.

The County will continually update its list of noise pollution sources and include this
information in the Plan during scheduled periodic updates. This update shall
include not only new sources but also noticeable expansions or deletions of
existing sources.

4.

Provisions will be included in the Zoning Ordinance to prohibit encroachment of
noise pollution sources into noise sensitive areas and to prohibit the encroachment
of noise sensitive uses into recognized noise pollution areas.

All county and state noise regulations will be met with this development. The proposed
from dense residential areas, limiti its
develo
ent is

PART XVIII. AIR, LAND AND WATER QUALITY

LAND
Seotic Tank Disoosal:

The problem of septic tank disposal systems and the location of those systems has long been a
standing issue within Columbia County. A septic tank absorption system for sewage disposal is
a subsurface tile or perforated pipe system lain in such a way that effluent from the septic tank
is distributed with reasonable uniformity into the natural soil. Criteria used for rating soils are
based upon the limitations of the soil to absorb effluent. lmportant features affecting this use are
permeability, depth of seasonal water table, flooding, slope, depth to bedrock or hardpan,
stoniness, and rockiness.
At the present time, the Columbia County Subsurface Sewage Department administers the
septic tank approval program. The County by contract is an agent for the DEQ. Permits are
issued by the Subsurface Sewage Department for the construction of on-site sewage disposal
systems.
The existing septic system was to code at the time of closure. Any new development will
meet all County Sanitariam requirements. Location of septic, drainage and waste control
systems will be identified on proposed site plans provided in the future.

PART XVIII. AIR, LAND AND WATER QUALITY

AIR. LAND. AND WATER QUALITY GOALS AND POLICIES

GOAL
To maintain and improve land resources and the quality of the air and water of
the County.
POLICIES: lt shall be the policy of Columbia County to

1.

Work with the appropriate State and Federal agencies to insure that State
and Federal water, air, and land resource quality standards are met.

2.

Comply with all applicable State and Federal standards and regulations regarding
noise pollution.

The goal is to comply with all regulations regarding air and water quality. Managing
septic systems, spill control measures, maintaining sedimenUrunoff controls and
adequate filtration measures are a priority to protect air, land and water quality. The
previous millwas required to comply with all environmental assessment requirements
and had maintained all required permits pertaining to air, land and water quality. All
new development will meet required standards. The proposed new development will
utilize the existing three pond, gravity fed stormwater system. The stormwater ponds
nt.
support the new
to
are

PART XIX. NATURAL DISASTERS AND HAZARDS

PART XIX. NATURAL DISASTERS AND HAZARDS
SLOPES
Columbia County can best be characterized as mountainous, with 28o/o of the County
having slopes of 30% or greater. These excessive slopes cause rapid surface water
runoff, are prone to erosion and sliding, and usually have underdeveloped soil covers
They become unstable if left bare for any length of time and are generally considered
unsuitable for development.
Much of the County has severe foundation limitations caused by the combination of
excessive slopes and high water tables. The maps located at the end of this chapter
reflect those areas of the County requiring review prior to the issuance of building
permits. The County currently uses Chapter 70 of the Uniform Building Code as the
mechanism for review of structures proposed within hazard areas. This method of review
has worked successfully to date and, with updated hazard information now available,
should continue to work in the future.

There are slopes greater than 30% on the property but in forested/replanted areas.
Adequate buffers for runoff and erosion control mitigation strategies have been in
place in the
to continue to be prioritized.
and are

FLOOD PLAIN
Flood plains or flood prone areas are regions that are dry in some seasons of the year
but inundated when heavy rain, streams, estuaries or other bodies of water overflow
their shores.

There are no m

floodplains on this prope

LANDSLIDE HAZARD AREAS
Land failures in the form of slumps, earth or mud flows, debris, rock-fall and soil-fall
failures have occurred in Columbia County. These failure types are shown in Figure
.[no table found]
Land failures are naturally caused by oversteepening due to erosion, deposition,
previous land slippage, and tectonic activities. ln addition, earthquake vibrations,
volcanic activity, and over-saturation are known to contribute to or cause landslides.

The natural instability of hillside areas has been complicated and increased by the
constructive and destructive activities of humans. The activities which most commonly
cause land instability in climates like Western Oregon are:

1.

Oversteepening and removal of support of slopes by excavating for
roads and houses and by elevating of ground surface (i.e. filling);

2.

Placement of weight (i.e. loading) such as fills and structures on a slope;

3.

4.

Development on ancient or active landslide areas;

lncreased erosion caused by development, water works, and vegetation
removal;

5.

Oversaturation of soil by sprinkling, irrigation, uncontrolled road and
residential
concentration of runoff, changes in natural drainage, blockage, ground
flow;

6.

Vibratory loading caused by blasting and pile driving.

Columbia County has potentially dangerous landslide areas, according to a geologist
with the State Department of Geology and Mineral lndustries. At the present time, no
information exists on landslide areas for Columbia County except for the known slide
areas that are shown on Map 50.

A county landslide hazard map is included. There are no high hazard areas in the
development area. As seen on the map, there are high landslide hazard areas in
rtions outside of the proposed
the forested
EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS

To date, a definitive study of earthquake potential has not been conducted in Columbia
County.
However, considerable analysis has been undertaken in various parts of the State,
including the Portland metropolitan area. ln those studies, historical earthquakes were
viewed to ascertain future earthquake probabilities from known and inferred faults. There
has been speculation that one of the Portland area faults, the so-called Portland Hills
Fault, may extend into Columbia County.

There is one known fault in the County, located in the basalt and igneous area
between Clatskanie and Rainier. Recent fault activity has not been recorded. St.
Helens and Scappoose experienced nominal seismic activity in 1900 and 1963
respectively. Earthquake hazards in the County appear nominal, and special
precautions appear unnecessary.
It is apparent that detailed studies are needed for more accurate and current information
concerning landslide, earthquake, and flood plain areas. Hopefully, in the near future, these
studies will be made. Once completed, these studies will aid in improved and more accurate
planning for residential areas, recreational sites, road systems, etc.

There are no mapped earthquake hazard areas found upon researching this property,
this hazard does not

PART XIX. NATURAL DISASTERS AND HAZARDS

SLOPE HAZARD AREAS (Slopes
Greater Than 30%)
SOIL

Alstony Gravelly Loam (North)
Alstony Gravelly Loam (North)
Alstony Gravelly Loam (South)
Alstony Gravelly Loam (South)
Braun-Scaponia Silt Loam (North)
Braun-Scaponia Silt Loam (South)
Caterl Gravelly Silt Loam (North)
Caterl Gravelly Silt Loam (South)
Dowde Silt Loam (North)
Dowde Silt Loam (South)
Hembre-Klickitat
Murnen Silt Loam
Rinearson Silt Loam
Scaponia-Braun Silt Loams (North)
Scaponia-Braun Silt Loams (South)
Tolany Loam (North)
Tolany Loam (South)
Wauld Very Gravelly Loam
Xerocrepts (Escarpments)

SLOPE
30 60%
60 90%
30 60%
60 90%
60 90%
60 90%
30 60%
30 60%
30 60%
30 60%
30 - 60%
30 - 60%
30 '600/o
30 - 60%
30 - 60%
30 - 60%
30 - 600/0
30 -7OTo
Steep

TOTAL, 28o/o tolal area of County

ACRES
5,383
368
8,347
627
3,570

5,410
426
390
4,262
6,929
1,238
706
3,930
26,451
35,924
2,187
2,008
2,754
3,344

114,254

Most of this area is in timber oroduction

Source: USDA-So|l Conservation Service, Detailed Soil Survey, September 1983.

Most of the property is predominantly Anunde silt loam with slopes 3-30%. There are no
hazardous soils listed with slope hazards that are included in this property soils
assessment.

PART XIX. NATURAL DISASTERS AND HAZARDS

SOILS WITH LOW SHEAR STRENGTH

SOIL

Bacona Silt Loam
Cornelius Silt Loam
Crims Silt Loam
Dayton Silt Loam
Delena Silt Loam
Goble Silt Loam
Goble Silt Loam (Warm)
Hembre-Klickitat Complex
Honeygrove Silty Clay Loam
Kenusky Silty Clay Loam
Locoda Silt Loam
Locoda Silt Loam (Protected)
Mayger Silt Loam
McBee Silt Loam
Moag Silty Clay Loam
Natal Silty Clay Loam
Rafton-Sauvie-Moag Complex
Sauvie Silt Loam
Sauvie Silt Loam (Protected)
Sauvie Silty Clay Loam
Sauvie Silty Clay Loam (Protected)
Tolke Silt Loam
Treharne Silt Loam
Vernonia Silt Loam
Wapato Silt Loam
Wauna-Locoda Silt Loam (Protected)
Wauna-Locoda Silt Loam

Total, 50% of the County

SOURCE:

ACRES

60,568
5,595
1,855
279

1j02
3,261

44,799
1,530
2,091
2,639
655
3,867
19,467
1,057
434
1,398
3,285
2,622
2,996
659
3,134
2,255
2,632
29,645
417
1,833
1,614

201,678 Acres

SCS Detailed SoilSurvey

Most of the property is predominantly Anunde silt loam with slopes 3-30%. There are no
hazardous soils listed with low shear strength that are included in this property soils
assessment.

PART XIX. NATURAL DISASTERS AND HAZARDS

SOILS RELATED TO MASS MOVEMENT

SOIL

Alstony Gravelly Loam (North)
Alstony Gravelly Loam (North)
Alstony Gravelly Loam (South)
Alstony Gravelly Loam (South)
Braun-Scaponia Silt Loams (North)
Braun-Scaponia Silt Loams (South)
Cascade Silt Loam
Caterl Gravelly Sift Loam (North)
Caterl Gravelly Silt Loam (South)
Cornelius Silt Loam
Dowde Silt Loam (North)
Dowde Silt Loam (South)
Glohm Silt Loam
Goble Silt Loam
Goble Silt Loam (Warm)
Hembre-Klickitat
Mayger Silt Loam
Murnen Silt Loam
Rinearson Silt Loam
Scaponia-Braun Silt Loam (North)
Scaponia-Braun Silt Loam (South)
Tolany Loam (North)
Tolany Loam (South)
Wauld Very Gravelly Loam
Xerocrepts (Escarpments)

SLOPE

30 - 60%
60 - 90%
30 - 60%
60 - 90%
60 - 90%
60 - 90%
15 - 30%
30 - 60%
30 - 60%
15 - 30%
30 - 60%
30 - 60%

3-30%
3-30%
3-30%
30 - 60%

ACRES

5,383
368
8,347
627
3,570

5,410
1,024
426
390
3,008
4,262
6,929
9,877
3,261
44,799
1,238

3-30%

19,467

- 60%
- 60%
- 60%
- 60%
- 60%
- 60%

706
3,930
26,451

30
30
30
30
30
30
30

-70%
Steep

TOTAL, 49o/otolal area of County

35,924
2,187
2,008
2,754
3,344

195,690

Source: USDA-So|l Conservation Service, Detailed Soil Survey, September 1983.

Most of the property is predominantly Anunde silt loam with slopes 3-30%. There are no
hazardous soils listed related to mass movement that are included in this property soils
assessment.

PART XIX. NATURAL DISASTERS AND HAZARDS

SOILS WITH HIGH WATER TABLES

SOIL

Aloha Silt Loam
Aloha Silt Loam (Variant)
Cascade Silt Loam
Cornelius Silt Loam
Crims Silt Loam (Protected)
Dayton Silt Loam
Delena Silt Loam
Goble Silt Loam
Goble Silt Loam (Warm)
Glohm Silt Loam
Kenusky Silt Loam
Locoda Silt Loam
Locoda Silt Loam (Protected)
Mayger Silt Loam
McBee Silt Loam
Moag Silt Loam
Natal Silty Clay Loam
Natal Silty Clay Loam (Flooded)
Quafeno Loam
Quatama Silt Loam
Rafton Silt Loam
Rafton Silt Loam (Protected)
Rafton-Sauvie-Moag Complex
Sauvie Silt Loam
Treharne Silt Loam
Udipsamments
Wapato Silt Loam
Wauna Silt Loam (Protected)
Wauna-Locodo Silt Loams
Wauna-Locodo Silt Loams (Protected)
Wollent Silt Loam

Total, 33% total area of County

ACRES
2,901

344
2,493
5,595
1,855
279
1,102
3,261
44,799
9,877
2,639
655
3,867
19,467
1,057
434
1,399
329
936
5,184
727
3,635
3,285
3,281
2,632
1,199
417
4,423
1,614
1,933
686

132,203 Acres

SOURCE: USDA-Soil Conservation Service, Detailed Soil Survey, September 1983

Most of the property is predominantly Anunde silt loam with slopes 3-30%. There are no
hazardous soils with high water tables listed that are included in this property soils
assessment.

PART XIX. NATURAL DISASTERS AND HAZARDS

FLOOD PLAIN: GOALS AND POLICIES

GOAL
Eliminate or reduce the economic and social costs created by flood-caused damages.

POLICIES:
1.

Columbia County will participate in the National Flood lnsurance Program
administered by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).

2.

Any new development within the flood plain shall be designed to avoid damage from
flooding and to minimize the damage potentialto other developments or properties.

3.

Open space uses such as recreation or agriculture shall be encouraged
within identified flood plain areas.

4.

Subdivisions proposed to be located within an identified flood plain area shall be
encouraged to use lands outside of the flood plain through use of P.U.D.s and
clustering.

5.

Development in areas subject to flooding shall be permitted only in accordance with
the provisions of the Flood Hazard (FH) Overlay Zone. The FH Overlay Zone shall
be applied to all areas subject to periodic flooding at a frequency estimated to occur
once every hundred years or more, as shown on FEMA's most recent Flood Hazard
Boundary Maps for Columbia County. Columbia County's Flood Hazard Overlay
Zone shall be based on and consistent with the applicable portions of Section 60.3 of
FEMA regulations governing the National Flood lnsurance Program.

6.

Retain and restore natural or other suitable vegetation adjacent to waterways

7. Emergency repairs involving

roads and bridges within flood plain areas shall be
allowed providing the repairs do not extend beyond the original bank line. Such
emergency repairs shall be subject to the requirements outlined in OAR 141-85280. Upon receipt of an approved emergency permit by the Division of State Lands,
the County shall notify the local Citizen Planning Advisory Committee of the action
to be undertaken.

There is no floodplain within this development or zone change area, this does not apply.

PART XIX. NATURAL DISASTERS AND HAZARDS

HAZARDOUS AREAS: GOALS AND POLICIES

GOAL
To protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.

POL

ES

It shall be a policy of the County to:

1. Require compliance with Chapter 70 of the Uniform Building Code for all
construction:

A. Proposed
B.

on land with slopes exceeding 20o/oi or,

On lands mapped, othenruise noted in this element, as having severe
limitations for building; or

C. On any land suspected of being

unable to physically support the

proposed structure.

D. ln known slide hazard areas.
2. Periodically update the natural hazards inventory base.
3. Work with the Columbia County Soil and Water Conservation District to reduce soil
erosion in the County.

4. Encourage the retention of as much vegetative cover as possible in critical mass
movement areas, areas with over 20% slope, and in other slide or erosion prone
areas.

5. Encourage "P.D." or cluster type development for projects proposed in areas
identified as having limitations due to soil characteristics or excessive slope, so as to
maximize the use of the most suitable building sites.

There are no mapped hazard areas in the area of development. Any construction will
comply with the uniform building code and necessary setbacks from natural hazards.
Development will not be taking place in areas with excessive slopes or erosion prone areas.
Erosion control prevention and current DEQ permits were in place when previous millwas
closed and the same is expected with any new development proposed.

PART XX. WILLAMETTE RIVER GREENWAY

WILLAMETTE RIVER GREENWAY: GOALS AND POLICIES
GOAL:

To develop and maintain a natural, scenic, historical and recreational greenway along both
banks of the Multnomah Channel as part of the statewide Willamette River Greenway
system.
POLICIES:

1. Agricultural lands within the greenway shall be protected consistent with the Statewide
Planning Goals & Guidelines.

2. ldentified significant

fish and wildlife habitats shall be protected consistent with
Planning
Goals & Guidelines.
the Statewide

3. ldentified areas of ecological, scientific,

historical, or archeological significance shall be
protected, preserved, restored, and enhanced to the maximum extent practicable.

4. The natural vegetative fringe along the river shall be enhanced and protected to the
maximum extent practicable.
shall be directed away from the river to the greatest possible degree and
consistent with the Statewide Planning Goals & Guidelines.

5. Developments

6. Any proposed development, intensification, or change in use must be consistent with
the Statewide Planning Goals & Guidelines.

7. Public safety and

protection of public and private property shall be provided to the
maximum extent practicable and shall be considered when reviewing any proposal
for development, intensification, or change in use.
points shall be encouraged when reviewing any proposalfor
development, intensification, or change in use.

8. Public access

9. ldentified scenic

qualities and viewpoints shall be preserved.

10.

Local, regional, and state recreational needs shall be provided forwhen it can
be shown that adequate measures have been provided for which will protect
adjacent property to the greatest extent practicable.

11

A setback will be established to assure structures are separated from the river in
order to carry out the intent of the Willamette [River] Greenway Goal.

12

The County shall cooperate with the Willamette River Greenway Commission in the
joint management of county owned lands within the rural portion of the greenway.

13

The County shall continue to improve its inventory of resources located within the
Greenway Boundary.

This property is outside of the Willamette Greenway area and does not apply. This property
will be removed from PF-80 forest zone map and added to the RIPD zone

APPLICATION SECTION 2
Chapter 660
Division

1.5

STATEWIDE PLANNING GOALS AND GUIDELINES

#L

-

Citizen lnvolvement;
The importance of providing widespread citizen involvement as much as possible is

understood as a state goal. Communication, community involvement and information for the
project will be available as much as possible.
#2

-

Land Use Planning;

"City, county, state and federal agency and special district plans and actions related to land
use shall be consistent with the comprehensive plans of cities and counties and regional plans
adopted under ORS Chapter 268". This project will be consistent with the comprehensive plan
of Columbia County and any regional adopted plans. lt is the intent to comply with and be
aware of any social, economic, energy and environmental needs brought forward by this
project. Appropriate public comment opportunities and review is expected for affected
parties throughout this proposal. Sufficient time is expected for collection of factual data,
defining problems and solutions, citizen involvement and resolution to any potential conflict.
#3

-

Agricultural Lands;

It is understood the state goal is to preserve and maintain agricultural land. The proposed
development is on a site previously paved/developed and roads will be reused. Existing
agricultural(forested) lands should not be affected. There are no proposed adverse effects
expected on the existing forest land (recently harvested forest land has been replanted and
will remain forested), with no changes to accepted tarminglforest practices due to proposed
zone change.

#4

-

Forest Lands;

It is understood the state goal is to preserve forest lands. The proposed development is on a
site previously paved/developed and existing roads will be reused. Existing forested areas
should not be affected. There are no proposed adverse effects expected on the existing forest
land (recently harvested forest land has been replanted and wlll remaln forested), with no
changes to accepted tarmingltorest practices due to proposed zone change.
#5

-

Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Open Spaces;

It is understood that the state goal is to protect natural resources and conserve scenic and
historic areas and open spaces. The proposed zone change and development will be on a site
previously developed. Every effort will be made to preserve existing forested, scenic and
open space areas. Adequate distance from riparian and wildlife areas will be maintained.

#6

-

Air, Water, and Land Resources Quality;

It is understood that the state goal is to maintain and improve the quality of the air, water
and land resources of the state. All onsite septic, wells and stormwater will comply with state
and local codes. Waste and process discharges will not exceed carrying capacities, and
environmental resources will not be degraded or threatened.
#7

-

Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards;

It is understood the goal of the state is to protect people and property from natural disasters.
Coordination with state and local authorities on natural disaster prevention and response is
expected with this development. The proposed development is not in a mapped hazard area.
#8

Recreational Needs;

-

The site is mostly private forestland and is not available for public recreation. The proposed
development will not diminish local access to recreational opportunities on adjacent lands.

#9

-

Economy

ofthe State;

We believe the state's goal to provide adequate opportunities throughout the state for a
variety of economic activities vital to the health, welfare, and prosperity of Oregon's citizens
will be promoted by the potential of 2O-25 additional jobs in the local economy. The
proposed development could potentially provide safe, well-paid employment opportunities in
the community, contributing to a healthy and stable economy.
#10

-

Housing;
The proposed development will not provide housing needs for citizens of the state.

#tL

-

Public Facilities and Services;

It is understood that the State's goal is to plan and develop a timely, orderly and efficient
arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework for urban and rural
development. Facilities and services for the proposed development have been established in
the past, due to development being on an established mill site. Utilities and services have
been deemed adequate for the proposed use whether on site or public.
#12

-

Transportation;

It is understood that the state's goal is to provide and encourage a safe, convenient and
economic transportation system. The bulk of road use for trucking will be from a private road
to state Hwy 47, with adequate input provided by county transportation staff as to acceptable
county road use to the north.

#13

-

Energy Conservation; and

It is understood that land and uses developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so
as to maximize the conservation of all forms of energy, based upon sound economic
principles. By reusing an idled mill site and existing roads, the goal is to limit new
development, maximizing existing developed space. Options for renewable energy will be
acknowledged at the time of design.

#I4

-

Urbanization.

It is understood that the state's goal

is

to provide for an orderly and efficient transition from

rural to urban land use, to accommodate urban population and urban employment inside
urban growth boundaries, to ensure efficient use of land, and to provide for livable
communities. The proposed development is outside of the urban growth boundaries and will
not affect the urbanization goals.

Statewide Planning Goal and Guideline #15 (Does not apply, out of Willamette Greenway)
Statewide Planning Goals and Guidelines #16 Through #19 (Does not apply, out of Coastal State-Wide
Planning Goals)

ORS ABANDONED OR DIMISHED MILLSITES.

l9T.T19Industrial use of abandoned or diminished mill sitesl amendment of
comprehensive plans and land use regulationsl sewer facilities. (l) As used in this section,
"abandoned or diminished mill site" means a mill, plant or other facility engaged in the
processing or manufacturing of wood products, including sawmills and facilities for the
production ofplywood, veneer, hardboard, panel products, pulp and paper, that:
(a) Is located outside of urban growth boundaries;

The site is located out of the Clatskanie urban growth boundary
(b) Was closed after January l, 1980, or has been operating at less than 25 percent
capacity since January 1,2003; and

of

The site was closed in2017 (operational1978-2017)
(c) Contains or contained permanent buildings used in the production or manufacturing of
wood products.
There are two remaining permanent buildings used in production
(2) Notwithstanding statewide land use planning goals protecting agricultural lands or
forestlands or administrative rules implementing those goals, the governing body of a county
may amend the county's comprehensive plan and land use regulations to allow an abandoned or
diminished mill site to be zoned for industrial use.

It

is assumed that all planning goals protecting forestland
forestland will be disturbed

will

be met since no

(3) Notwithstanding a statewide land use planning goal relating to urbanization or
administrative rules implementing that goal, the governing body of a county may amend the

county's comprehensive plan and land use regulations to allow an abandoned or diminished mill
site to be zoned for any level of industrial use.
No goals or rules related to urbanization are expected to be violated
(4) Notwithstanding a statewide land use planning goal relating to public facilities and
services or administrative rules implementing that goal, the governing body of a county or its
designee may approve:
(a) The extension of sewer facilities to lands that on June 1 0, 2003, are zoned for industrial
use and that contain an abandoned or diminished mill site. The sewer facilities may serve only
industrial uses authorized for the mill site and contiguous lands zoned for industrial use.

(b) The extension of sewer facilities to an abandoned or diminished mill site that is rezoned
for industrial use under this section only as necessary to serve industrial uses authorized for the

mill

site.

Existing sewer and stormwater facilities will serve only industrial uses authorized
for the mill site
(c) The establishment of on-site sewer facilities to serve an area that on June 10, 2003, is
zoned for industrial use and that contains an abandoned or diminished mill site or to serye an
abandoned or diminished mill site that is rezoned for industrial use under this section. The sewer
facilities may serve only industrial uses authorized for the mill site and contiguous lands zoned
for industrial use.

Any establishment of on-site sewer facilities will serve only industrial use
(5Xa) A local govemment, as defined in ORS 174.116, may not authorize a connection to
any portion of a sewer facility located between an urban growth boundary or the boundary of an
unincorporated community and the boundary of the mill site or the industrial zone containing the
mill site, except as provided under a statewide land use planning goal relating to public facilities
and services or under ORS 197.732.

There is no public sewer available
(b) Sewer facilities approved under subsection (4) of this section shall be limited in size to
meet the needs of authorized industrial uses and may not provide service to retail, commercial or
residential development, except as provided under a statewide land use planning goal relating to
public facilities and services or under ORS 197.732.The presence of the sewer facilities may not
be used to justifr an exception to statewide land use planning goals protecting agricultural lands
or forestlands or relating to urbanization.
The onsite sanitary system is for authorized industrial use only (included site plan)
(6Xa) The governing body of a county or its designee shall determine the boundary of an
abandoned or diminished mill site. For an abandoned or diminished mill site that is rezoned for
industrial use under this section, land within the boundary of the mill site may include only those
areas that were improved for the processing or manufacturing of wood products.
(b) For an abandoned or diminished mill site subject to subsection (2), (3) or (4) of this
section, the governing body of a city or county or its designee may approve a permit, as defined
in ORS 215.402 or 227.160, only for industrial development and accessory uses subordinate to
such development on the mill site. The governing body or its designee may not approve a permit
for retail, commercial or residential development on the mill site.

There will be no other commercial or residential development on the mill site
(7) For land that on June 10,2003, is zoned under statewide land use planning goals
protecting agricultural lands or forestlands and that is rezoned for industrial use under
subsections (2) and (3) of this section, the governing body of the county or its designee may not
later rezone the land for retail, commercial or other nonresource use, except as provided under
the statewide land use planning goals or under ORS 197.732. [2003 c.252 $2;2003 c.688 $3]

APPLICATION SECTION 3
Facilities:
Two existing buildings (storage and maintenance), the 24-acre paved log yard, the onsite
sanitary/stormwater systems and four wells are a substantial existing infrastructure that can
be utilized for a modern mill site. Although additional electrical utilities are necessary for the
proposed development, the buildings, paved area, wells and stormwater retention ponds may
be reused.

Services:

Power: Brian Fawcett with Clatskanie PUD was contacted about the power needs of the
project and responded through email (included) that it would not be an undue burden on the
Clatskanie PUD.
Rural Fire Protection: We talked to Steve Sharek the fire chief with Clatskanie Fire. He
verified that they would provide fire service to the proposed facility. He had worked at the
previous mill and understands the standards and expectations of the local fire department.
His response was positive as long as their standards are met and he is looking forward to
providing fire protection input during the plan review process. His email is included.

Transportation: We talked with Scott Toenjes with the Columbia County Transportation
Department. Mr. Toenjes could only respond to the north access from Elliot Rd. to Palm Hill
Rd. The south access will be through a private easement to State Highway 47, where most of
the proposed truck traffic will occur. As a county employee he was unable to comment on this
Highway access route. The applicant will need to verify approval to the state Highway
Department (previous mill used this State Highway access for nearly 40 years).
The existing roads, which are not part of the rezone and will be utilized through an easement,
are of adequate size and substance and can be reused/improved. There is a wide paved road
approach onto Highway 47 with good sight distances. The approach is marked with a highway
sign to denote that overlength loads need to use this approach to turn around (they cannot
continue on the highway).
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On Dec 30. 2O21, at 1:42

''r

wft)te:

Happy New Year, I hope you're available...
The planning depanmenl is asking if the 5@0 amp service would put an undue burden on the PUD. lf you can answer this for me lt would be a great help.
Thanks ln advance.

NOTIC€: This communication (including any attachments) may contain privileged or confidential

information intanded for a speciflc indivldual and purpose, and is protected bv law. lf you are not the

EXHIBIT 3
APPLICANT SU PPLEM ENTAT
EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENT

Schwabe
W}LLIAMS0N & WYATTg,

March 1,2022

Garrett H. Stephenson
Admitted in Oregon
T:503-796-2893
C:503-320-3715

Vrl r-vrlrr,

gstephenson@schwabe. com

Robert Wheeldon
Columbia County Planning Commission
230 Strand St.
Columbia County Courthouse Annex
St. Helens, OR 97051

RE:

Weyerhaeuser TimberHoldings, Inc. ('oWeyerhaeuser")
Zone Amendment Application PA22-01 and ZC 22-01

Dear Mr. Wheeldon:

As you know, this office represents Weyerhaeuser in connection with the proposed chip
mill (the "Milf') zone amendment application PA 22-01 andZC 22-01. This letter responds to
your email to Samantha'l'urner with Weyerhaeuser and Weyerhaeuser's consultant and applicant
Jeremy Keepers dated February T6,2022. You asked Weyerhaeuser to address specific concerns
raised by two neighbors of the Weyerhaeuser property that is the subject of the zone amendment
application, including: (1) access; (2) prior use; (3) use of the Mill's buildings; and (4) assessor
records.

1.

Access concerns are not relevant to the zone amendment application.

The applicant understands the neighbors' concerns about road access. The Mill property
has two available means of access: a private drive connecting the property to Highway 47 and a
public road, Palm Hill Road. The Mill historically took primary access from Highway 47 viathe
private access drive and used Palm Hill Road only as a secondary or emergency access. Use of
the existing primary access drive from Highway 47 is anticipated to continue under any future
industrial use. Access sufficiency is not relevant to the approval criteria under ORS 197.719.
However, the sufficiency of existing access options to the Mill property will be evaluated in a
future land use application for a specific development.

2.

*wood
The Mill primarily processed and manufactured wood chips. which are a
product" under ORS 197.719(1).

Under ORS 197.719(1), 'o'abandoned or diminished mill site' means a mill, plant or other
facility engaged in the processing or manufacturing of wood products, including sawmills and
facilities forthe production ofplywood, veneer, hardboard, panel products, pulp and paper...."
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The neighbors contend that the Mill was not previously a chip mill or other type of wood
products facility, but rather a log-sorting yard, and t]rat atry wood chipping was only ancillary
chipping of woody debris. In fact, since approximately 1978 until 2017 the Mill was always
engaged in the processing and manufacturing of wood products and, during almost all of the
Mill's operations, wood chipping as part of pulp manufacturing was its primary function.
In the mid-1970's, the Mill received full-length logs from timber operations, bucked them
to length, sorted them for gradc, and shippcd them out to other mills for further processing. ,See
attached Declaration of Jeff Marthaller, fl 5. "Bucking" is the process of cutting a felled and
delimbed tree into logs, and thus constitutes processing wood products (turning raw timber into
mill-ready logs). This wood processing generated non-merchantable pulp wood that the Mill
originally shipped offsite for processing into chips and other raw materials. 1d. Soon thereafter,
the operator identified the need for an onsite chip mill, which it hrrilt af the Mill in apprnximately

i978. Id.,n6.
Over time, processing of full-length logs at the Mill diminished and only bucked-tolength "chip logs" were sent to the l|i4.ill. Id. By the early 1980's, the incoming logs were
prirnarily chip log loads and cleanup log loadsl for manufacturing and processing into wood
products, including chip wood, bark hog fuel, sawdust, and landscaping bark. Id. The chip logs
were sorted and processed onsite at the Mill. Id.,n7. Generally, this involved sorting logs with
merchantable portions from the cleanup loads, cutting their merchantable ends from the pulp
wood, and shipping them out to sawmills. Id. Then, as the primary function of the Mill, chip
logs and the remaining pulp wood were processed and manufactured into wood products at the

Mill.
The bark and chip wood products processed and manufactured at the Mill were usually
sold to affiliates of the Mill operators for hog fuel and landscaping bark products. Id. 1112.
Sawdust and clean chips were sold for pulp used in paper production. -Id. Depending on market
conditions, the products processed and manufactured at the Mill were sold to other buyers on the
open market, including products marketed and sold as landscapingbark. Id.
Thus, although there were several facets of operations at the Mill, its primary function for
almost all of its operational history was to process raw wood byproducts from timber operations
and manufacture them into various forms of wood chips used primarily for pulp and paper
production. Id.,n B. Full-length logs were processed into bucked, mill-ready logs and then
those logs wcrc proccsscd into wood chips, bark products, and pulp for papcr production.
In response to the neighbors' contention, you asked Weyerhaeuser to provide additional
evidence or argument to support a finding that wood chipping can be defined as the manufacture
of a "wood product," or to provide evidence of some other wood product processing that took
place within the permanent buildings at the Mill. The relevant statutes do not answer this
question and Oregon courts have not addressed it, but at least one Washinglon court has. ln Kish
I As explained in the Marthaller affidavit, cleanup loads delivered both merchantable and non-merchantable wood
from the forest to the Plant for processing into wood chip products. Marthaller Affidavit, tf 7.
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Equip. v. Xusa Forest Prods.,44 Wash App 785, 793,723 P2d 498,503 (1986), the court had to
decide whether wood chips are lumber (i.e., a wood product) or timber (i.e., "not a finished
product manufactured in a mill"). The court reasoned that the wood chips were "manufactured at
the mill" as the finished product of that mill, and thus wood chips constitute a wood product and
not raw material. Id. at792-93.
The Kish Equip. court found support for this interpretation in a West Virginia case that
stated "bucking" is a "process" of cutting timber into smaller log sections, and "after bucking,
the logs are loaded onto trucks and transported to a saw mill. After their arrival, bark is removed
from the logs and they are either cut into lumber or used to manufacture wood chips." Id. at793.
Thus, at least in Washington and West Virginia, bucking is wood processing that creates a
product that can be further processed, or'omanufactured," into wood chips, a wood product.
The Kish Equip. analysis makes sense and should inform the Commission's decision
regarding the requested rezone. The Mill received raw forest products and "processed" the logs
by either bucking them into mill-ready logs, or, primarily, by subjecting them to a series of
additional processes that manufactured them into wood chips, bark products, and pulp for paper
production that were sold to other entities as the finished product of the Mill. Accordingly,
"wood chipping" performed at the Mill can and should be defined as the manufacture of a "wood
product," and the Mill meets the ORS 197.719(I) requirement of being'oa mill, plant or other
facility engaged in the processing or manufacturing of wood products'"

3.

The

Mill contained permanent buildings

used

in the production and

manufacturing of wood products.

Under ORS 197.719(1)(c), to be eligible for the zoning amendment requested, an
abandoned or diminished mill site must also be one that "[c]ontains or contained permanent
buildings used in the production or manufacturing of wood products." The neighbors contend
that the removed and existing buildings at the Mill were not used in the production or
manufacturing of wood products. You asked us to respond by providing additional evidence and
argument to support a finding that the three elements of this requirement are met: (1) Contained
permanent buildings; (2) used in the production or manufacturing of; (3) wood products.
The reasoning immediately above addresses the third element and demonstrates that the
wood chips produced and manufactured at the Mill were "wood products" for the purposes of

oRS 197.719(lXc).
Regarding the first and second elements, all the buildings at the Mill were permanent
buildings used in the production and manufacturing of the Mill's wood products. As explained
in the Marthaller affidavit, the buildings at the Mill included a forty (40) foot drum debarker that
stripped bark from logs. Marthaller Affidavit, fl 9. This building can be seen in Exhibits 1 and 6'
Once the bark was removed from logs in the debarker building, the bark was conveyed to the
center of the Mill and processed for sale as paper mill hog fuel and landscaping bark. Id. Clean
logs were moved into a chipper building at the Mill where they were processed into chips. 1d.
The chipper building is in the center of the photograph in Exhibit 1. The chips were fed into the
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screen plant building-pictured in the bottom, center of Exhibit l-where they were
screened and conveyed to two chip bins. Id. The chip bins are pictured in Exhibit 2. Resulting
sawdust was blown to a bin at the center of the Mill and processed for sale as paper mill pulp raw

Mill's

stock. Id.; see also Exhibit l.
had other buildings, including an operator control room building and an
electrical control center building. Marthaller Affidavit, fl 10. There was a maintenance building
that is still standing, with an attached office building that has been demolished. The maintenanoe
building is pictured in Exhibit 3. The Mill also had two storage buildings, one of which is still
standing and is pictured in Exhibit 4. There was a well pump house pictured in Exhibit 5.

The

Mill

The maintenance building was used in the production and manufacturing of wood
products at the Mill fcrr millwright wodr, including rehuilding and nraintetrance nf its chipping
and deharking equipment a,nd the mil! rolling stock that fed the chip production plant. Marthaller
Affidavit, ,!l 1 1. The larger of the two storage buildings held the Mill's fire trailer aud water
truck. Id. The water truck was required equipment under the Mill's air quality permits, and the
Mill needed the fire trailer to fight fires if they broke out during the processing and manufacture
of wood products. Id. The other storage building generally held smaller vehicles used in the
processing and manufacturing operations. 1d.

All of these buildings existed only to enable and / or support the wood products
processing and manufacturing that occurred at the Mill. There is nothing temporary about them,
as they are or were attached to the land and were integral to the Mill's operations. Thus, the Mill
meets the requirements of ORS 197.719(1)(c).

4.

Assessor Records

As requested, we also attach assessor records related to the Mill. The records show that
property
has been in industrial use, was specifically assessed as an industrial site in 2016 and
the
2017, and has had substantial buildings, structures, and mechanical equipment on the property
since prior to 1980. However, regardless of the assessor records, the Commission can and
should give authoritative weight to photographic evidence in the record and the Marthaller
Afflrdavit describing the actual use of the buildings, what types of activities occurred in them,
and how they fit into the overall operations of the Mill. The affidavit and the photographs
submitted amply demonstrate that these were perrnanent structures used exclusively to support
the Mill's operations processing and manufacturing wood prnducts.
Best regards,

Ganett H. Stephenson

GSTjmhi
Enclosures
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IN A I\,{ATTER BEF'ORE ?HE COLUMBIA COUNTY PLANNTNG COMMTSSION

4
Re:
5

COLUMBIA COUNTY ZONE
AMENDMENT APPLICATION PA ?2-OI
ANP ZC 22-OI

6

AFFIDAVIT OF JtrFF MARTHALLER

7

I
I
10

STATE OF OREGON

i

ll

County of Cowlitz

)
)

D).

1?

I, Jeff Marthaller, being first duly sworn, upolr oath depose and say:
13

L

l4

I am sver the age of 13 years and competent to

testi]

to the rnatters set fbrth

hereln. I make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge.
l*5

2.

t6

3.

18

for the

from approximately 2005 to 2019, I workad for the several companies that

sequentially operated the ehip rnill at issue in the zone amendment application PA 2?'01 and

t9

ZC 27-U (the "Flant"), which was ultimately acquired by Weyerhaeuser. During some of that

2A

tirne,I served

2t

as the Plant's Regional Manager of Fiber Sourcing and Procurement. This

experience gave me fusthand knowledge of the Plant's history and operations.

^rt

4.

z)

Originally, Longview Fibre {"Longview') processed aud manufactured wood

products at the Flant. At tirst, Longview processed and manufectured mill-ready logs at the

24

Plant. Later, the Piant primarily produced chips for puiping and bark dust, which remained the

25

Page

as the Residuals Manager

Pacific Northwest Region.

l7

26

I work 1br the Weyerhaeuser Corporation

primary products processed and n':*nufactured at the Plant until it was dscommissioned in or

I

-

AFFIIAVIT
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cc:

Robin Mclntyre (via email) (w/enclosures)
Sarah Hanson (via email) (w/enclosures)
Jeremy Keepers (via email) (w/enclosures)
Samantha Turner (via email) (w/enclosures)
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I around the snmmer ol20l7.
5. Longvierv started bringing full-ler"rgth logs to the Plant in the nrjd l97tl's.
7
I Lungview processed the logs by bueking thenr to length and sorring them for grade. Then"
4 Longview shipped the lngs out to mills, This wood processing generated a lot of bucked olif log
5 ends and non-nrerchantable fall dou.n lags-also known as pulp-that was n*r suitable for
6 sending ta sawrnills. lnstead, Longvie*"had to ship the puip olTsite fcrr processing into chips
7 arrd other raw materiais.
6, Longview identified a need for a chip mili soon after the lirll-length log
I
I processittg started. So, in the late 19?0's. Longview built a chip mill ro process the wood pulp
l0 trimmed llonr the full length lags. Over time, ansite processing ol full-length logs ciiminjshed
l1 and only bucked-to-ierlgth chip logs were sent to lhe Plant. Chip logs were hauled i1 fionr
12 Longview's fec-cwled lands and other sources. By the early 1990's. the ineoming logs wcre
13 primar:ily chip log lcads and rleanup log loads fnr mauufiiciur:ing and processing inro wood
l4 products including clrips lbr pulping, bark hog.luel. sawdust. and landscaping bark.
7. Cieanup loads were a minor part of operatians at the ?lant. Cleanup lsads are
13
l6 where therc is not enough of one wood species remaining where trees and logs are gathered ard
17 sorled in or neal the I'orest during a logging operation to malce a lirll same-species ioad, so all
l8 rnixed species are loaded up on one truck. 'fhe cleanup loads contained both rnerchantable and
19 lall dorvn {iron-rnerchantablei cliip logs.
8. 'fhe chip logs were sq:rted and pmcessed ansite at the Plant. Generally. this
2{}
irrvolved sorting logs with merchantable portions fronr the cleanup loads. cufting their
2!
22 merllrantable ends fiom the pulp woad, and shipping thenr oul tc sawmills. Then. as the
23 prirrrary funciiort of the Plar':t. chip logs and the remaining pulp wood were processed aad
24 manufaclured into wor:d products at the Plant.
9. The Plant buildilgs included a fbrty i40) fbot drum clebarkerthat slripped ba*
25
26 &om logs. -Ihe bark wes c{rnveyed to tire center ol the Planl and processed lor sale as paper
flage 2

-
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I n:ill hcg tirel and landscaping bark. Clean logs were mcvetJ iritn a chipper building at the plant
2 r'vhere they were plocessed iritt chips. The clrips were fed into the Plant's screen plant where
3 they wele screelled *nd cr:nveyed to two chip bius. Resulting sawdust was blown ti: a birr at the
4 center of the Plarlt and processed tbr sale as paper mill pulp raw stgck. There was also an
5 extensive system of ponds. purups. and piping that collected ancl filterecl all runoff from the
6 Planl.
10. The Plant had ather buildings. ilclnding an operator control rnom building arul
7
I an elecfiical control ilentcr building. There wss s nrailts,liltrce building thar is still standing,
9 with an attached affice building that has been demolislreri. T'lre Plant als6 had two storage
10 buildings. txe of wlrich is still standing.
I l.
II
The mainlenaltce bullding was used in the production arcl maoufaciuring of
12 'uvoad pr*ducis a{ tliii Plant for rnillwright work, incluciing iabricatiotr. rebuiiding and
13 ntaintenatrce of its chipping and debarking equipment and the nrill rolling srock that f'e6 the chip
I4 production plant. 1'he larger of the two storage buildings held the Plant's fire trailer and water
l5 truck. The waier truck was required equipment under the Plant's air quality permits, anel the
16 Plant needed the fire trailer to tight fires if they broke out during the processing and
t7 manufu*ture ollwood products. 'll're other storage building generally treJd srnalier vehicles ilsed
l8 in the processing a:rd manufaetwing r:peratians.
12' The bark woocl products Frocessed and manufacilu'ed at the Plant were
lg
20 predominantly sold tr: alfiliates of'the Plant cperators for hog luel or lanrlscaping bark products.
2l Sawdust and clean chips were sold fur pulp production. Wood proclucts manul'acrurecl at the
22 Plant rvere somedmes traded with Georgia Paciiic to minirnize transportation of comm$* raw
2.3

inaterials belweet: fhe operating entities and Georgia Pacific. Wren favorable market

24
25
26

conditions existed. wood pr*ducls

13.
-

market"

Althorrgb iherc rvere several facets of *peralions at the Plant, its prinrary fulciion

lbr alrnusl all olits uselul life

Page 3

firrn the Plant were sold to other buyers on {he open

AFFIDAVIT OI: Jtjf

!r

r.vas to process

raw wo*:rd byprndncts frerm timber.operatiorx and

MAR'IHALLUR

1
2
3
4

mamfacture them into variou$ forms of wood chips used primarily for pulp and paper
production.

I hereby decl*rn thqt the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge ard
belief.

q

Dated this

A

_28th_ day of Fsbruary, 20?1.

7

I

I
10

t1

l?
13

r4

l5
16
17

r8
19

?0

2t

'))
z3
24

?s
26
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lnfeed Deck
Chipper Building
Bark Bln

Chipper lnfeed

Sawdust Bin

Debarker

Electric Building
Chip Blns
Screen Plant
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Shop Building viewing to south
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Vehicle Shed viewing to Northv.rest
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Well Pump House Viewing to North
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(206) 2tz_5144

Oregon State Health Division
P. O. Box 231

Portland, Ore.

97207

Subject: Well site approval for Longview Fibre,
Clatskanie, Ore.
Gentlemen:
Enclosed herewith are three copies of a drawing for well site
approval for the subject installation. This installation is to be a log
yard and, according to preliminary figures, there will be
"o"ting full-time employees and approximately 90 trucks visiting the
twelve
site each day.
We have discussed the site with a well driller (Mr. Dale McGhee,
Kelso, Wash. ) and it is his feeting that the well will be up to 200r deep
and that the water will be obtained from fractured basalt rock. It is
also his opinion that we will probably have a water high in iron which
will necessitate sorne treatment.
The well wiII be 6l'or B" in diameter and wilI be cased with standard
weight casing down to the fractured basalt and then there will be a liner
belJw that polnt in the basalt rock with approximately .lBBt'thick wall
which wiII be slotted to retain small sized particles that might flow with
the water into the we1l.

As soon as we have drilled the well, performed the test pumping'
and had a water analysis performed, we will submit, on behalf of Longview Fibre, final plans for construction of the weII house, distribution
system, and hydropneumatlc system.
If you require additional information at this time please do not hesitate

to contact us.

Very truly yours,
ENGINE

CRL / jn

cc:

Longview Fibre
Columbia Co. Planning

Fiie

Charles R. Lyon
Vice President - SanitarY Eng ineering
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.r 1a
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Coda
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Volua
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Rcmorks:
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Scptic:

Codc Split:
PTA:
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Sizo
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TOTAT

Voluc

VATUE

,fso o

TOTAL VALUE
----------------+
THIS CODE
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COLUMBIA County Assessor's Summary Report
Real property Assessment Report
FOR ASSESSMENT YEAR 2016
Account

f

tap

*

February 29,2022 12:14:14 pm

435642
7N5W12-00-00401A2

*
Legel Descr
ilailing Nemc
Gode - Tex

ileiling
Prop

RilV

LONGVTEW FIBRE AND PACKAGING tNC

Acct Status
Subtype

ACTIVE
NORMAL

Deod Refprence

Seles

Of

WADE J K
AddrGss pO BOX 3OO0
LONGVIEW, WA 98632

Glass
Class

ASSESSABLE

See Record

Agent
In Carc

Tax Status

OOg
008

#

Date/Pricc

Appniser

tA SA NH
0S O0 000

See Record
See Record

MNoY SULLIVAN

Unit
s3216:2
Situs

Rtv

Code Arsa

lmpr.
Code

Codc
Area

tAV
1,245;560
1

443,030

449,030

lmpr.

,t,245,560

lD;

Built

CpR

c/o

0

449,030

0

Lend
Value Source

TO% LS
Grand Total

Area

Exception

,560

Plan

ITX RFPD Ex Zonc

RMV

0

t149,030

Arrr Total

Grand Total

Value
AV

Class

Size

Land

0

Page 1 of

1

Trunded
RXtv

tsAccr#

RilV

0.00

fD% sq. Fr.
Grand Totel

LUC

Clacs

0

Ex%

COLUMBIA County Assessor's Summary Report
Real property Assessment Report
FOR ASSESSMENT YEAR 2017

Account#
Mrp #
Codc - Tax f
Legal Deccr
Hailing Nemc

7N5w12-oo-oo4olA2

Of

Tax Status

ASSESSABLE

Acc{ Statu8
Subtype

ACTIVE
NORMAL

See Record
LONGVTEW FTBRE AND PACKAG|NG tNC

Agent
In Care

February 23,2022 12:14:21 pm

495612

Dced

Sales

WADE J K

Refcrencc* See Record
DatelPrice See Record

Appreiser

ilailing Addr6s pO BOX 3000

DAVTD LEADER

LONGVIEW, WA 98632

Prop
RMV

Glars
Clasr

TA SA
05 00

OOg

008

NH

Unit

000

53216-2

Situs

Cod.

Silur

Arr.

Rtv
410,250

lmpr,
Code Area Total

]D*

RFPD

1,245,560

RllV Exception CpR %

0
4 t 0,250

lmpr

4

Grend Totat
Code
A1ra

tAV

Valuc Summary
AV

410,250

Er

plen
Zone

1,245,560

410,250

0

Value Sourcc

TD%

LS

Grrnd Totel

Alee

Yr

II11

Built

Clase

2017 VTS

>

Size

DL

Page 'l of

1

Lend

Clasc

Ft

Ex%

Tlended
LUC

RilV

0.00

TD%
Grand Total

Comments:

0

Sq.

0

rsAcctt

RMV

41

COLUMBIA County Assessor's Summary Report
Real Property Assessment Report
FOR ASSESSMENT YEAR 201 7
February 23, 2A2Z 12:1442 pm

Account #
tlep #

435391

Tax Status

ASSESSABLE

7NsW12-00-00401A1

Acctst

ACTIVE

Code. Tax #

Subtype

llescr
llailing Name
Legal

NORJI/|,AL

See Record
LONGVTEW FTBRE pApERAND PACKAG|NG tNC

Dg€d Rehrence

Agent
In Caru

tus

*

Sales Oate/Prico

Of

WADE J K
3000
LONGVTEW WA 98632

Appraiser

tailing Addnss pO BOX
Prop Class

trA
05

303
303

RMV Glass

See Record
See Record
DAVID LEADER

NH Unit
000 53216-2

sA
00

Situs

Situ3
ue

Code Area

RTV

irAV

AV

RtllV

Exception

CPR %

0

lmpr.

500,050

716,620

Code Aree Total

5@,050

71

Giend Totil

500,050

716,620

Gode

Arra

plan

500,050

lmpr

500,050

0

Land

lD# RFPD Ex Zone

Value Source

TD%

LS

Size

Grand Totel

Arua

lD# Built Class

Grend Totel

2017 VTS

>

DL

Page 1 of

1

Clacs

Tronded
LUC

Rrv

0.00

fD'lo

Description

Lend

Sq.

0

Ft.

100

Comments:

0

0

Er% MS Acct #

RilV

COLUMBIA Gounty Assessor's Summary
Report
Real property Assessment Report
FOR ASSESSMENT YEAR 2016
Account #
tlap #

February 23, 2022 12:16:35 pm

435391

Tax

7N5W12-00-00401A1

Descr
Tailing Name
Legal

Agcnt
ln Care

Of

Maillng

Addrcis

Prop

RtlV

Ctass
Class

St tus

ASSESSABLE

Acct Slatus
Subtypc

Code - Tar #

ACTIVE
NORMAL

See Record

LoNGVIEW FIBRE PAPER AND PACKAGING INc
WADE J K
pO BOX 3000
LONGVIEW, WA 98632

303
303

*

Deed Rehrence

Sales

Date/Pricc

APpraiser

See Record
See Record
f.lANCy SULLTVAN

MA sA IrlH unit
05 O0 OO0 s3216i2

Sltus

Situc

Co.leArla

716,620

529,920

7

529,920

716,620

529,920

Rtv
529,920

lmpr,

Code Artt Tot l
Grand

Totat

Codc

Alta

tAv

Velue
AV

lD#

RFPO

Er

529,920

plan
Zonc

RllV Exception CpR
lmpr.

tDt

Built

0

0

Land Brcakdown
Veluc Sourcc

TD% LS
Grend Totel

Arca

%

Claes

Sizc

Page 1 oI

1

Claoc

Ft.

Er% |ilSAcct#

LUC

Rtv

0.00

TD%
Grand Totel

Trcnded

Lend

Sq.

0

Rrv

COLUMBIA County Assessor's Summary Report
Real Property Assessment Report
FOR ASSESSMENT YEAR 2017
February 23,2022 12:36:20 pm

Account #
tilap #

7N5W12-00-00401

Gode - Tex #

0502-29828

Legal Descr

Scc Record

Malling Name

LONGVIEW TIMBERLANDS LLC

29E28

Tex Status
Acct Statug
Subtype

Dced Refurence #

Agent
In Carc Of

tailing

WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY
Addrcrs 220 OCCIDENTAL AVE S
SEATTLE, WA 98104

303

Prop Glesc

fA

300

RilV Clas

SA

05 oo

NH

Unit

o0o

49772-2

Situt

ID*

Ritv
lmpr

Code Arca Total

Gnnd

Total

Goda

Arca lt)#
I

osoz

a

05-31 -2007

Appraieer

MNCY SULLIVAN

Value
AV

tAv

RilV Exception CpR %

0

0

0

43,E60

62,54'l

0

753,400

43,860

62,541

0

Zonc

lmpr

0

Land Breakdown
Valuc Sourc.

TD%

LS

Sizc

Land

Glass

Trcnded
LUC

RXtV

80

CO:PF- lnduslrial Site

100 A

EO

Grand Totrl

Arca

/ $600,000.00

763,400

Plan

RFPD Ex

2007-8112

Sales Dete/Price

Situs

76103 HIGHWAY 4?

CodeArca

ASSESSABLE
ACTIVE
NORMAL

lty Built Class

Description

6.00

009

1

11,340

40.60

TD!6

Sq.

Grand Total

Ft.

Ex% HS Acct #

RilV

0

0

Eremptions I Special Aesesementr I Pqtsntial Liability
NOTATIONS:
FIRE PATROLADDED2006

r
r

FOREST POT'L ADD'L TAX LtABtLtTy ADDED 2007

Gode Area 0502
FIRE PATROL:
FIRE PATROL

r

Gommentt:

Amount

2016 new induskial land schedules. NS
20'16- size change due to re-mapping +.60 acres. ML

Page 1 of

1

43.20

Acres

U Year

20'17

|

COLUMBIA County Assessor's Summary Report
Real property Assessment Report
FOR ASSESSMENT YEAR 2016
February 23, 2022 12:35:57 pm

Account #
Map #

29828

Code - Tax #

7N5W12-00-00t01
0502-29828

Legal Descr

See Record

tailing

LONGVIEW TIMBERI.ANDS LLC

Name

Agent
ln Care Of
WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY
Itlailing Address 220 OCCIDENTALAVE S

Tax Status

ASSESSABLE

Acct Status
Subtype

ACTIVE
NORMAL

Deed Reference #

20a7-8112

Sales Date/Price
Appralser

05-31-2007 / 9600,000.00
NANCY SULLIVAN

SEATTLE, WA 98104

303
300

Prop Class
RMV Class
tD#

MA SA
05 00

Unit
49772-2

Situs

76103 HIGHWAY 47

Code Area

CLATSKANIE

RMV

lmpr

Summary
MAV

0

Code Area Total

753,400

Grand Total

753,400

Code
Area

NH

000

AV
0

I osoz

Arca

RFPD

a

Ex

Zone

0

Exception

lmpr

CpR %

0

727

42,590

plan

lD#

RMV

60,727

0

Land Breakdown
Value Source

TD%

CO:PF- lndustrial Site

100

LS

Size

Land

Ctass

Trcnded
LUC

RMV

80
80

lD# Built Clasg

Descrlption

A

Grand Total
lmprovement

6.00

009

111,340

40.60

lDo/o

Sq.

Grand Total

Ft.

Ex% MS Acct #

RMV

0

0

Exemptions I Special Agsessmen!B Potential Liability
NOTATIONS:
FIRE PATROL ADDEO 2006

r
r

FOREST POT,LADD,L TA"\ LtABILtTyADDED 2007

Code Arca 0502
FIRE PATROL;
FIRE PATROL

I

Appr tlaint:
Comments;

Amounl

2016. SIZE CHANGE
2016 new industrial land schedules. NS
2016- size change due to re-mapping +.60 acres,
ML

Page 1 ol

1

42.99

Acres

34

Year

2016

|

COLUMBIA Gounty Assessor's Summary Report
Real property Assessment Report
FOR ASSESSMENT YEAR 2017

Account#
Map #
Code-Tax#
Legal Descr
Mailing Name

February 23,2022 12:35:36 pm
27531

Tax Status
Acct Status
Subtype

7NSW12-00-00401
O5O8-27S31

See Record
LONGVTEW TTMBERLANDS LLC

Agent
IN GaTe Of
WEYERHAEUSER CoMPANY
Illailing Address 220 OCCTDENTAL AVE S
SEATTLE, WA 98104

Prop
RfilV

Class
Class

303
303

MA
05

NH
000

SA
00

2007-8112
05-31-2007 / 9600,000.00
NANCY SULLIVAN

49772-2

Situs
cr.A

IGHWAY4T

76103

Deed Refercnce #

Sales Date/Price
Appraiser

Unit

Situs

rDr

ASSESSABLE
ACTIVE
NORMAL

IE

Summary

Codr Area

RMV

MAV

AV

RllV Exccption GpR

944,

lmpr.

0

Gode Area Total

944,729

207

224,

Grand Toial

944,720

207,010

224,050

Code

plan

Area

ID# RFPD Ex Zone

0

0

lmpr.

1

0

Land
Value Source

TD% LS

co PF-

lndustrial Site

100

80

A

Total

Ar€a

lD# Built

Glass

Size

Land

Description

19.35

Trended
LUC

RMV

009

35e,070

50.s1

TO%

Sq.

Grand Total
E xemptions

Class

.56

EO

At

0
0

Land

I osoe

%

720

Ft.

Ex% MSAcct#

RMV

0

0

I Special Assessments I Potential Liability

NOTATIONS:
FIRE PATROLADDED2006

r
r

FOREST POT'L ADD,L TAX LIAB|LITY ADDED

2OO7

Code Area 0508
FIRE PATROL:
FIRE PATROLSURCHARGE

r
r

FIRE PATROL

Appr Maint:
Comments:

Amount

47.50

Amount

39.53

2022 - $IZE CHANGE
2016 - new industrial land schedules. NS
2014 FP surcharge for improvements on A,l lndustrial account.
NS

Page 1 of

't

rAcrcs

31

Year

2017

.11 Ycar

2011

i

COLUMBIA County Assessor's Summary Report
Real Property Assessment Report
FOR ASSESSMENT YEAR 2016

Account#
Map #
Code-Tax#
Legal Descr
Mailing Name

.

27531

Tax Status
Acct Statug
Subtyps

7NSW12-00-00401
O5O8-27S31

Prop
RMV

LONGVTEW TIMBERLANDS LLC

Of

C,eed Refel€nce

Sales

WEYERHAEUSER CoMPANY
220 OCCTDENTAL AVE S
SEATTLE, WA 98104

Address

Class
Class

303
303

MA
05

Total

o5o8

RFPD

0

944,

Code

lD#

Value Summary
AV

MAV

RilV Exception CpR

7,534

lmpr

I

CTATSKANIE

0

Code Arca Totat

Aea

Ex

a

944,720

plan
Zone

0

200,990

lD#

Built

lmpr.

0

217,534

0

Land
Value Source

TD%

CO:PF- lndustrial Site

100

LS

Size

Land

Class

Trended
RMV

LUC

80
80

A

Stat
Class

Description

19.35

Exemptions

TDoh
Special Assegsments

009

359.070

50.91

Sq.

Grand Total

Ft.

Ex% MS

Acct#

RMV

0

0

Potential Liability

NOTATIONS:
FIRE PATROL ADDED 2006
FOREST PO]-L ADD'L Tru( LABtLtTy ADDED 2Oo7

I
r

CodeArea

05OB

FIRE PATROL:
FIRE PATROLSURCHARGE

I
r

FIRE PATROL

Appr lllaint:
Comments:

7o

0
0

7,534

Grand Totel
Area

/ $600,000.00
NANCY SULLIVAN

Situs

RMV

Grend

2007-9112
OS-31-2007

NH unit
000 49772-2

SA
00

76103 HIGHWAY 47

Code Area

#

Date/Price

Appraiser

Situs
tD#

ASSESSABLE
ACTIVE
NORMAL

See Record

Agent
In CaTe
lUlailing

February 23,2022 12:35:28 pm

Amount

47.54

Amount

39.33

2016. SIZE CHANGE, 2022 - EIZE CHANGE
2016 - new industriat land schedules. NS
20'14 FP surcharge lor improvements on 41 lndustrial
account. NS

Page 1 ot I
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2016

Year
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EXHIBIT 4
AGENCY COMMENTS

COLUMBIA COI.'NTY

LANI' DEVEIOPMENT SERVICES

Planning Division
COURTHOUSE
S'I', HELENS,

Phone;

OREGON 9705I

(503)397-1501 For:

(503)366-3902

February 8,2022

REFERRAL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Responding agency: fitg

9tSs oft-

Date:
#

X'ebruary 812022

MaplTaxlot:
Size:
Site Address:

Portions of 7512-00-00201 and 7512-00-00401

PA22-01anilZC22-01
Owner/Applican* Weyerhaeuser Timber Holdings,Inc. / Jeremy Keepers
File

PlanlZonc:

49.34 acres
76106 Highway 47, Clatskanic, OR 97016

Forest / Primaty Forest (PF-80)

NOTICE IS HEREBY GMN that on Monday, March 7,2822, at 6:30 p.m. a public hearing will be held before
the Columbia County Planning Commission (Commission). You received this notice because you own property
located near the property that is the subject ofthis notice.
VIA ONTINE WEBINAR ONI.Y.
ACCESS AND PARTICIPATE IN IHE HEARING USING THE FOITOWING I.INKS:

THE HEARING WILI. BE CONDUCTED REMOTEIY

YOU ANAY

By computer, tablet or smartphone: https://global.gotoqectirtggqp.r4oin18l5l89485

By

phone:

United States (Toll Free): I 877 309 2073
United States: +l (646) 749-3129

Access Code: E15-189-485

[New to

GoToMeeting?

Get the app now and be ready when the

meeting

starts:

https://e lobal. gotomqelip g.conr/i nstal l/ I 970993 73 1

TIIIS APPLICATION IS FOR 0 Administrative Review; (X) Planning Commission, Hearing Date: March

7,

2022

PLEASE RETURN

BY:

February L&2022

Planner: RobertWheeldon
The enclosed application is being refened to you for your information and comment. Your recommendation and
suggestions will be used by the County Planning Department and/or the Columbia County Planning Commission in
arriving at a decision. Your prompt reply will help us to process this application and will enswe the inclusion of
your recomffendations in the staffreport. Please comment below.

l.
2.

y',/ W"have reviewed the enclosed application and have no objection to its approval as submitted.
see attached letter or notes below for our comments.

3. _We are considering
-Please

the proposal further, and

S:IPLANNING DIVISION*^PLANNING (KAY'S)YFORMS*REFERML
ACKNOWLEDGM ENT - PC.DOCX

will havE comments to you by

AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTYREFERML AND

4. _
5.

Please contact our office so we may discuss this.

6.

We recommend denial of the application, for the reasons below:

Our board must meet to consider this; we will retum their comments to you by

coM

.q-'ZoZL

S:*PLANNING DlVlSlON*^PLANNING (IAY'S)IFORMSIREFERML AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTYREFERML AND
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

-

PC.DOCX

Robert Wheeldon

Tr^6L\c- u)o(LF

Scott Toenjes
Wednesday, February 9,20221:23 PM
ePermits - Planning
Highway 47, Weyerhaeuser Timber Holdings lnc./eremy Keepers, ZC 22-01 8LPA22-01
0589-001 .pdf; 05BB-001 .pdf

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Attachments:

Here are the Public Works Departments comments for this PA and ZC Application

t.

Applicant must use Highway 47 as main access for heavy truck and equipment traffic. Palm Hill Road and Elliott
Road are not suitable for heavy truck traffic due to the steep grades and hairpin turns on Palm Hill Road.

2.

lf the applicant would like to use Elliott Road as a secondary or emergency access for passenger vehicles only,
they will need to obtain an access permit from the Public Works department.

Thank you.
Scott Toenjes I Engineering Technician I Columbia County Public Works
'1054 Oregon Street, St Helens, OR 97051
503-366-3963 | F 503 -397 -7 21 5 | scott.toenies@columbiacountyor.gov

Service

-

Engagement

-

Connection

-

lnnovation

1

COLUMBIACOUNTY
LAND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Planning Division
COURTHOUSE

ST',HELENS,OREGON 9705I

Phone:

(503)397-1501 Fax;

(503)366.3902

February 8,2022

REFERRAL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Responding asency:

CoL,^^bl^ Co*"\v

Date:
File#

Februata 812022

Map/Tarlot:
Size:
Site Address:

Portions of 7512-00-00201 and 7512-00-00401

F*bl,tc WorhS

PA22-01undZC22-Al
Owner/Applicant: Weyerhaeuser Timber Holdings, Inc. / Jeremy

Keepers

49.34 acres
76106 Highway 47, Clatskanie, OR 97016

PlanlZonez Forest / Primary

X'orest (Pf-80)

NOTICE IS HEREBY GMN that on Monday, March 7,2022, at 6:30 p.m. a public hearing will be held before
the Columbia County Planning Commission (Commission). You received this notice because you own property
located near the property that is the subject ofthis notice.

WItt

VIA ONI.INE WEBINAR ONLV.
YOU MAY ACCESS AND PARTICIPATE IN THE HEARING USING THE FOI.TOWING IINKS:

THE HEARING

BE CONDUCTED REII,IOTELY

By computer, tablet or smartphone: https:i/glgbgl4glqlxsqtilu.cerujqiul&!51-89481

plrone:

United States (Toll Free): 1 877 309 2073
United States: +1 rc46\ 749-3129
Access Code: E15-f89-485
By

[New to

GoToMeeting?

Get the app now and be ready when the meeting starts

https:l/global.sotonr-cctirg.ctUrvirrltirllll??09jl]73l

THIS APPLICATION IS fOR 0 Administrative Review; [X) Planning Commission, Hearing Date: March

7,

2022

PLEASE RETURN

BY:

February 18,2022

Planner: RobertWheeldon
The enclosed application is being referred to you for your information and comment. Your recomrnendation and
suggestions will be used by the County Planning Department and/or the Columbia County Planning Commission in
aniving at a decision. Your prompt reply will help us to process this application and will ensure the inclusion of
your recommendations in the staffreport. Please comment below.

l.

.We have reviewed the enclosed application and have no objection to its approval as submitted.

2, X

pt.use see attached letter or notes below for our comments.

3. _We

are considering the proposal further, and

S:{PLANNING DlVlSlONY^PLANNING {KAY'S)YFORMSYREFERRAL
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

.

PC.DOCX

will

have comments to you by

AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTYREFERRAL AND

4. _
5.
6.

Our board must meet to consider this; we will return their comments to you by
Please contact our office so we may discuss this.

We recommend denial of the application, for the reasons below:

h-

ornL eoniorrroa* tralt-r - P^Lvna l-li[ RooL anl 6ltilt] 0"rJ. are no# sr,tilibtehe".ve 'Li^. U. ttt^K:c A,ae- {p StaP 6r^},es canrl nnahq halVpin tr,rr"S.

-J-l

Lt^u

€m er[e*1 ^PP
O\CCeSS
&.4 CAcdesS
P€rrnft-

wan** b \^se Elltot+
{oc Paiyf*.,ter vel^Vle 5

(,.-^ h,.e" P,^bttc-ra1 orhs

Rb^,I
\

AS c^ Secs")-q or

5:*PI-ANNING DIVISION*^PLANNING (KAY'5)IFORMS+REFERML AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTYREFERML
ACKNOWLEDGMENT -

PC.DOCX

fof

r,uil[ nr+

AND

h ob&ul

COLI"JMBIA COUNI'Y
LAND DBVELOPMENT SERVICES

Planning Division
COIJRT}{OUSE
S'I'. HELENS, OREGON 9?O5I

Phone:

(503)397-1501 Fax:

(503)366-3907

RECEIVED

February 8,2022

REFERRAL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Responding agency!

FEB

I

6 ?022

Land Development Seryices

$rn iyo4'--

Date:
File #

February 812022
PA 22-01 and ZC 22-01
Owner/Applicant: WeyerhaeuserTimberHoldings, Inc. /Jeremy Keepers
Map/Taxlot: Portions of 7512-00-00201 and 7512-00-00401

Size:
Site Address:

49.34 acres

76106 Highway 47, Clatskanie, OR 97016
Forest / Primary f,'orest (Pf-80)

Plan/Zone:

GMN

that on Monday, March 7,2022,a16:30 p.m. apublic hearing will be held before
the Columbia County Planning Commission (Commission). You received this notice because you own property
located near the property that is the subject of this notice.

NOTICE IS HEREBY

VIA ONTINE WEBINAR ONIY.
YOU MAY ACCESS AND PARTICIPATE IN THE HEARING USING THE TOILOWING IINKS:

THE HEARING

WIU

BE CONDUCTED REMOTETY

By computer, tablet or smartphone: https://global,goto-rnee.tingcordiqit/8151"8938-5
By

phone:

United States (Toll Free): I 877 309 2073
United States: +1 (646\ 749-3129

Access Code: 815-189-485

[New to

GoToMeeting?

Get the app now and be ready when the

httpsr//global. gotonteeling.conr/install/ I 970991

73

meeting

starts:

l

THIS APPLICATION IS FOR 0 Administrative Review; (X) Planning Commission, Hearing Date: March

7,

2022

PLEASE RETURN

BY:

February 18,2022

Planner: RobertWheeldon
The enclosed application is being referred to you for your information and comment. Yow recommendation and
suggestions will be used by the County Planning Department andlor the Columbia County Planning Commission in
arriving at a decision. Your prompt reply will help us to process this application and will ensure the inclusion of
your recommendations in the staff report. Please comment below.

l. _We
2

3. _We

have reviewed the enclosed application and have no objection to its approval as submitted.
see attached letter or notes below for our comments.

are considering the proposal further, and

will have comments to you by

S:YPLANNING DIVISIONY^PLANNING (KAY'S)YFORMSVREFERRAL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTYREFERRAL AND
ACKNOWLEDGMENT - PC.DOCX

4-

Our board must meet to consider this; we will return their comments to you by

5.

contact our office so we may discuss this.

6. _We

recommend denial of the application, for the reasons below:

-Please

)

S:*PLANNING DIVISIONY^PLANNING (KAY'S)YFORMSYREFERML AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTXREFERRAT AND
AarfNtr)\Afi

gn/:lrcNtr

_ Da

nnav

COLUMBIACOIJNTY
LANI} DEVELOPMf,NT SERVICES

Planning Division
COURTHOUSE
ST.HELENS, OREGON 9705I
Phone: (503)397-1501 Fac (503)366-3902

Febnrary 8,2022

REFERRAL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Respondingsgetrsy:

D OF

Date:
#

February 8,2022
PA224l snd ZC 22-01
Owner/AppHcanfi Weyerhaeuser Timber Holdlngs, Inc. / Jeremy Keepers
1\{ap/Taxlotr Portions of75l2-00-00201 and 7512-00-0040I
File

Size:
Site Address:

49.34 acres

76106 Highway 47, Clatskanie, OR 97016
Forest / Primary Forest ef'-80)

Plan/Zone:

NOTICE IS IIEREBY GfYEN that on Mondayn March 7,2V22,4t 6:30 p.m. apublic hearing will be held before
the Columbia County planning Commission (Corrnnission). You received ttris notice because you o$m property
located near the property that is the subject of this notice.
TIIE HEARING

WIt[

I[

CONDUCTED REMOTEI.Y VIA ONLINE WEBINAR ONIY.
YOU MAY ACCESS AND PARIICIPAIE IN THE HEARING USING THE FOLLOWNG LINKS:

By computer, tablet or smartphone: hnos:{global.eotomq"ting,coqlj,oin/8 l5 i S9495
By

phone:

United States (Tol1 Free): !..8.77_309 2073
United States: +l rc46)749-3129
Access Code: 815-189-485

[New to

GoToMeeting?

https :/glo. bal. sotomegtin

B.

Get the app now and bE ready when the meeting

com4nS. t4l U I 970993J3

starts:

I

TIIIS APPLICATION IS FOR 0 Administrative Review; 00 Planning Corrmissior" Hearing Date: March

7,

2022

PLEASE RETURN

BY:

February 18,2022

Planner: RobertWheeldon
The enclosed application is being referred to you for your information and comment. Your recommendation and
suggestions will be used by the County Planning Department and/or the Columbia County Planning Comrnission in
a:riving at a decision. Yoru prompt reply will help us to process this application and will ensure the inclusion of
yourreconunendations in the staffreport. Please comment below.

1. iL
2.
3. .-,,

//

W"have reviewed the enclosed application and have no objection to its approval

Please see attached letter or notes below for our comments.

We are corsidering the proposal further, and will have comments to you by

S:*PLANNING DIVI5ION+^PLANNING (KAY'S)*FORMSYREFERRAL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENI+REFERRAL AND
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

.

PC.DOCX

as submitted.

4. .. ..
5.
6.

Our board must meet to consider this; we will retr:m their comme'rrts to you by
Please contact our office so we

--We

nay

discuss this.

recommend deNdal of the application, for the reasons below:

v'1
A(

re

-1

/t*

--z{*

S:YPIANNING DIVISION+^PI.ANNING (KAY'S)YFORMS+REFERRAL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTSREFERRATAND
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

- PCDOO(

t-

COLUMBIACOTJNTY

II\ND DEVEI.OPMENT SERVICES

Planning Division
COURTHOUSE
ST, HELENS,ORFfiON 9705I

Phonc;

(503)397-1501 l.'or:

(503)366-3902

February 8,2022

REFERRAL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Rcsponding

rgency! 5 t^l

Drte:
#

c-t)

February 812022
and ZC 22-01
Owner/Applicant: Weyerhaeuser Timber Holdings, Inc. / Jeremy Keepers
Map/Taxlot: Portions of 7512-00-00201 and 7512-00-00401
File

PL224l

Sizer
Site Address:

49.34 acres

Plan/Zone:

76106 Highway 47, Clatskanie, OR 97016

Forest /

Primrry Forest (PF-80)

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on Monday, Mrrch 7,2022rat 6:30 p.m. apublic hearing will

be held before

the Columbia County Planning Commission (Commission). You received this notice because you own property
located near the property that is the subject ofthis notice.
THE }IEARING

WIt[

BE CONDUCTED REMOIETY

VIA ONTINE WEIINAR ONIV.

YOU MAY ACCESS AND PANTICIPATE IN THE HEARING USING THE FOTLOWING LINKS:

By computer, tablet or smartphone: https:llE,krbirl.r:olomeetine.qoplioin/815189485

phone:

United States (Toll Free): 1 877 3t)9 2013United States +l (646) 74q-3129
Access Code: 815-189485
By

[New to

GoToMeeting?

Get the app now and be ready when the meeting starts:

htlns:rElobal.qotoqrcetiriq,conrlinstal.U I 970993

731

THIS APPLICATION IS FOR 0 Administrative Review; (X) Planning Commission, Hearing Date: March 7,
2022
PLEASE RETURN

BY:

February lEr2022

Planner: RobertWheeldon
The enclosed application is being referred to you for your inforrration and comment. You recommendation and
suggestions will be used by the County Planning Department and/or the Columbia Corurty Planning Commission in
aniving at a decision. Your prompt reply will help us to process this application and will ensure the inclusion of
your reconrmendations in the staffreport. Please comment below.

l.

X

We have reviewed the enclosed application and have no objection to its approval as submitted.

2.
3.

see attached letter or notes below for our comments.

are considering the proposal further, and

-Please

will have comments to you by

S:YPLANNING DIVISION*^PLANNING (KAY.s)YFORMSYREFERML AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTYREFERRAT

-We

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

-

PC,DOCX

AND

4.

Our board must meet to consider this; we

5.

6,

will

return their comments to you by

contact our office so we may discuss this.
We recommend denial of the application, for the re,rsons below:

-Please

0v(.

S:YPLANNING DIVISIONY^PLANNING
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

-

PC.DOCX

(KAY'S)YFORMSVREFERML

AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTYREFERRAI AND

COLUMBIACOUNTY

LAND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Planning Division
COURTHOUSE
ST. HELENS,OREGON 9705I

Phone: (503)397-1501 Fax: (503)366.3902

February 8,2022

REFERRAL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Responding agency: W A1rq-Ri.+Ag56-

1q

February 8,2022
Date:
PA22-0t andZC22-01
File #
Owner/Applicant: Weyerhaeuser Timber Holdingsr lnc. / Jeremy Keepers
Map/Taxlot: Portions of 7512-00-00201 and 7512-00'00401
49.34 acres
Size:
Site Address: 76106 Highway 47, Clatskanie, OR 97016

Plan/Zone:

Forest / Primary Forest (PF-80)

NOTICE IS HEREBY GMN that on Monday, March 7,2022,a16:30 p.m. a public hearing will be held before
the Columbia County Planning Commission (Commission). You received this notice because you own property
located near the property that is the subject ofthis notice.
WIIL BE CONDUCTED REMOTELY VIA ONLINE WEBINAR ONLY.
YOU MAY ACCESS AND PARTICIPATE IN THE HEARING USING THE FOIIOWING LINKS:

THE HEARING

By computer, tablet or smartphone: lrttpsi{glaba!.sotornqgrtg.c9nl,igir/8.15189485
By

phone:

United States (Toll Free): 1 81J*309 2073
United States: +l (646) 749-3129

Access Code: 815-189-485

[Ne* to

GoToMeeting?

h!!gs:// g loha l. gotonreeti

n g,

Get the app now and be ready when the meeting stafts:

comi i nstal l/

I9

70993 731

THIS APPLICATION IS FOR 0 Adminisilative Review; (X) Planning Commission, Hearing Date: March 7,
2022

PLEASE RETURN

BY:

February 18,2022

Planner: RobertWheeldon
The enclosed application is being refened to you for your information and comment. Your recommendation and
suggestions will be used by the County Planning Department and/or the Columbia County Planning Commission in
arriving at a decision. Your prompt reply will help us to process this application and will ensure the inclusion of
yoru recommendations in the staffreport. Please comment below.

l.

X_

2.

We have reviewed the enclosed application and have no objection to its approval as submitted.

Please see attached letter or notes below for our comments.

J

are considering the proposal further, and

will have comments to you by

5:YPLANNING DIVISIONY^PLANNING (KAY'S)YFORMS*REFERRAL AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTVREFERRAL AND
ACKNOWLEDGMENT - PC.DOCX

-We

4.
5.

board must meet to consider this; we

--Our

will

retum their comments to you by

contact our office so we may discuss this'

We recommend
6. -Please

denial of the application, for the reasons below:
Exempt Uses of Ground Water include:
l. Stock watering.
3. Single or group domestic purposes for no more than 15,000 gallons per day
not exceeding 5,000 gallons

4. Single industrial or commercial

The above exempt uses do

Nolallow for commercial lrrlgation.

Signed

6Z OE

L

S:*PLANNING DIVISION*^PLANNING (KAY'S)XFORMSYREFERML AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTXREFERRAL AND
ACKNOWLEDGMENT - PC.DOCX

EXHIBIT 5
PUBLIC COMMENTS

Kav Clav
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

Robert Wheeldon
Friday, March 4, 2022 1:22 PM
Kay Clay
Hayden Richardson
FW: Re-zoning of the sort yard

Kay

please include the following testimony in the PA 22-OI and ZC 22-01file, and provide a copy to the Commissioners prior
to the hearing.
Thank you,

Robert Wheeldon, Planning Manager
La nd Development Services
Columbia County Oregon
503-397-7217

robert.wheeldon @columbiaco ntvor.sov
Please note:
Land Development Services has moved to a temporary location at 445 Port Avenue, St. Helens
We're available to assist you in person, by phone 503-397-1501 and email:
buildine@colum biacountvor.sov or olanning@colum biacountvor.sov

From: Skyler & Kyleigh Engen <snkengen@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 4,202212:54 PM
To: Robert Wheeldon < Ro be rt.Whee ldon @co u m biacou ntyor.gov>
Subject: Re-zoning ofthe sort yard
I

Mr. Wheeldon,

I am writing in this email my, and my family's testimony, we would like presented

at the hearing this coming

Monday over the proposed rezoning of the old sort yard.

While it is clear that there is an obvious push to look at the benefits of this proposed rezone as an asset to the
county by creating jobs, I am hopeful the board and commission will acknowledge the cuffent atmosphere in
Columbia County regarding land zoned primary forest. This county has been moving to maintain land zoned as
such, and keeping our forests intact. I personally feel letting this proposed rezone come to fruition, is a step in
the opposite direction in the way our cuffent community has been recently voting.

My family recently purchased the home we are currently living in adjacent to the old Jepson Sorting Yard. We
were looking for a bigger property, close to town, with seclusion and quiet. We found it here. Shortly after, we
are now finding out there is a propos ed zone change, and the possibility of a sawmill being built right next to
us.

My concems are as follows
1

My children must walk Elliot road to get on and off the school bus. This requires them walking past the mill
site. While I understand the road department has found Elliot Road not suitable for truck traffic, workers will
surely be accessing the site from Elliot Road. That is how access was when it was still a sorting yard. I am
concerned that a large increase in vehicle traffic will create an unsafe condition for my children accessing the
only spot the school bus will pick them up.
I arn very uonuernetl aboul noise. I am a shift worker, and oftentimes work a night shift requiring me to sleep
during the day. This was another reason my family chose to buy a property around no one, surrounded by
primary forest at the end of a road. I am also concerned it will inhibit my ability to find a renter in the second
home on our property when we are done remodeling it. The appeal of a house by a sa-wmill, is certainly not the
same as a house on a large piece of land in the middle of the woods. I fear this may financially impact me.
There is a 200 foot setback from my residence, but there is a storage building inside that boundary. I am
eoncerned after this possible mill is built, there will be a large amount of activity and noise, very close to my
home.

Finally, I fear the justification used to rezone this property will be found acceptable, when it clearly is not. The
chipper that was once at the log sorting yard, was not a chipmill. 'lheretbre this is not an abandoned mill site.
While this slight twist of words may make the landowner feel they should be able to rezone, I, and I hope the
board and commission will agree, strongly disagree.
read "trndnstrial tlses-306 CLIP
.20 Abandoned or diminished mill sites, means a mill, plant, or other facility engaged in the
processing of manufacturing of wood products, including sawmills, and facilities for the production of plywood,
veneer, hardboard, panel products, pulp and paper."
When

tr

Nowhere does it say a log sorting yard that hapoened to have a chipper. It was not a chipmill. It was a log yard.
There was no manufacturing of wood products on this site.

In 305CUP
,,.20
A

3. Contains or contained permanent buildings used in the production or manufacturing of wood products."

Again, no wood products were manufactured. Raw materials, being logs, were cut and sorted. The only
permanent structure is a maintenance shop, there are no buildings used for manufacturing wood products. There
is also the fact that the chipper was hooked up to "temporary power" when it was on the site. The fact that
temporary power was used, makes it clear this is a PF-80 piece of land, and it always has been. The blacktop
made the log sorting easier, the maintenance shop was there to service the heavy equipment for moving and
loading raw material.
and consideration of this delicate situation, and I hope that perhaps I have helped bring to
light the obvious issues. I am hopeful the correct decision in the matter will be made.

I appreciate your time

Sincerely,
Skyler Engen and Family

2

RECEIVED
MAR 0

2

202?

Land Development Services

I am Judy Bergman, a property owner next to the proposed zone change . I have lived here for 40+ years

The property was zoned PF B0 and used as a log sorting yard and then closed. I am not
certain or clear on whether this was the accurate zoning for this activity. However, the
applicant has misrepresented this as an abandoned mill. Having talked to former workers and
the former manager, it was primarily for sorting and some chipping was done with waste,
stumps, etc after sorting. The chips were shipped. T. Davidson (a former manager) stated that
no lumber was produced or stored there.
My question has been- what would be the fuiure use of the site to qualify as light indusiriai ? I
have contacted the many indlviduals in the application but have not been abfe to get any
information. Responses include , "l can not share that with you." B. Fawcett of Clatskanie PUD
was asked what about the change from 100 to 5,000 amps. I asked what kind of industry
would need that upgrade. lt seems it would be a significant .
I am not sure how to react to such a zone change for the county or the state. I trust in the
county and their competence to responsibly deal with this. lalso know that Weyerhaeuser is a
powerful business so it might be pointless to try to question their goals. I hope questions can
be answered.

Other concerns:
Outdated septic and water systems. How will this affect my well and water source?
Noise levels
Affect on wildlife (other than general information about Columbia County).
Problems of runoff poliution in the past in nearby creeks .
Use of single lane gravel road to enter the site VS using the entrance off of Hwy 47.
Thank you.

